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ABSTRACT 
School geography has been identified as the one subject 
which has the most potential to develop pupils' ability to 
identify with their community and with their environment . 
Through the development of a sense of place pupils are 
encouraged to become effective perceivers, users, 
appreciators, evaluators and developers of their environment 
(Catling 1987. This approach to the teaching of geography 
implies that the content and the teaching strategies need 
to be perceived as relevant. Relevance in this study is 
taken to incorporate not only the needs of the pupils and 
the community but also of the subject. 
The location of this study in Venda, an area which is 
predominantly rural in nature sought to emphasise the 
important role which rural settlement geography can play in 
aiding the development of these pupils' sense of place 
and social identity. The research therefore concentrated 
on the approaches and teaching strategies used in the 
teaching of rural settlement in Venda secondary schools. 
This was achieved through a survey which involved geography 
teachers and pupils in the Thohoyandou inspection area. 
The place of rural settlement in the current geography 
curriculum was established through an analysis of the 
relevant syllabuses, textbooks and senior certificate 
examination papers. This analysis was primarily undertaken 
to illuminate the extent to which rural settlement 
geography in the South African curriculum complies with 
accepted criteria for relevance. 
The study revealed that the teaching of rural settlement in 
Venda is textbook-related and teacher- directed with no 
attempt to capitalise upon the pupils' experience of their 
rural environment. This was largely ascribed to the 
constraints of the syllabus and the demands of the 
examination system. When allied to the problems teachers 
have concerning syllabus development, the validity and 
relevance of this aspect of the syllabus is reduced. More 
importantly, because the local environment is not perceived 
as having value in the teaching of geography, the Venda 
pupils' perception of the value of their environment is 
diminished. 
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CHAPTER 1 
1. INTRODUCTION: BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH 
Geography is perceived as a bridge between the natural and 
the human sciences (Graves 1980). The study of geography 
therefore lends itself to a wide variety of dynamic 
approaches and teaching strategies. Developments in 
geographical education are influenced by shifts in 
geographical thinking and learning theories which in turn 
are strongly influenced by change in s9ciety (Beddies 1973; 
Graves 1979; Johnston 1985) 
Although it is important that South African school geography 
remains in the mainstream of current geographical thinking, 
it ought to create a balance between the needs of geography 
and the needs of the pupils within a rapidly changing social 
environment. The teaching of geography in an efficient, 
effective and successful way calls for the consideration of 
'needs' as well as for variety in teaching strategies and 
approaches to meet these needs. 
Eleanor Rawling (1980:61) maintains that "geography of the 
1980s in Britain was characterised by the insistence on 
beginning with the needs of the children rather than the 
needs of the subject." 'Needs' have been defined by Woods 
and Barrow (1979) as those things that are of interest and 
are valued by the person concerned. When cononsidering 
the'needs' of the pupils, the teacher should take into account 
"the knowledge the pupils consider as being of value, 
provide pupils with the means and ability to survive and 
what the pupils need now and in the future" (Woods and 
Barrow 1979:121-122) . 
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Woods and Barrow (1979) and Graves (1979) furthermore have 
argued that the 'needs' of the society and of the pupils 
should be the sole criterion in determining the content of 
the curriculum. Much of the strength of the curriculum may 
be determined by the extent to which it reflects the needs 
of the society. Schools are the products of societies and to 
a large extent reflect their values and preoccupations. 
Thus, changes in the curriculum should be in line with 
changes in the society. The curriculum however tends to lag 
behind as a result of examinations and textbooks which ta~e 
a long time to accommodate 'new' changes (Ballantyne 1986). 
Huckle (1982:17) maintains that if geography is to survive 
as a genuinely worthwhile subject enjoyed and valued by 
pupils and adults it will have to adjust to the 'needs' of 
the 1980s and beyond. Huckle (1982) argues that the 
consideration of the pupils', the subject's and the 
society's 'needs' may ultimately lead to relevance. It may 
be the search for relevance which brings about 'new' 
curriculum outlines, 'new' textbooks and changes in the 
examination systems. Above all, it may be that this search 
for relevance has indirectly created and maintained a shift 
in emphasis from traditional teaching strategies to learner-
centred ones. 
Milner (1975:78) states "that the subject is relevant when 
it relates learning to the real world of the learner". 
Although the emphasis of this thesis is on relevance, it 
must not be seen in the narrow context of relating primarily 
to the interests of the pupils and their 'needs' only. The 
3 
curriculum is founded on the four main traditions of 
geography. Therefore our teaching must be broad enough to 
encompass these traditions so that the child develops a 
worthwhile sense of geography. 
Rural and urban settlement forms part of the settlement 
geography section of the secondary school syllabus. The 
topic of rural settlement was first included in the syllabus 
in 1973 (Nicol 1980). Rural settlements are primarily 
associated with peoples who are actively engaged in 
producing food from the land. The study of rural settlement 
at school level involves the investigation of origins, 
patterns and functions in the rural landscape (Chisholm 
1962; Everson and Fitzgerald 1969; Clout 1922; Roberts 
1987). 
Presently the section concerning rural . ~ettlement at 
secondary school level in the current geography syllabus for 
1985 is featured in Standards 7 and 10, though also 
peripheral at Standards 8 and 9. 
This study focusses on the teaching of rural settlement in 
Venda secondary schools. Delimitation of· the study to Venda 
must be seen in the context of Venda as a country which is 
largely agricultural. The majority of Vhavenda are 
therefore located in rural settlements. 
The geographical background of rural settlement below has 
been included to provide a contextual background for the 
study of rural settlement in Venda, with the aim of 
describing the rural settlement with which the Venda c h i l d 
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is acquainted, and to compare this settlement with that 
taught in schools . 
1.1 THE GEOGRAPHICAL BACKGROUND OF A RURAL SETTLEMENT IN VENDA . 
Field observation was undertaken in Venda. Venda is one of 
the Independent National States in South Africa and was 
granted independence in 1979. It lies between latitude 22 
and 24, and longitude 29 and 30. This 'Homeland' is 
bordered by Zimbabwe in the north, Gazankulu on the south, 
east, and Lebowa on the south. Venda's capital city is the 
developing town of Thohoyandou, which is situated about 
500 km from Johannesburg. 
Much of the surface area of Venda in mountainous . The area 
is characterised by summer rains with the exception of the 
north-east region. Venda has a high annual rainfall which 
ranges from 800 mm to 1000 mm. 
The favourable climatic conditions make the area suitable 
for crop farming. Compared to other 'Homelands', Venda has 
very fertile soil and many perennial rivers. 
The population density of the Vhavenda is low when compared 
to those of other 'Homelands'. Venda is the common 
language, and the Vhavenda, like other ethnic groups in 
South Africa, have their own unique culture. 
Venda is divided into five districts. These are Mutale, 
Thohoyandou, Dzanani, Vuwani and Thsitale. The Thohoyando u 
circuit is located in the Thohoyandou district which is 
Figure 1 
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centrally situated. This circuit stretches from the Kruger 
National Park and includes Sibasa, Makwarela, Shayandima and 
Thohoyandou townships. Thohoyandou was established as a 
seat of government in 1979, which accelerated its growth and 
development. Industrial sites are located Skm from 
Thohoyandou on the main road to Louis Trichardt and Punda 
Maria (Fig.l . ). 
As Thohoyandou is a developing urban settlement, it is still 
surrounded by a number of villages. These villages 
constitute a representative sample of the socio- economic 
origins of the Venda people, their culture, their lifestyle 
and their values. 
Mbilwi village is about 6 km north of Thohoyandou and 2 km 
from Sibasa. The village is rugged and hilly but well 
watered with three springs (refer to Plate 1.1). The village 
is also located near the Mutshindudi River. 
Mbilwi was an example of a dispersed settlement in the 
1960s. As a result of the rationalisation of the 
'Homelands', Mbilwi was transformed into a nucleated or 
clustered settlement to facilitate the provision of 
services. Thus the present nucleated settlement pattern is 
superimposed on the previous dispersed settlement.-
Traditionally the Vhavenda people made use of loc al 
indigenous woods to construct their homes. The anti -
deforestation policy however prevented further cutting down 
of trees, and villagers have had to seek new building 
materials. The people began to use stones and dried kiln-
7 
fired bricks. The houses are smeared with mud painted in 
different colours and thatched with grasses which are 
available in the surrounding area (Plate.1.2). The building 
style of their houses is that of a cone-cylinder, with or 
without windows (Plate.1.3) . The building styles, however , 
are influenced by modern technology which encourages people 
to build modern houses in that part of the village which has 
been set aside for new development. 
Mbilwi is a remote area which does not have its own clini~ 
or post office. The clinic is situated at Makwarela, some 
6km distant from Mbilwi. Nevertheless, the clinic is 
centrally located to serve other villages surrounding 
Thohoyandou. Services such as shops, a post office and 
banks are available at Sibasa which is 2km from Mbilwi 
village. The village has two cafeterias, one located next 
to the chief's kraal (Plate.1.4) and the other one on the 
newly proclaimed area of the village. There is a rower 
primary school (Plate.1.S) not far away from the chief's 
kraal, a higher primary school and a Baptist church (Plate 1.6. 
and Plate 1.7.). Senior secondary schools are located in the 
vicinity of Sibasa and are not very far from Mbilwi. 
The traditional land tenure was arranged in such a way that 
the grazing land was held in common by the people, with 
individual plots allocated to the extended family by the 
chief. The people who have higher status and 
responsibilities to the community were given big plots. The 
people used to practise subsistence farming . When the soil 
became depleted, the chief gave them another area of the 
forest to clear . This system was however, changed as a 
8 
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result of the rationalisation policy as the land was divided 
into smaller plots. During the past five years the 
Department of Agriculture and Forestry in Venda has 
established irrigation schemes on the flood plain of the 
Mutshindude river . The farmers practise rotational cropping 
and produce crops such as maize, ground nuts, sweet potatoes 
and vegetables. Very few of them produce cash crops such a s 
tobacco and sugar cane. Not all the people of Mbilwi 
village are crop farmers. Some are stock farmers, whilst 
others are professionals and labourers in the developing . 
town of Thohoyandou. 
The eastern part of the village is devoted to plantations of 
bluegum trees which are used for roofing, whilst in the 
north, the area bordering the Mutshindudi river, is a newly 
developed irrigation scheme. To the south, near S~basa, 
there is a newly proclaimed residential area which is 
characterised by modern houses (Plate 1.9) . Mbilwi village is 
~hus in the process of changing, as the commonage is 
becoming occupied by modern houses . 
This geographical background to the study area has 
emphasised the location of Mbilwi village with regard to 
other settlements, their patterns and the changing pattern 
of the village, building materials and building styles, 
services available and the socio-economic conditions of the 
villagers. 
The emphasis on rural settlement is an attempt to identify 
the extent to which the existing syllabus, textbooks, 
examination and teaching strategies influence the 
., , 
perceptions of the teacher and pupils towards their 
environment. 
1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Geography syllabuses since the 1960s have emphasised the 
development of concepts, skills, values and attitudes rather 
than the presentation and emphasis of facts. Modern 
geography also emphasises the need to provide pupils with 
opportunities to reflect upon and to explore the human 
environmental issues with which geography is concerned . The 
experiential and utilitarian approaches to geography arise 
from an educational theory which is related to learning as a 
p~ocess in which the child is involved. 
The Department of Education and Training (D.E.T.) syllabus 
is influenced by recent geographical thinking. However the 
dichotomy which exists between the intended outcomes of the 
preamble and the actual outcomes which result from the 
syllabus content and the existing examination system has led 
Ballantyne (1988) to refer to 'Black' pupils as alienated by 
their present geography curriculum. The syllabus is to somp 
extent eurocentric and remote from the interests and 
experiences of rural pupils. 
Research by Ledger (1978); Levy (1984) and Ballantyne 
(1986), suggests that the predominant strategy used in the 
teaching of geography in South African high schools remains 
a form of 'teacher tell'. Pupils do not participate actively 
and this leads to lack of interest and to negative 
attitudes. It is hoped that the development of a more 
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relevant, learner- centred approach, in which pupils 
participate actively, and make use of examples of local 
settlement, will be of assistance to geography teachers in 
Venda. 
The rural heritage of Venda pupils should be both 
appreciated and understood, while the importance of a 
.-
healthy agricultural environment for the needs of not only 
the future Vhavenda but also of the country of Venda must be 
realised and understood. There is a need to develop a 
programme of study in rural settlement geography which will 
develop in pupils a sense of harmony with the rural 
landscape. It is therefore hoped that the evidence produced 
by this study will lead to the development of such a 
programme 
1.3 GOALS OF THE RESEARCH 
The purpose of the study is two-fold: 
1. To investigate the extent to which Venda teachers' and 
pupils' attitudes towards their own environment is 
influenced by the approach to rural settlement geography 
in the existing curriculum. 
2. To investigate the extent to which the approaches used i n 
the teaching of rural settlement geography in Venda 
schools foster a sense of relevance and promote 
meaningful and effective learning. 
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This study is undertaken to identify ways of approaching 
rural settlement geography which will develop in the pupils 
a sense of harmony with the rural landscape. 
1.4 RESEARCH LOCATION 
The research was undertaken in the Thohoyandou circuit in 
Venda during the second semester of 1990. The research 
involved all the geography teachers at secondary school 
level, as well as 15 Standard 10 geography pupils in the 
abovementioned circuit. 
1.5 CHAPTER OUTLINE 
Chapter 2 of this study provides a justification for the 
~nclusion of rural settlement in the South African geography 
curriculum. The chapter analyses the concept of 'relevance' 
and examines the criteria used to ensure relevance in the 
teaching of the rural settlement section of the geography 
syllabus. 
Chapter 3 outlines procedures relating to the collection of 
the data whilst Chapter 4 investigates the place of rural 
settlement in the South African geography syllabus. 
Chapter 5 analyses the data gathered from the survey 
conducted in Venda. 
Chapter 6 highlights the results, draws conclusions and 
makes recommendations. 
14 
CHAPTER 2. 
2.JUSTIFYING THE INCLUSION OF RURAL SETTLEMENT IN THE 
SOUTH AFRICAN SECONDARY SCHOOL GEOGRAPHY CURRICULUM 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
South Africa is characterised more strongly by a rural than 
an urban landscape. Therefore, although the population is 
becoming increasingly urbanised, the rural landscape 
continues to playa role in the pupils' experiential 
understanding about South Africa. For this reason alone, 
rural settlement geography has a part to play in the South 
African curriculum. 
The predominantly rural nature of Venda seems to indicate 
that one of the most potentially worthwhile aspects of the 
geography curriculum should be that of rural settlement. 
This chapter examines rural settlement geography in 
relation to current geographical theory in order to provide 
a justification for the inclusion of rural settlement 
geography in the South African school curriculum. This 
aspect is furthermore analysed in relation to the concept 
of 'relevance'. 
The chapter seeks both to justify the inclusion of rural 
settlement geography in the curriculum and to identify the 
way in which it ought to be presented and developed in 
order to optimise its value for pupils from a rural 
background. 
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2.2 THE RELEVANCE OF RURAL SETTLEMENT GEOGRAPHY 
The term 'relevance' has become a popular catchphrase 
increasingly used by various groups and individuals. 
Dunlop (1976:5) states that educationalists perceive 
relevance as pertaining to the immediate experience of the 
children, although it is also sometimes defined as 
equivalent to 'interest' or 'value'. Both 'interest' and 
'value' are however subsumed by the concept of relevance 
(Dunlop 1976). Therefore if the geography curriculum is 
said to be relevant it ought to be of value to the pupils. 
Barrow (1982:35) argues that "whether things are relevant, 
real or useful is not a simple matter of fact but a 
judgement involving personal tastes". Therefore that which 
is relevant to one individual or group is not necessarily 
perceived as relevant to others. 
Ntlanganani (1988) further argues that the relevance of the 
curriculum for a society depends on the definition of 
relevance and its application. 
The origin of the contemporary concern with relevance, as 
illustrated by Fig.2.1, suggests that it is closely related 
to recent developments in geography such as the 
introduction of welfare and radical geography. These 
sections of geography emphasise the needs of the society of 
the 1990s and beyond. 
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geography. 
Source: Teaching Geography, April 1984:117 
Graves (1979) argues that neither the needs of the-subject 
nor the needs of the society or the pupils should be 
neglected. Graves (1979) maintains that there should be a 
body of geographical concepts or ideas that the pupils 
have to be taught and learn. When drawing up a curriculum, 
there should be a balance between the needs of the 
individual, the society and that of the subject. 
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Alan Patmore, in writing about the relevance of geography, 
contends that: 
It is a challenge and privilege to give students, 
whatever their age or experience, their 
opportunity to wonder, to weep, over the world of 
man . If estranged from reality, and emotions of 
reality, geography is indeed irrelevant and can 
have little justification in any curriculum. A 
sense of reality is the beginning of relevance, 
and I want simply to re-examine, or rather re -
emphasise, the relevance of geography as we know 
it to both the classroom and the wide world of 
which the classroom is both the mirror and the 
microcosm. (Patmore 1980:270) 
Relevance in current geographical thinking emphasises 
personal experience (Pearce 1987). It means something that on e 
can relate to or which is within one's experience. For 
relevance to be achieved in the learning situation pupils 
must have a framework of reference based on their previous 
learning. 
If the study of rural settlement geography is to be 
relevant, according to the preceding analysis, it should 
therefore: 
i) Provide for the pupils' needs in that they are able 
to relate to the subject matter; 
ii) Provide opportunities for the pupils to develop 
essential skills; 
iii) Consider the interests of the pupils and the needs of 
the society and the community; 
iv) Be related to current geographical theory. 
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To determine the essential factors of current geographical 
theory, the study of rural settlement is related to an 
analysis of geography in terms of the four traditions of 
geography and in relation to current geographical 
paradigms. 
2.3 RELEVANCE OF RURAL SETTLEMENT ANALYSED IN RELATION TO 
THE FOUR TRADITIONS OF GEOGRAPHY 
Geography as a discipline has developed according to four 
traditions which help to make the subject a unique and 
discrete field of knowledge (Pattison 1973:270). These 
comprise: 
i) The man-land tradition; 
ii) Spatial perspective; 
iii) The regional viewpoint; 
iv) The earth science component. 
These traditions may be illustrated by Figure 2.1 below. 
Figure 2.2 
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Doxiadis (in Swanevelder et al. 1976:97) defines a 
settlement as: 
a grouping of people, building structures and 
communication networks that function as a single 
integrated system on a regular, daily basis. 
It is interesting to note that the three elements mentioned 
in the definition are people, building structures and 
communication networks. Doxiadis' identification of a 
settlement from a geographical 
implications as it 
major traditions of 
may be seen 
geography. 
perspective has wider 
to inddrporate the four 
• 
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In the first instance, the geographer is interested in 
settlement from the point of view of the man- land 
relationship which identifies how people group together, 
how they earn their livelihood, and how they function as 
communities within the environment. 
The spatial component of this definition concerns the 
location of the settlement and the various settlement 
patterns which evolve in relation to a particular 
environment. 
Doxiadis' definition also implies a regional viewpoint as 
~ettlements will differ from place to place and from 
community to community. 
The final component implied in the above definition of 
settlement is that of the earth science perspective which 
is related to the way in which physical factors influence 
the settlement. Thus it implies the influence of climate, 
geology and soils on the development of the settlement and 
its characteristics . 
The study of rural settlement must of necessity 
incorporate these four basic traditions of geography if it 
is to provide a comprehensive picture which is allied to 
current geographical thinking. 
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The field of study that should be embraced by rural 
settlement ought therefore to include the following: 
i) The location of rural settlement; 
ii) Patterns and land use; 
iii) Building materials and building styles; 
iv) Land tenure and the cultural landscape; 
v) Prevailing socio - economic conditions. 
The study of location in rural settlement geography refers 
to the location of settlement with respect to the physical 
e~vironment. , 
Patterns within rural settlement are defined as the 
arrangement of buildings with respect to one another . The 
material and architectural style of buildings in 
settlements are related largely to the cultural and 
technological development of the society, the degree of 
permanence of the settlement and the nature of the 
environment (Money, 1972). It must be remembered that 
where technology is limited, heavy reliance is placed on 
materials available locally. The traditional Venda huts 
are an example of this principle (Chapter 1). 
Land tenure and the resulting landscape occurs when man 
has established and maintains pastures and has cultivated 
pieces of land marked out as 'holdings' . Thus the 
extension of land holdings and the development of the forms 
of cultivation create changing patterns in the landscape 
(Money, 1972). 
None of the above factors operates in isolation, nor are 
they the only ones which influence the nature of hab i tation. 
Aspects relating to the affluence of the community and 
availability of resources will of necessity influence rural 
settlement types. 
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Rural settlement encompasses many variables that are 
complex in nature. Variables such as land use patterns, 
internal morphology and functions may give guidance in 
constructing a definition of rural settlement types. It is 
not enough to say that rural settlements are characterised 
only by primary activities because villages are in a 
constant state of change. On the other hand, rural 
settlement geography cannot be confined to the study of 
small units such as farmsteads, hamlets and villages. This 
is because there are large nucleated settlements which are 
essentially rural in nature, as in the case of the 
traditional Tswana settlements. 
Most of the definitions in the South African textbooks 
consider only some of the variables such as pattern and 
function. This is highlighted by the definition of rural 
settlement given by Hurry et al. (1984:145) as "those 
settlements in the countryside (which) range from individual 
farms to small holdings". 
Earle et al. (1987:199) define rural settlements as 
"communities of food producers". Again, the definition is 
incomplete as it considers one set of activities and 
disregards other variables of rural settlements. 
According to Steyn (1985: 184) 
Rural settlement geography studies the locational 
features and relationships of farms and other urban 
settlements, the form of building structures, the 
nature of services, as well as the social structure 
and behavioural characteristics of a population 
whose activities are focussed on primary 
agricultural production. 
The above definition includes almost all ' the 
characteristics which encompass the notion of rural 
settlement. 
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Knapp's definition (1988:440) provides a more concise 
summary of the various components which characterise rural 
settlement, but emphasises nucleated settlement patterns 
rather than the dispersed settlement: 
A rural settlement is a place where a group of 
people live more or less permanently, allowing them 
to share problems of shelter, defence, cultivation 
and services as well as to enjoy social activities. 
The fundamental difference between a rural and an urban 
settlement lies in its function rather than in site or 
pattern. Rural settlements are concerned with primary 
activities. 
South African textbooks tend to emphasise agriculture at 
the expense of other primary activities. This may be 
ascribed to the fact that mining, fishing and forestry 
communities are increasingly absorbed in settlements which 
have lost their rural identity. 
2.4 CURRENT GEOGRAPHICAL THEORIES 
Having looked at what rural settlement . studies should 
include according to the four traditions of geography, it 
may be useful to examine these traditions in relation to 
recent geographical theories. 
A search for a philosophical base for geography has 
characterised much contemporary geography as it is taught 
in universities and has indirectly influenced approaches t o 
the study of geography at school level. Hall (1984:1) 
remarks that: 
each of us has our own variety of philosophical 
traditions and approaches to knowledge and this 
directly controls what is taught and how it is 
taught in the geography classroom. 
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Hall (1984) identifies four approaches to geographical 
knowledge, viz, Empericism , rationalism, positivism and 
humanism. The ecological perspective is a recent approach 
which draws its knowledge from empeicism, rationalism, 
positivism and humanism. 
2.4.1 Empiricism 
This theory emphasises that knowledge is a product of our 
experiences. Thus the emphasis lies on facts gained through 
sensory perception and intuition (Hall1984:4) . Empiricism . 
however calls for the gathering of information without 
concentrating on the causes or relationships that might bring 
order, pattern and regularity to the recorded 
facts. 
Remnants of this theory continue to prevail in current 
geographical teaching strategies. For instance, in 
fieldwork pupils may still use their senses such as sight 
to observe certain aspects in the local environment. 
2.4.2 Rationalism 
The emphasis on intellectualism which is a characteristic 
of rationalism is perceived to be problematicas it may 
result in concepts being reduced to labels and abstract 
terms to proper nouns. Rationalism places the emphasis on 
the mind and its ability to generate, organise, interpret, 
anticipate or speculate about events (Jensen 1985), and 
Hall 1984). Hall (1984) maintains that the rationalist 
perspective affirms the primacy of ideas, theories and 
concepts which make sense of the external world . 
• 
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The use of a rationalistic approach in teaching rural 
settlement is useful to encourage pupils to think logically 
and to be able to reason things out. A rationalistic 
approach also facilitates the understanding of concepts 
which are necessary for the study of aspects of geography 
such as rural settlement. 
2.4.3 Positivism 
The geography of the 1960s and 1970s combined empiricism 
and rationalism into a system of enquiry which is described 
as positivism (Fig.2.3). According to (Hall 1984 : 5) the 
positivistic perspective includes the following : 
i) Postulating a set of principles or assumptions about 
phenomena, patterns or relationship. 
ii) The use of analytical methods to produce a theoretical 
model. 
'iii) Searching for, recording and classifying information in 
accordance with the explanatory model. 
Positivism puts the students in situations which demand 
responses from the data and the development of skills suc h 
as problem solving, analysis and enquiry-based learning. 
Positivism has however been strongly criticised by 
humanists for its combination of empiricism and 
rationalism, on the grounds that these disregard people and 
their values and feelings. 
Empiricism 
emphasising 
factual detail 
gained 
Ihrough sense 
perception 
and intuition 
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Rationalism 
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through 
propositional 
analysis 
Figure 2.3 Positivism at the intersection of empiricism 
and rationalism. 
source: Hall 1984 : 5 
When looking at the four major traditions of geography, the 
spatial perspective and the earth science components are 
still positivistic in nature. The study of rural 
settlement thus lends itself to a positivist approach . For 
instance, Von Thunen's land use model or Christaller's 
central place theory require pupils to test the hypothesi s 
in the field or in relation to regional differences. 
2.4.4 Humanism 
Humanistic perspectives involve a search for ideas behind 
actions and are founded on a desire for better 
interpretation. They seek to foster understanding through 
the use of personal resposes of imagination, feelings and 
values. Hall (1984:7) states that humanism "derives its 
authenticity by appealing directly to personal knowledge". 
The humanistic perspective regards the acquisition of 
knowledge as product of assimilated experiences. The main 
aim of a humanistic perspective is to emphasise personal 
responses of the imagination, feelings and values in order 
to promote understanding of decision making processes. 
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The man- land tradition and the regional viewpoint can be 
embraced by a humanistic approach. In the rural settlement 
section of the current geography syllabus, aspects such as 
land tenure, cultural landscape, field systems and 
prevailing socio-economic conditions are not dealt with, 
but a~e valuable in humanistic terms. 
2.4.5 Ecological perspective 
The ecological perspective is a geographical paradigm that 
has emerged in the 1980s. Preston- Whyte (1982) refers to 
the ecological perspective as 'environmentalism'. Figure 
2.2 illustrates the part played by the ecological 
perspective in unifying empiricism, humanism, positivism ' 
and rationalism. Approaching the study of rural settlement 
from the ecological perspective therefore allows th~ 
teacher and the pupils to utilise not only a wide variety 
of strategies, but to explore rural settlement as a dynamic 
environmental entity. 
Current thinking about geography is translated into the 
aims and objectives of school geography curricula and 
reflects that which is considered to be relevant . 
. . . _--'.' -" 
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2.5 RURAL SETTLEMENT GEOGRAPHY IN RELATION TO THE AIMS AND 
OBJECTIVES OF HE CURRENT SOUTH AFRICAN SECONDARY 
SCHOOL CURRICULUM 
Rural settlement studies are mainly located in the scondary 
school geography syllabuses of Standards 7 and 10, though there 
are some aspects pertaining to rural settlement in Standards 8 
and 9 According to Nicol (1980), the tqpic of rural sett l e ment 
was included in the junior secondary syllabus at Standard 7 
level for two main reasons: 
i) It is one of the newer aspects of geographical study; 
ii) It can afford pupils pupils the opportunity to study 
aspects of geography by direct observational methods. 
Those pupils who do not continue with geography after the 
junior secondary phase will therefore have had the 
opportunity to explore what is perceived as an essential 
aspect of human geography. The inclusion of rural 
settlement in the geography syllabus may be further 
justified by examining the general 
the current geography syllabus for 
aims and objectives of 
1985. 
Four broad aims are emphasised by the 1985 core syllabus 
for geography. These are: 
i) Knowledge 
ii) Skills 
iii) Perception 
iv) Appraisal (attitudes and values). 
Griffiths (1987:204) defines skills as 
something that requires the full use of human 
faculties, physical, mental and moral, and so it 
is something that should be highly valued in 
human beings. 
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The geography curriculum specifies what sorts of skill s 
should be acquired through the teaching of geography. 
These skills include the development of oracy, literacy, 
graphicacy and numeracy. Skills related to problem 
solving, creativity, the use of imagination as well as 
personal and social skills are also indirectly considered 
in the preamble of the current syllabuses . The teaching of 
rural settlement geography cannot be achieved without a 
consideration of skill development. Thus skills are "those 
learned habits which children need to acquire to work 
confidently and independently" (Griffith~ 1987:206). 
Perception is developed according to the way in which the 
pupils perceive their environment in relati on to the actual 
environment. This perception influences the pupils' 
concept of space. 
Rural settlement geography lends itself to the development 
of spatial perception both with regard to the nature of 
rural settlement studies and in terms of direct observation 
through fieldwork and other strategies whi ch help the 
pupils to make sense of the rural landscape. 
Geography is neither valueless nor value free (Clark 1989). 
Therefore an important aspect of the geography curriculum 
is the development of attitudes and values . The current 
geography curriculum emphasises values across a broad 
spectrum which includes the development of positive social 
and environmental value and attitudes. 
Rural settlement geography in the South African context 
mirrors the wide diversity of the South African population 
and is an ideal means of developing the values supported by 
geographical theory. 
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The emphasis on the development of a fundamental body of 
knowledge which is useful and meaningful to the pupils 
reflects a utilitarian approach to geographical education, 
an approach which is paralleled by the notion of relevance 
as suggested by Ball and Ball (1973). Understanding the 
section on rural settlement in the geography syllabus 
requires an interpretation of concepts used and an 
acquaintance with a specific body of knowledge. 
An analysis of the specific objectives contained within the 
current geography syllabus reveals that opportunities are 
provided for the study of rural settlement within the 
personal experience of the pupils. Thus the teaching of 
rural settlement is able to encourage the pupils to know 
more about their local areas (Bailey and Bins, 1987). The 
current syllabus for the junior and senior secondary phases 
meets the criteria which Graves (1980) perceives as 
essential facets of geographical education. Thus, the 
study of rural settlement may be approached: 
i) as something that pupils can relate to with ease . 
ii) by giving pupils a frame of knowledge which can be 
based on their experiences. 
iii) by applying it to everyday experiences. 
iv) by enhancing pupils' observational skills through 
field work in local areas (Nicol 1980). 
v) to foster interest in the pupils' historical origins 
(Roberts 1983). 
vi) to assist pupils in the understanding of the dynamics 
of rural settlement and how to adapt to changes in 
the rural sector. This aspect is further supported 
by Huckle (1973) who comments that the school must 
educate pupils for a life of continual changes . 
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vii) to assist pupils in understanding the inter-
dependence between man and the environment, urban and 
rural areas. 
viii) as a means to enhance pupils' sense of belonging to a 
particular community and their wish to contribute in 
their own communities (Gowing in Walford 1973) . 
The above aspects highlight the fact that the study of 
rural settlement is important in the geography syllabus for 
the very reason that it forms an integral part of the 
cultural landscape which is part of the pupils' heritage . 
Figure 2.5 illustrates that the population of rural area~ 
is decreasing as a result of urbanisation in South Africa. 
25% of South Africa's population will however still be 
rural in character in the year 2000 . 
Rural settlement geography may be further justified in 
terms of its pertinence in the development of attitudes and 
values which will help pupils to: 
i) develop their appreciation for rural areas thus 
"fostering an attachment to place as an empathetic 
insider" (Huckle 1982:17). 
ii) explore their attitudes towards the understanding of 
complex issues such as unemployment, poverty and 
inequalities in living standards (Bodem 1976). 
iii) develop new attitudes and values in their society 
which will aid them in their ability to adapt to rapid 
changes which characterise the present socio-economic 
situations in the South African society. 
iv) develop individuals as members of a society . 
v) develop an understanding of their own society as well 
as those of others. 
vi) teach pupils to make mature judgements in the face of 
change. 
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The above analysis serves to emphasise the role and value 
of rural settlement geography in the current South African 
situation. For the Vhavenda, rural settlement studies are 
particularly pertinent in view of the largely rural nature 
of the country. 
2.6 TEACHING APPROACHES 
' Teaching approaches may be equated with teaching style . 
Teaching style refers to "the way in which teachers diffe r 
in the kinds of relationships they establish with their 
pupils and the kinds of social climate they establish" 
(Ballantyne 1986:36). In other words a teacher may take a 
formal or informal or democratic approach when presenting a 
topic to the pupils . Teaching approaches involve how the 
topic will be taught and determine the choice of teaching 
strategies for learning. 
Pupils however need a variety of approaches as they do not 
all learn in the same way; as Bailey (1974:29) has 
remarked, "to teach as though all pupils learn in the same 
way is a grave mistake". 
The teaching of rural settlement calls for a variety of 
approaches if it is to achieve desirable outcomes. This 
section will focus on relevant teaching approaches that may 
facilitate the effective teaching of rural settlement at 
secondary school level. 
Roberts (1983:122) suggests the following approaches for 
teaching rural settlement: 
i) The structural functional approach which is concerned 
with the nature of the particular place. 
ii) The locational approach which is concerned with the 
reason for choosing the particular site and the 
relationship with other settlements . 
• 
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Apart from the abovementioned approaches, the following may 
also be used when teaching rural settlement: 
iii) The positivistic approach which involves hypothesis 
testing. 
iv) A humanistic approach which deals with personal 
experience, feelings and values . 
v) An ecological approach which emphasises the man-
• 
environment interaction. 
It is important for geography teachers to make use of a 
variety of approaches when teaching rural settlement for 
the following reasons: 
i) Rural settlements worldwide are undergoing change in 
such a way that the distinctive characteristics of a 
rural settlement are disappearing. Nowhere is this 
more noticeable than in the 'Black' rural settlements 
of South Africa. 
ii) The different patterns, locations and people with 
unique cultural backgrounds calls for a variety of 
teaching approaches and teaching strategies. (Roberts 
1983:122) 
• 
iii) Rural settlement is a subdiscipline of geography 
(Fig.2.6) which requires an integration of various 
Figure 2.6 
disciplines . Thus it calls for a holistic approach. 
(Roberts 1983:122) 
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2.7 TEACHING STRATEGIES 
Current geographical theories and changes in both 
syllabuses and examinations encourage teachers to employ 
teaching strategies which foster the development of 
geographical concepts, skills, attitudes and values. Hall 
(1984) recommends the need for a variety of teaching 
strategies in order to develop a range of skills. 
Ballantyne (1986:36) defined teaching methodologies "as the 
many ways in which teachers can organise their classes, 
present ideas to their pupils and use their teaching media 
so as to advance their pupils' learning" . 
The rural settlement section of the geography syllabus may 
be regarded as a practical unit which lends itself to a 
variety of teaching strategies such as fieldwork, games and 
simulations, data processing, group discussion and models . 
Nevertheless teachers have to choose teaching strategies 
that suit them best and assist them to achieve the 
objectives stated at the beginning of a lesson unit. 
Rawling (1980) concurs with Craig (in Nicol 1980:45) in 
maintaining that "variety in teaching strategies is the 
spice of geography". 
In order to achieve relevance, the teachers have to use a 
variety of teaching strategies for the following reasons: 
1. To cater for a wide range of capabilities. 
~. "Students' approaches to learning are different and it 
requires the tutor's sensitivity and skill in 
accommodating the variety of students' styles within th e 
climate of intellectual growth" (Jaques 1984:39). 
Therefore the teachers have to use methods which enable 
pupils to attend willingly to what they are to learn. 
3. To develop a variety of skills. 
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4 . To develop positive attitudes and values towards the 
study of rural settlement . Thus, when teaching rural 
settlement, pupils should be encouraged to explore the 
connection between the subject matter and their own 
feelings and behaviour. Value in education - a 
humanistic approach to education - is the relating of 
facts and concepts in a subject area to the pupils' own 
lives (Boardman 1986). 
2.7.1 Fieldwork 
Fieldwork may be defined as an outdoor learning activity., 
The main objective of school fieldwork is to place children 
in a situation where they can work from reality whenever 
local examples of the topics are within easy reach. 
Fieldwork is also a significant part of rural settlement 
study which can place pupils in practical situations. 
Thus pupils are involved in various degrees of observation and 
self-activation. Fieldwork however cannot be used in isolati o n . 
Ledger (1978) illustrated how fieldwork occupies a focal p o int 
-in geographical education (Figure 2.7). Fig.2.7 also revea l s 
that teaching strategies such as games and simulations, 
role play, models and problem- solving and others are 
embraced by fieldwork. These strategies may be used for 
fieldwork or as a follow-up or an alternative to fieldwork . 
Fieldwork is one of the relevant teaching techniques for a 
learner-centred approach in geographical teaching. Its 
main advantages are as follows: 
- It offers opportunities to pupils for active discove ry . 
- It serves to stimulate social interaction espec ially 
where the students are working in pairs or groups . 
- It offers opportunities for applying the knowl e dge gaine d 
in the classroom. 
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Pupils may experience a range of skills such as 
observation, recording, classification as well as data 
analysis. 
- It encourages pupils to be active participants in their 
learning situations and enhances their perception of a 
man-land interaction. 
2.7.2 Games and simulation 
Games and simulation are some of the teaching strategies 
that can be used to generate pupils' enthusiasm for 
learning, provided that they are properly planned . Such 
strategies are often used to bring reality into the class 
situation. Ledger (1978:11) stresses this aspect in the 
following statements: 
Simulation and games enable students to be involved 
in decision making activities, make closer contact 
with real life and assist them to realise that there 
is often more than one possible solution to the 
problem and that chance factors operate in most 
situations. 
It is possible to use games and simulation when teaching 
rural settlement. Thus pupils would be encouraged to 
participate actively in the lesson by assuming roles which 
depict real-life situations. Although many of the games 
suggested in textbooks are eurocentric in nature, it is 
possible to adapt them in order to suit rural settlement in 
South Africa . For instance a settlement game in Walford 
(1973:18) (Appendix 1 ) designed to show pupils that the 
location of settlement depends on many interacting factors 
can be modified and used with the Standard 7 and 10 pupils. 
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2.7.3 Data processing 
Data processing involves the use of diagrams, pictures, 
slides and photographs. Graphs, maps and charts provide a 
further means to bring reality into the classroom. Data 
processing is perceived to be a highly skill - centred 
strategy. It is through data processing that pupils learn 
to extract basic imformation from a book or picture, learn 
to recognise significant features and develop their reading 
skills. 
Having considered appropriate teaching strategies and 
approaches, we shall now relate them to the basic 
distinction between process- based and product - based 
educational models. The model which seems best to cater 
for the aspects discussed in this chapter in relation to the 
analysis of the concept relevance, is thought to be the 
process model. 
The process model is based on learner-centred activities 
such as the following: 
1. To initiate and develop in youngsters a process of 
question posing. 
2. To teach research methodology where children look for 
information to answer and question and use the framework 
developed in the course and apply it to new areas. 
3. To help youngsters to develop an ability to use first -
hand resources as evidence from which to develop 
hypotheses and draw conclusions. 
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4. To conduct classroom discussions in which youngsters 
learn to listen to others and to express their own 
views. 
5. To give sanction and support to open- ended discussions. 
6. To encourage children to reflect on their own 
experiences. 
7. To create a role for the teacher in which he becomes a 
resource rather than an authority (Hanley, Whitla, Moo, 
Walter 1970:5 quoted in Stenhouse 1981 : 92). 
An analysis of teaching strategies for the teaching of 
rural settlement reveals the flexibility with which this 
section can be approached and emphasises the wealth of 
experiences to which pupils may be exposed in the study of 
the section. 
2.8 SUMMARY 
The discussion of the study of rural settlement in this 
chapter highlighted the most important issues that should 
be considered when teaching the rural settlement secti on o f 
the geography syllabus. The discussion revealed that rural 
settlement should be defined in terms of its location, 
patterns and land use, building materials and building 
styles, land tenure and cultural landscape and the 
prevailing socio- economic conditions. 
Rural settlement geography ought to be included in the 
settlement geography syllabus on the basis of relevance 
which has been identified on the following levels: 
• 
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1. Rural settlement by definition encompasses the four 
main traditions of geography. 
2. Rural settlement has the potential to meet the needs 
and interests of the pupils and that of their 
communities, even of the wider South African society, 
by instilling a love of South African rural heritage. 
Factors such as the interdependence between rural and 
urban landscapes mean that the approaches which are 
appropriate to the teaching of rural settlement 
geography are related to current learning theories and a 
learner-centred emphasis. 
3. The aim and objectives of the current syllabus, which 
reflect recent geographical theories, may be applied to 
the teaching of rural settlement geography . 
• 
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CHAPTER 3 
3. RESEARCH PROCEDURES 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of the study was to investigate the extent to 
which Venda teachers' and pupils' attitudes towards their 
own environment is influenced by the approac h to rural 
settlement geography in the existing geography curri c ulum . 
, 
In order to achieve the above, the following was undertake n: 
i) The place of rural settlement in the South Af ri c an 
geography syllabus was assessed through the analysis o f 
syllabuses, textbooks and external examination question 
papers in relation to the weighting given to this 
aspect of the syllabus and in terms of its r elevance as 
identified in Chapter 2. 
ii) Rural settlement types in Venda were analysed by mean s 
of a case study which identified the current location 
of settlements and the socio-economic situations. The 
field observation was compiled to provide backgroud 
information which might be utilised to suggest ways to 
make rural settlement geography more relevant to Venda 
pupils, while continuing to work within the constrain t s 
of the existing syllabus and those of the examination 
system. 
iii) A survey was conducted among geography teachers at 
secondary schools in the Thohoyandou circuit in order 
to identify current teaching strategies employed in t )\P 
teaching of rural settlement geography in Venda and t o 
identify teachers' perceptions and attitudes to ru ral 
settlement. 
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iv) Pupils were interviewed to identify the problems 
experienced in the study of rural settlement, -and their 
perceptions of the relevance of rural settlement. 
3.2 PHASE I: THE GEOGRAPHICAL BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY AREA 
The analysis of the place of rural settlement in the South 
African geography syllabus was related to the geographical 
background of the rural settlement in Venda. This was 
undertaken by applying a case study analysis of rural 
settlements surrounding Thohoyandou with particular 
reference to one rural village. The object was to 
contextualise the argument of this study. 
Keeves (1985:49) defines a case study as a method which 
involves the gathering and recording of data with regard to 
a particular entity. In a case study, the researcher 
observes the characteristics of an individual unit, a child, 
a school or a community (Cohen and Manion 1989:124). 
The advantages of using a case study are its practical 
nature and its potential to facilitate the depiction of a 
real situation. Moreover, it provides the evaluation data 
in more accessible form than any other" kind of research. 
A limitation of the case study is the shortcoming with 
regard to making generalisations, as according to Dane (1990) 
these can only be made on the basis of experimental 
research. 
The geographical background of the study area included the 
identification and analysis of the following: 
?) The location of rural settlement. 
b) The rural settlement patterns . 
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c) The factors which contributed to the establishment of a 
particular settlement . 
q) The building materials that were used and building 
styles. 
e) The prevailing socio-economic conditions. 
3.3 PHASE II: ESTABLISHING THE PLACE OF RURAL SETTLEMENT IN 
THE GEOGRAPHY SYLLABUS 
In order to establish the place of rural settlement in the 
current geography syllabus, geography textbooks and senior 
certificate examination papers were evaluated by applying 
the criteria for relevance as identified in Chapter 2 . An 
analysis of each of the above was undertaken in order to 
provide the required evidence to determine the extent to 
which rural settlement geography is relevant in terms of 
1. The content embracing the four main traditions of 
geography. 
2. The content prescribed to achieve the aims and objectives 
of the geography syllabus. 
3. The teaching approaches related to the current 
geographical theories. 
4. Teaching approaches and teaching strategies to meet the 
'needs' of the pupils. 
3.3.1 Syllabus analysis. 
The content of the two syllabuses selected for the analysis 
(the current 1985 and the proposed core syllabus of 1993) 
were evaluated to establish whether the content covered the 
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four main traditions of geography. Content was further 
analysed to ascertain whether the rural settlement section 
achieved the aims and objectives contained within the 
preamble . The status accorded to rural settlement was 
established by comparing this section with that of urban 
settlement. 
3.3.2. Textbook analysis. 
School textbooks are viewed by teachers as an essential 
source of the syllabus content to be mastered by the pupils . 
According to Maxwell (1985:68), "more than 90% of what 
occurs in the classroom, particularly high school 
classrooms, is shaped by and centres round the textbook". 
The important role played by textbooks necessitated an 
analysis of this teaching resource in terms of the rural 
settlement geography section. The analysis was done in the 
following manner: 
The most common textbooks used by geography teachers in 
Venda were identified. Each of these was analysed using the 
following procedure: 
i) A content analysis was done by relating the section of 
rural settlement geography to the criteria identified 
in Chapter 2 as essential to rural settlement 
geography. Thus the content was analysed in terms of 
the four main traditions of geography . 
ii) Concept 
through 
analysis was undertaken since it is 
concepts that perceptions are developed. 
Furthermore, concepts are the means through which the 
world becomes meaningful and relevant. Concept analysi s 
was undertaken in the following manner: 
• 
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a) The concepts were analysed by applying an adapted form 
of Coltham's (1970) criteria developed for the analysis 
of concepts in history textbooks. The procedures 
followed involved a 30% randomly selected sample of 
pages dealing with a section on rural settlement in 
each textbook. Concepts appearing in the selected 
pages were identified and rated according to Coltham's 
rating as follows: 
o - 1: indicates concepts which appear to have low 
frequency . 
1 - 3: indicates concepts of medium frequency . 
3 - 5: indicates concepts of high frequency. 
b) The concepts identified in this manner were analysed 
in terms of the following questions: 
a) Is the concept presented withou~ a definition or 
explanation? 
b) Is the concept defined or explained in an easily 
understandable manner? 
c) Is the concept used in such a way that it helps the 
reader to gain clarity? 
d) Is the concept illustrated by means of diagrams or 
photographs? 
e) The above evidence could then be evaluated in terms 
of its relevance or by applying the relevance 
criteria. 
iii) The analysis applied to illustrations included all 
photographs and diagrams referring to rural 
settlement. The following questions were applied when 
• 
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analysing the illustrations: 
a) What does the illustration tell us about the pattern 
of settlement? 
b) What does the illustration tell us about the 
climate and vegetation? 
c) What does the illustration tell us about 
building styles and morphology? 
d) What does the illustration tell us about 
socio-economic factors which operate? 
e) Are the concepts related to the four traditions of 
geography? 
iv) The fourth aspect was that of bias and stereotyping. 
v) 
The analysis was done by adapting the Garcia Armstrong 
Matrix (Appendix 2) designed to illustrate problems 
related to ethnicity in school textbooks (Garcia 1979). 
A 30% random sample of pages from each textbook was selectprl . 
Statements in the textbook which either directly 
or indirectly referred to 'Slack' and 'White' people, 
communities or activities were identified. Examples of 
settlements used in the textbooks were furthermore 
analysed to determine the eurocentricity of the 
textbook. 
Suggested teaching activities were analysed by 
examining the activities in each exercise contained in 
each textbook. The total number of exercises and 
activities in each textbook was counted. Then a 
minimum of 30% of the exercises and activities in each 
textbook was analysed according to the following 
criteria: 
• 
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a) Does the activity consolidate the work done? 
b) Is the activity skill based or factually bas e d ? If 
skill based, are the skills of low, medium or hi g h 
order? 
c) Where are the activities situated in relation to the 
text? 
The author recognises that textbook analysis as describe d i s 
not a complete analysis. Since the scope of this thesi s 
prevented an empirical analysis of concept in relation to 
the question indicated or of the illustrations and the 
activities, the analysis undertaken in this study was 
designed to present an illuminative overview of the aspect 
referred to. 
3.3.3 Analysis of examination papers set by the D.E.T. 
(Senior Certificate) 
An examination is perceived as a form of , evaluation to 
determine whether the students have achieved the objectives 
of a particular course. According to Graves (1980:71) "the 
method of evaluation must closely parallel the behaviour it 
is intended to measure". This shows that there ought to be 
a very close relationship between the examination and the 
aims and objectives of the syllabus. 
The questions pertaining to rural settlement between 1985 
and 1989 as set by the Department of Education and Training 
(D.E.T.) for Standard 10 were analysed using Bloom's 
taxonomy of educational objectives for cognitive and 
affective skills, as adapted from van Jaarsveld (1988). 
As was the case with textbooks, the examinations were 
evaluated on the basis of whether the questions comply wi th 
• 
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the content suggested by the four major traditions of 
geography. The method used was that of going through all 
the questions in each examination question paper on rural 
settlement, and identifying which traditions were 
represented . 
It was frequently difficult to categorise the questions in 
this way and a certain degree of subjectivity in the process 
is unavoidable. This reduced the validity of the meth od 
used. In an attempt to overcome this problem, the author 
used cue words or instructional words as a means to identify 
a skill. 
Finally, the examination papers were analysed in relation to 
the number of marks awarded to the rural settlement section 
as compared to that of urban settlement. This was done to 
establish whether there were discrepancies between the 
weighting of rural and urban settlement, as this may 
directly influence the attitudes of both teachers and 
pupils. 
Higher grade papers were analysed as most geography pupils 
in Venda are entered as higher grade candidates for the 
final Standard 10 examination . 
3.4 PHASE III: THE SURVEY 
The survey involved teachers and pupils in the Thohoyandou 
circuit of Venda and was therefore undertaken in the area 
analysed to determine rural settlement types representative 
of Venda. 
The survey was designed to identify current teaching 
strategies used in the teaching of rural settlement 
geography and to establish teachers' perceptions of and 
attitudes towards this section of the syllabus. Pupils were 
interviewed in the course of the survey in order to identify 
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problems within their experience in relation to rural 
settlement geography and to compare their perceptions of 
this aspect of the curriculum with that of the teachers. 
The terms 'attitude' and 'perception' are used in a variety of 
, 
ways and definitions vary from the more strictly 
psychological to the more general definitions used for 
educational research. 
The term 'attitude' has been defined as "a way of thinking 
and behaving" (English language Dictionary 1987:81). 
The origin of attitude "arises from attempts to account 
for observed regularities in the behaviour of individual pe.rsons" 
(Encyclopaedia Britannica Vol.12:360). Attitude "enables a 
person to slip into some frame of mind peculiar to himself" 
(Alport 1954:22 cited in Sarpong 1992). For the purpose of this 
survey, the researcher accepted Backman's definition of the term 
'attitude' (in Ballantyne 1986:90), viz.: "certain 
regularities of an individual's feelings, thoughts and 
predisposition to act towards some aspect of his 
environment . " 
The term 'perception', like that of attitude, is 
predominantly used in psychology. The concept of perception 
is, however, used in other disciplines in a broader sense. 
Perception refers to "the process whereby sensory 
stimulation is translated into organised experience" 
(Encyclopaedia Britannica 1979, Vol.14 : 38). Perception is 
also defined as "the awareness of things that you have by 
means of your senses, especially the sense of sight" 
(English Language Dictionary 1987:1064) . This study views 
perception as the process which allows an individual to 
understand and internalise concepts (Graves 1980). 
In this research, the survey method was chosen as a suitah] p 
instrument for gathering data (Cohen and Manion 1989) in 
relation to the relevance of teaching the rural settlement 
section in the geography syllabus at secondary school level. 
It is further considered to be an appropriate means to 
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collect information which emphasises and highlights existing 
conditions relating to the subject under study (Cohen and 
Manion 1989). 
The most problematic aspects of surveys are the issues of 
, 
reliability and validity. Reliability in this study means 
the ability of an instrument used to give consistent answers 
when used over and over again (Sanders and Pinhey 1983). 
Validity in survey research is defined as the extent to 
which the results can be accurately generalised to 
populations and conditions (Wiersma 1986). 
The questionnaire was chosen as a data gathering techniqve 
for investigating the teaching strategies us ed and fo r 
eliciting information about ways in which teacher& perce i ve 
rural settlement geography. The questionnaire was pre ferred 
to the interview as the former is able to gather 
information from a large population in a form easy to 
'analyse (Cohen and Manion 1989). The author felt it was 
important to obtain information from as wide a selection of 
the population as possible. Therefore interviews were 
considered to be too restrictive. 
Interviews were however chosen as an instrument to obtain 
information from the pupils as it was necessary to establish 
the pupils' 'needs' . Interviews by their nature allow the 
researcher to probe more deeply (Wiersma 1986). 
The questionnaire and interview schedule was piloted using a 
group of colleagues in the M.Ed. course at Rhodes Universi ty 
in 1990, and at a local high school in Grahamstown. 
The results of the pilot study helped to identify a number 
of problems with the initial questionnaire and interview 
schedule, and these were modified before administration to 
the chosen survey population. 
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3.4.1 Sampling procedures 
The survey population of the questionnaire included all 
geography teachers in the Thohoyandou circuit. The survey 
was restricted to Thohoyandou for the following reasons: 
1. The nature of the study is such that it militateq 
against the use of a wider survey population. 
2 . The constraints imposed by the study notwithstanding, 
the Thohoyandou circuit provides a representative sample 
of Venda in that there are both rural and urban schools 
within the district. ' 
3. The Thohoyandou circuit is the largest single circuit in 
Venda and therefore provided a valid sample of geography 
teachers; it is also the most densely populated area of 
Venda with the greatest number of schools . 
Of the 17 secondary schools in the circuit, 13 offer 
geography up to Standard 10. The questionnaires were 
distributed to all secondary schools, providing a survey 
population of 55 geography teachers. For the interviews, 4 
of the 17 secondary schools offering geography were selected 
using a convenience sample based on the following criteria: 
i) The need to obtain as representative a sample of 
pupils as possible. Therefore two schools located in 
the urban area and two schools in the rural area were 
selected . 
ii) The four schools were chosen as a representative 
sample in terms of the various facilities and amenities 
provided by the school and in relation to the senior 
certificate results. 
The problems related to interviews necessitated a sample 
which was realistic in terms of the time available. The 
author chose to use a purposive sample in that only Standard 
• 
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10 pupils were interviewed for the following reasons: 
i) An in-depth study of the rural settlement section of 
the geography syllabus is done in Standard 10. 
ii) Standard 10 pupils were assumed to be in a position to 
present a more mature view than the Standard 7s. 
iii) Standard 10 pupils have encountered rural settlement 
before, and therefore have experience of rural 
settlement. 
The interview sample consisted of 15 Standard 10 geogr.aphy 
pupils who were interviewed individually . The size of the 
sample was determined by the time available and the nature 
of the study. Care was taken, however, to select the 
students in order to provide as wide a range of experiences 
as possible. Attempts were also made to select the students 
by using random sampling techniques for the above - mentioned 
reasons. The technique was successful in all but four cases 
interviewed. In the latter instance, the teacher had pre-
selected the four pupils which tended to reduce the validity 
of the sample. 
Despite the efforts made to avoid problems relating to 
validity and reliability, the author accepts that this 
survey had the following limitations: 
i) The questionnaire results would have provided greater 
reliability had it been possible to increase the 
sample size. Validity would also have been increased 
with follow-up interviews with the teachers. 
ii) The interviews would have had greater validity and 
reliability had it been possible to increase the sampl, · 
size and had the entire sample been based on true 
random selection. 
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3.4.2 The administration of questionnaires 
Wiersma (1986:179) defines a questionnaire as a "list of 
questions or statements to which the individual is aske d to 
respond in writing". The questionnaire can either be 
administered under the supervision of a researcher or as a 
postal survey (Cohen and Manion 1980). 
The questionnaire included both open and clos e d responses . 
The closed response technique has the advantage of providing 
for ease of analysis (Sanders and Pinhey 1985); Wiersma 
1986). Open- ended questions were included to give the 
individual more freedom of response since the closed 
question format reduces the amount of information that is 
given. Furthermore, open-ended questions allow the 
respondents greater freedom of expression. Therefore, 
despite the length of time needed for the analysis of open-
ended questions , they are a valuable source of information. 
The merits of using questionnaires are as follows: 
They are less expensive and less time - consuming than othe r 
methods. 
- The brevity in the questionnaire encourages response. 
- They are easy to code . 
- They are able to reach a large population which incre ases 
the validity of the findings (Cohen and Manion 1989, Wie rs ma 
1986) 
Although the questionare is less expensive and less time- con s uml nq. 
it has limitations.These limitations include : 
The problem respondents may have in understanding the 
questions. 
• 
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- The problems respondents experience where not all the 
options are covered. 
A more serious problem may occur when respondents do not 
answer the questions honestly as the responses may be 
designed to please the researcher rather than provide the 
opinion of the respondents. In order to overcome this 
problem, open- ended responses were included. 
Care was taken to avoid ambiguity in the structuring of 
questions and attempts were made to elicit the most truthful 
responses by structuring the questions in as neutral a 
manner as possible. The author tried to overcome the 
problem of distortion by including a number of questions 
which were similar in content but framed in a different way. 
The questionnaire was structured in the following manner: 
1. Section A was designed to obtain information relating to 
composition of the survey population. 
2. Section B was designed to obtain information regarding 
teachers' perceptions of the place of rural settlement in 
the curriculum. 
3. Section C analysed teachers' attitudes to the teaching of 
rural settlement. 
4. Section D was designed to obtain information about 
teaching approaches, teaching strategies and resources 
used in the teaching of rural settlement geography. 
Sections Band C could be compared to assess the reliabi l i ty 
of answers. 
The greater preponderance of closed questions allowed for 
the capturing and analysis of data by means of computati o n. 
Questionnaires were administered by the author in an atte mp t 
• 
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to reduce the problems of a postal survey. 
3.4.3 The administration of interviews. 
A research interview is a survey instrument which involves a 
direct or indirect conversation between the interviewee and 
the interviewer with the purpose of obtaining useful 
information investigated by the research topic (Cohen and 
Manion 1989). In terms of its design, it can either be 
formal, less formal, completely informal or non-directive, 
which makes it more flexible than other research methods. 
, 
The main advantage is that of direct interaction, which 
allows for a greater depth of information relevant to the 
topic concerned. Interviews also give a clear indication of 
the extent to which interviewees understand the topic, of 
their values and preferences as well as their attitudes 
.(Cohen and Manion 1989). 
In spite of its advantages, the administration of interviews 
is time consuming and more expensive than the use of 
questionnaires. 
Semi-structured interviews were used for this study. These 
allow the interviewer to gauge the values, preferences and 
attitudes of the respondents more effectively than in a 
questionnaire (Cohen and Manion 1989). An advantage of 
using the interview format is the freedom that the 
interviewer has in modifying the questionnaire where 
necessary (Cohen and Manion 1989). This proved to be 
valuable in cases where language could inhibit the answers 
of respondents. Semi-structured interviews further allow 
the interviewer to probe and evaluate the limits of the 
respondents' knowledge regarding the topic being researc her! 
(Wiersma 1986; Cohen and Manion 1989). 
The interviews for this study attempted to gain clarity 
regarding: 
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1. The extent of pupils' knowledge of rural settlement 
geography. 
2. The skills which they have developed as a result of 
studying rural settlement geography. 
3. Their perceptions of and attitudes towards the study of 
rural settlement geography. 
A diagnostic component was included in the interviews. 
Pupils were shown a photograph of a rural settlement type as 
a means to assess the extent of their knowledge . Care was 
taken not to direct the questions but to allow the pupils 
freedom in their responses. 
3.4.4 Data analysis. 
The analysis of the teaching of rural settlement in both 
questionnaires and interviews was carried out through the 
following procedures: 
i) For purposes of evaluation, responses in 
questionnaires and interviews were grouped together 
under various subheadings which are central to this 
research topic. This was done with the aim of 
providing a simplified picture of different aspects of 
the situation. When analysing the data, both 
frequencies and percentages were primarily used to 
establish group responses. 
ii) Another aspect which was used in the analysis of data 
was cross-tabulation. It was used to see if there were 
links and differences between the groups. The cross -
tabulation was included with the aim of testing whet), n r 
the group responses to each item would be th€ same or 
not. 
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3.5 SUMMARY 
The method selected for the study wasgesigne d to illuminate 
theory, approaches and strategies relating to rural 
settlement geography in the South African context, as a 
means to establish the degree of relevance of rural 
settlement for the Venda pupil. 
To this end, an analysis of the current geography 
syllabuses, textbooks and senior certificate e xa minatio ns 
was undertaken. The survey conducted among teachers and 
pupils in Venda was undertaken to identify the teac hing 
approaches, strategies and resources to which Ve nda pupi l s 
. 
are exposed in learning rural settlement geography. 
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CHAPTER 4 
4 . THE PLACE OF RURAL SETTLEMENT IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN 
GEOGRAPHY CURRICULUM 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
, The justification for including rural settlement geography 
in the South African school curriculum (Chapter 2) 
emphasised its relevance on four levels. This chapter 
examines the place of rural settlement in the existing South 
African geography curriculum by analysing the current 
secondary school syllabuses, textbooks in common usage and 
recent senior certificate examinations. Each of these is 
evaluated according to the following c r iteria: 
i) The extent to which each embraces the four traditions 
of geography. 
ii) The opportunities provided to achieve the aims and 
objectives of the geography syllabus . 
iii) The extent to which the approaches are related to 
current geographical theories. 
iv) The extent to which the approaches meet the 'needs' of 
the pupils. 
While it is accepted that urban settlement is more complex 
than rural settlement, nevertheless rural settlement studips 
continue to be relevant in the South African curriculum for 
the reasons discussed in Chapter 2. It is therefore felt 
that this section of the syllabus ought to be preserved as 
indicated in Chapter 2, in order to provide both-a more 
relevant and realistic overall picture . for secondary school 
pupils . 
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4.2. THE CONTENT OF RURAL SETTLEMENT IN THE STANDARD 7 AND 
10 GEOGRAPHY SYLLABUS 
4.2.1 Syllabus analysis 
The preambles to the 1985 and the 1993 draft c ore syllabuses 
provide the teachers with guidelines regarding the aims" 
objectives and teaching approaches which should be appli e d 
in the interpretation of the prescribed syllabus content . 
The examination of the syllabus which follows relates to the 
prescribed content for rural settlement geography; the 
analysis proceeds in terms of the justification for rural 
settlement geography in the South African geography 
curriculum (Chapter 2). 
Rural settlement is directly covered in the Standard 7 and 
10 syllabuses in the current (1985) D.E.T. geography syllabus , 
but has been placed in Standard 9 in the proposed draft core 
syllabus for 1993. The content in each of these syllabuses 
is shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 
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TABLE 4.1 
A COMPARISON OF THE CONTENT FOR STANDARDS 7 AND 10 IN 
THE 1985 GEOGRAPHY SYLLABUS. 
RURAL SETTLEMENT STD . 7 RURAL SETTLEMENT STD.I0 
i) Functions (land use). SP i) Definition and function .SP 
ii) Settlement - nucleated 
and dispersed. SP 
iii)Services - transport, 
irrigation, communi-
cation and dispersal of 
waste. SP ML 
iv) Problems - environmen-
tal problems, depopu-
lation and labour. ML 
KEY 
SP: spatial perspective 
ML: man-land 
ii) Types: nucleated and 
dispersed. SP 
iii)Factors influencing site 
situation and form. ES 
iv) Depopulation of rural 
areas. ML 
v) Development strategies for 
rural areas, ego basic 
needs. ML 
vi) Planning for rural areas. 
SP 
ES: earth science component 
RV: regional viewpoint 
! 
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TABLE 4.2 
A COMPARISON BETWEEN 1985 AND 1993 DRAFT CORE 
SYLLABUS. 
THE CURRENT 1985 SYLLABUS 
STD.10 
i) Definition and function 
SP 
ii) Types, nucleated and 
displaced. SP 
iii)Factors influencing 
site and situation and 
form. ES 
iv) Depopulation of rural 
areas. ML 
v) Development strategies 
for rural areas, ego 
basic needs. ML 
vi) Planning for rural 
areas. 
Key 
SP = Spatial perspective 
ML = Man land perspective 
THE 1993 DRAFT CORE SYLLABUS 
STD.9 
3.1 Settlement geography and 
rural settlement. SP 
3.2 The function of 
rural settlement . SP 
3.3 Site, situation, and the 
influencing factors . ES 
3.4 Problems and strategies in 
developing areas, i.e. depopu -
lation. ML 
3.5 Problems and strategies in 
developing areas: overpopula -
tion. ML 
ES = earth science component 
Rv Regional viewpoint 
L ______________ ~ __________________________________ _ 
The content of the syllabus for both Standards 7 and 10 is 
strikingly similar, with the exception of the aspects of 
developmental strategies and planning for rural settlement, 
which are included in the Standard 10 syllabus only. It is 
interesting to note that there is a repetition of the 
concepts to be dealt with in both Standards 7 and 10. Such 
repetition is welcomed: it is a way of consolidating pupils ' 
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~nderstanding of the concepts that have been introduced i n 
Standard 7, and illustrates the principle of conceptual 
progression which is considered to be educationally sound . 
Thus Brunner's idea of a spiral curriculum is implemented in 
the geography syllabus in terms of its content (Grave s 1979). 
Table 4.2 compares the content of the current 1985 and the 
1993 draft core syllabus. Rural settlement studies in b oth 
syllabuses are similar except for the fact that the 1993 
draft core syllabus appear to emphasise concepts such as 
depopulation and overpopulation to a greater extent than 
the 1985 syllabus. 
In comparison to urban settlement rural settlement is given 
less emphasis both in terms of the prescribed content and in 
relation to the teaching time allocated. This reduces the 
relative status of rural settlement geography and therefore 
the perceived relevance of this aspect of geography . 
An aspect to be noted in the current 1985 syllabus is tha t 
there is no mention of the teaching approaches and 
strategies to. be used when teaching rural settlement per se. 
The guidance given in the 1993 proposed core syllabus 
regarding teaching strategies is generalised rather than 
specific to the various sections of the syllabus. Unless 
teachers understand and interpret the syllabus preamble, the 
content is likely to be presented as it , appears in the 
textbooks, and this may detract from the relevance of th i s 
section of the syllabus for a particular group of people. 
When teaching rural settlement, geography teachers have t o 
think about why they are teaching it and what they want 
their pupils to achieve. The Department of Education and 
Culture syllabus for higher grade geography (1987:19), 
however, includes the following directives for the teaching 
of rural settlement: 
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- Where possible, meaningful fieldwork should be undertake n 
and the scientific method should be applied; 
- General patterns as well as deviations should be include d 
so as to present a global view; 
- South African examples should be used, where appropriate. 
Directives such as these may be useful pointers for 
teachers, but cannot be interpreted as guidelines in that 
there is no elaboration as to how they might be achieved . 
The continued emphasis on the scientific method for a 
section such as rural settlement detracts from a holistic 
understanding of rural settlement and reduces its study to a 
clinical and antiseptic examination of facts and 
propositions. 
The content was analysed to ascertain the extent to which 
the syllabuses encompass the four main traditions of 
geography. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 reveal that spatial 
perception is emphasised throughout, while aspects relating 
directly to the man-land and the earth science traditions 
are either neglected or poorly represented . 
On the basis of what has been discussed in Chapter 2, it is 
noted that some of the traditions of ge6graphy are included 
in the syllabus and others are neglected. Therefore 
, implementation of a holistic approach, which has its roots 
in current geographical theory, will depend on how 
individual teachers interpret and develop this section. 
The syllabuses were further analysed in terms of whether 
they achieve the aims and objectives for teaching rural 
settlement discussed in Chapter 2. 
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The content of rural settlement geography as presented ill 
the syllabus makes no direct attempt to indicate the skil ls, 
values or attitudes which are appropriate for this aspect of 
geography. The onus is once again on teachers' 
interpretations of rural settlement geography and teacher 
ability to apply the tenets inherent in the preamble. 
TABLE 4.3 
EXAMPLES OF THE TOPICS WHERE RURAL SETTLEMENT IS 
PERIPHERAL IN THE GEOGRAPHY SYLLABUS 
STD AREA IN THE SYLLABUS RURAL SETTLEMENT 
Std.8 General geographical Simple field investigation - an 
techniques. investigation of at least one 
of the following : 
i) Rural study 
ii) Urban study 
Climatology Relief rainfall 
Population geography Population movement 
Migra~ion - rural/urban 
migrati0l} 
Population growth 
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TABLE 4.3 
STD AREA IN THE SYLLABUS RURAL SETTLEMENT 
Std.9 Regional geography 
Economic geography 
Regional geography 
Std.lO Ecosystem, environ-
mental balance and 
conservation 
Regional geography 
Problems and possible solutions 
of population explosion 
Developing countries 
Renewable and non - renewable 
resources ego farming and 
mining 
Developing countries 
Human impact on ecosystem 
Environmental problems 
People of South Africa 
Economic activities 
Table 4.3 indicates aspects in the secondary syllabus which 
are peripheral to rural settlement. These aspects include 
themes such as mapwork, climatology, population geography, 
regional geography, economic geography and ecosystem. The 
rural environment might be utilised for the teaching of a 
number of these sections in the syllabus. 
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4.3 THE TREATMENT OF RURAL SETTLEMENT IN SOUTH AFRICAN 
TEXTBOOKS 
There is evidenc e that the textbook is the pr i mary resource 
for the teaching of geography (refer Chapter 5). Graves 
(1979) maintains that when carefully designed and well 
planned, the textbook can be a source of produc t i ve learning 
for all students, yet it should not control the teaching o f 
the subject. Where the teaching is bound by the textbook, 
pupils will be more likely to resort to rote learning rather 
than to approaching geography thoughtfully and rationally. 
Furthermore, teachers ought not to concentrate solely on one 
textbook, because each textbook has its own approach which 
may not be wholly appropriate for the achievement of desired 
outcomes. 
Textbooks prescribed for Standards 7 and 10 were analys e d. 
The Standards 7 and 10 textbooks were used in this study f or 
the following reasons: 
1. Standards 7 and 10 are the levels in the secondary school 
which include sections specifically dealing with rural 
settlement·geography . 
2. The selected textbooks are the most widely used in all 
South African schools. 
3. The selection of textbooks also reflects their use in t il e 
D.E.T. senior certificate examinations. 
The survey conducted in Venda revealed that not all the 
textbooks considered were currently being used . Figure 4.1 
shows clearly that teachers in Venda depend large ly on 
• 
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Active Geography, followed by Senior Geography. Only one 
the World. teacher out of 45 respondents used New Window on 
>-o 
i 
IE 
FJ.gure 4.1 
TEXTBOOKS USED IN SCHOOLS 
59 
40 
30 
20 
19 
9 
NEW WIND SENIOR Q EXPLOR Q ACTIVE Q 
Textbooks currently used in Venda secondary 
schools. 
• YES 
II NO 
~~--------------------------------------------~<~. ----~----------------------------- < --- <$ 
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The selected textbooks were analysed in terms of concepts, 
content, illustrations, bias and stereotyping, 
eurocentricity and teaching activities, in order to provide 
evidence for evaluation pertaining to relevance. 
Table 4.4 lists the textbooks analysed for the study . For 
the sake of clarity the textbooks will be referred to by 
their titles in this chapter. 
TABLE 4.4 
LIST OF GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS ANALYSED 
1. Earle, J.L., et al. (1987). New Window on the World 10. 
Johannesburg: Juta and Company. 
2. Earle, J.L., et al. (1988). New Window on the World 7. 
Johannesburg: Juta and Company. 
3. Hurry, D.B., at al. (1987). Exploring Geography Standard10 
Goodwood: Via Africa United. 
4. Nicholson, J.M., and Morton, J.G., (1984). Discovering 
Man's Environment: Geography Standard 7. 
Pietermaritzburg: Shuter and Shooter. 
5. Steyn, J.N., et al. (1986). Active Geography: Standard 
10. Cape Town: De Jager-Haum. 
6. Swanevelder, C., Kotze, J., and Roos, T., (1987). Senio~ 
Geography Standard 10 : Higher and 
Standard Grades. Goodwood: Nasou . 
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4.3.1 Concept analysis 
Concept analysis was based on the following: 
i) An analysis of the frequency with which concepts are 
employed is the best method, as frequency of use aids 
understanding. Frequency scores were given on the 
basis of the following table : 
0-1 
1 - 3 
3 - 5 
low frequency 
medium frequency 
high freqency 
Thus concepts with low frequency in the 30% random 
sample of pages were indicated by one star under 0 - 1, 
those with medium frequency indicated by two stars 
under 1 - 3 scores and lastly, the ones with the 
highest frequency were indicted by three stars under 
3 - 5 scores. 
ii) The concepts were further analysed on the basis of how 
they were presented, in terms of their clarity and the 
degree of understanding which they encourage. 
iii) The concepts were finally considered in terms of the 
extent to which they incorporate aspects relating to 
the four traditions of geography. 
Table 4.5 below illustrates the frequency of concepts in 
Standard 10 textbooks. 
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TABLE 4.SA 1 I 
CONCEPT ANALYSIS IN STANDARD 10 TEXTBOOKS. 
CONCEPTS l CT[V...!! 
I 
ENIJR EXPLC [Ill r, NRW [NO :lli 
! 
Patterns (S) ** ** 
dispersed (S) . . ** ** *** , ** 
nucleated (S) I , * ** ** ** 
land values (ML) I * 
• 
agro village (ML) 
* 
double village (ML) 
* 
site (S) 
* * I * landownership (ML) 
* location (S) 
* 
relief (ES) 
push factors(ML) 
'!' 
. pull factors(ML) 
i> farmstead (ML) , 
villages(s) 1'* ** ** 
* rural square (RV) 
German (RV) * 
depopulation (RV) * 
environment (ES) * * 
containerisation (ML) * 
function (ML) * 
form ( S) ** ** ,., 
linear (S) •• • " 
communities (ML) • 
~ ... I 
~ 
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TABLE 4.5A continued. 
CONCEPTS I ArTIVE SEN 
food producers (ML) 
density (S) 
open field 
system (S) 
betterment village (R 
organic rural 
V) 
village (ML) 
closed settlement (ML 
situation (S) 
native resource(ES) 
distribution (S) 
size (S) 
' haml e t (ML) 
village (ML) 
urban (ML) 
rural (ML) 
morphology (S) 
primary activities 
(ML) 
unifunctional (ML) 
multifunctional (ML) 
internal structure(S) 
temporary 
nucleation (S) 
agrarian landscape(ML 
wet point 
settlement (RV) 
) 
) 
* 
* 
* , 
** 
** 
* 
* 
** 
** 
** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
** 
* 
* 
* i_,-_ 
OR 
._ . 
EXPLORING II EW WHDOW I 
t 
** 
, 
, 
* \ 
1 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
-
* 
* 
** 
* 
* 
* 
~II. 
I 
I , 
I I ; , ! 
! 
i 
L- ---
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TABLE 4.5A continued. 
CONCEPTS ACTIVE SENIOR EXPLORING NEW WINDOW 
dry point 
* 
* 
settlement (RV) 
micro climate (S) 
TOTALS ACCORDING TO 
NUMBER OF CONCEPTS 
8 4 3 21 8 325 
9 
2 11 5 • 1 
17 15 
0-1 = 42; 1-3 = 22; 3-5 = 9 
KEY 
S = spatial perspective 
. 
ML = man-land 
32 
TOTAL = 73 
ES = earth science component 
RV = regional viepoint 
The results revealed that 57.5% of the concepts were 
characterised by a low frequency of usage in the text. Th e 
individual concepts tended to be introduced without the sort 
of reinforcement needed to develop a thorough understanding . 
The number and variety of concepts introduced into the text 
are related to the accessibi1ty or otherwise of the 
material. In this regard, it was interesting to note in the 
30% page sample that Senior Geography Standard 10 had the 
highest density of concepts , while Exploring Geography 
Std.10 introduced the smallest number of concepts. 
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'I'ABLE 4. 5B 
FREQUENCY OF CONCEPTS IN TERMS OF 'I'HE FOUR TRADITIONS OF 
GEOGRAPHY 
CONCEPTS ACTIVE SENIOR EXPLORING NEW WINUOW 'I'0'l'1\ /. 
R= regional 
viewpoint 0 5 0 1 G 
ML= man - land 8 11 5 8 32 
S= spatial 
perspectives 6 5 4 5 20 
ES = earth science 
component 1 1 0 1 J 
TO'rAL 15 22 9 15 6 1 
The results revealed in Table 4.58 indicate that concepts 
pertaining to the man - land tradition and the spatial 
perspective dominate in textbooks, while the regional 
viewpoint and the earth science component are poorly 
represented see chapter 2. 
Table 4.6A and 4 . 68 indicate the analysis of the selected 
Standard 7 textbooks. 
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TABLE 4. 6A 
CONCEPT ANALYSIS OF STANDARD 7 TEXTBOOKS 
CONCEPTS 
rural settlement(RV) 
rural (RV) 
urban (RV) 
man - made features(ML) 
patterns (SP) 
nucleated (SP) 
dispersed (SP) 
fieldwork (ML) 
farming (ML) 
smallholding (ML) 
industries (ML) 
rural field studies 
(ML/SP) 
primary activities(ML) 
subsistence (ML) 
intensive farming(ML) 
pruning (ML) 
deciduous (ML) 
altitude (ES) 
market gardens (ES) 
TOTAL ACCORDING TO 
FREQUENCY 
TOTAL NUMBER OF 
CONCEPTS 
5 
NEW WINDOW 
ON TilE WORLD 
** 
* 
* 
* 
** 
** 
* 
** 
* 
** 
** 
5 1 
.1 
0 - 1 = 16; 1-3 = 10; 3 - 5 =4 Total 
DISCOVERING MI\N' 
E IV 1 fH1NI !r,N'l' 
* *** 
* 
* 
* 
* ** 
*** 
* *** 
* ** 
** 
* 
* ** 
* 
* ** 
* 
* 
12 5 .1 
- 2U 
30 
~---------------------------j 
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The ana lysis of the Standard 7 textbooks r eveal e d a s i mi la r 
trend to that of the Standard 10 textbooks, in t hat concept~ 
are not reinforced through frequent usage . Of t he t .wo 
Standard 7 textbooks analysed, Discovering Man's Enviro nme " h 
has almost double the number of concepts than New Wi ndow o n 
the World. Since the former textbook is almos t e x c lus ive ly 
used in Venda schools, this highlights the p robl e ms wi t h 
English second language pupils will expe ri e nce wi t h t he 
t e xt. 
Table 4.6B below indi cates the c oncepts ana lyse d in t erms of 
the four traditions of geography . 
TABLE 4. 6B 
FREQUENCY OF CONCEPTS WITH REGARD TO THE FOUR MAIN 
TRADITIONS OF GEOGRAPHY 
TRADITIONS OF NEW WINDOW DISCOVERING 
GEOGRAPHY ON THE WORLD MAN'S ENVIRONMENT 
ES = earth science 3 2 
ML = man - land 8 5 
SP = spatial perspective 2 9 
RV = regional viewpoint 0 1 
TOTAL 14 17 
Table 4.6B reveals the preponderance of the man - land a nd 
spatial perspectives in the Standard 7 textbooks . Once ag a i n 
the regional viewpoint and earth science compone nt a r e 
e ithe r poorly represented or ne glec ted altoge tller. 
\ 
; 
, 
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A comparison of the selected textbooks revealed that 
textbooks such as Senior Geography Standard 10 and 
Discovring Man's Enviroment standard 7 introduce a large 
body of concepts, whilst New Window on the World Standard 7 
has relatively few concepts. It was found that New Window 
on the World used diagrams to illustrate concepts, ~ith 
consolidation exercises related to the diagrams. Pupils 
using this textbook at Standard 7 level are therefore not 
overburdened by a confusing variety of concepts which might 
detract from their understanding of settlement geography .• 
The second phase of concept presentation analysis applied 
the following questions to rural settlement in the textbook: 
i) Is the concept presented without a definition or 
explanation? 
ii) Is the concept defined or explained in an easily 
understandable manner? 
iii) Is the concept developed in the text to help the 
reader to gain greater clarity? 
iv) Is the concept illustrated by means of a diagram, maps 
or photographs? 
For this phase of the analysis the 30% page sample was not 
used. The section on rural settlement was read in its 
entirety and the way in which concepts . were dealt with in 
the textbooks was evaluated. 
Analysis of the concepts in relation to the four questions 
revealed that Active Geography Standard 10 explains and 
develops the concepts in the most accessible manner for the 
English second language speaker. 
textbook were clearly defined by 
The concepts in this 
-
means of explanations that 
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were short and concise, as well as providing sufficient 
depth of meaning. Of the Standard 7 textbooks selected, New 
Window on the World enhanced conceptual development by the 
use of diagrams and other visual material. 
The structure of the text and the visual materials create a 
useful balance which relieves the text of excessive density 
- all of which helps the English second language pupil. 
While it is accepted that this analysis has been able to , 
present only an overview of the way in which concepts are 
developed in the selected texts, it has seemed to highlight 
the question of the accessibility of the texts to the second 
language speaker. 
4.3.2 Content analysis 
The concepts identified in Phase I were analysed in relation 
to the four traditions of geography (Chapter 2). Table 4.7A 
indicates the total concepts selected in Phase I with regard 
to the four main traditions of geography. 
The results revealed that the conceptual emphasis in rural 
settlement geography is on the man-land and spatial 
components rather than on the earth science and regional 
aspects of the four traditions. This corresponds with the 
syllabus analysis and emphasises the need for teachers to 
create greater relevance in their coverage of this section 
of the syllabus. 
Content analysis of the textbooks was also carried out in 
terms of the total number of pages allocated to rural 
settlement in each textbook, as a means to compare the 
implied status of rural settlement geography with that of 
urban settlement. Table 4.7 compares the number of pages 
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devoted to rural and urban settlement. 
TABLE 4.7 
COMPARISON OF THE PAGES COVERED BY 
RURAL AND URBAN SETTLEMENT 
NAME OF TEXTBOOK STD No.pages of R.S. No.pages of U.S. 
1.Active Geography 10 24 32 
2.Senior Geography 10 48 108 
3.Exploring 
Geography 10 43 27 
4.New Window on 
the World 10 15 83 
5.Discovering 
man's environment 7 43 26 
6.New Window 7 13 25 
The above table reveals that, generally speaking fewer 
pages are devoted to rural settlement than to urban 
settlement, with the only exception being Exploring 
Geography Standard 10 and Discovering Man's Environmen~-2 . 
This is because these books have included case studies of 
rural settlements 
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4.3.3 An analysis of illustrations. 
An analysis of illustrations in the rural settlement 
section of the geography syllabus included all the 
photographs and diagrams in each textbook. A 30% random 
sampling of pages was not possible as some of the textbooks 
have few illustrations. Illustrations in each textbook were 
assessed according to the following criteria: 
a) Are illustrations complementary to the text? 
b) Are they useful in interpretation of the text? 
c) Are the illustrations located in a functional position? 
Each textbook was rated according to these criteria on a 
scale ranging from 1-5, where the following values were 
assigned: 
1. Requirements not met. 2. Requirement met in general. 3. 
Requirement met completely. 
The Tables (4.8A and 4.8B) below provide a overview of the 
illustrations pertaining to rural settlement in each text . 
- • - . £ 
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TABLE 4.BA 
RESULTS OF THE CRITERION ANALYSIS OF ILLUSTRATIONS 
IN STANDARD 10 TEXTBOOKS 
ACTIVE SENIOR ' EXPLOHING WI NlJ(l \'/ 
1 3 5 1 3 5 1 3 5 1 J 
a. Complementary to 
the text *** ** * * 
b. Useful in the 
interpretation of text *** *** ** ** 
c. Functional position ** ** * * 
TABLE 4.BB 
RESULTS OF THE CRITERION ANALYSIS OF ILLUSTRATIONS 
IN STANDARD 7 TEXTBOOKS 
S'l'ATEMEN'r NEW WINDOW 
a. ' Complementary to 
the text 
b. Useful in helping 
interpret text 
c. Function and 
position.lng of 
illustrations 
1. Requirements not met. 
1 3 
2. Requirements met in general. 
3. Requirements met completely. 
5 
*** 
*** 
*** 
DISCOVERING MAN' S 
ENVIRONMENT 
1 3 5 
* 
** 
* 
" 
04 
The analysis revealed that the illustrations used in Ac:ti_v~~ 
Geography, while largely diagramatic in nature, are the most 
relevant in terms of text support. It was interesting to 
note that the illustrations in New Window on the World 
Standard 7 are poorly developed in relation to the text alld 
the interpretation of the text. 
4.3.4 Bias and stereotyping 
Bias refers to the tendency to show prejudice against one 
group and favouritism towards another, whilst stereotyping 
can be defined as a fixed general idea that is believed to 
represent a particular group of individuals (Clark 1990 pers 
comm) . 
Bias and stereotyping in textbooks may not only detract from 
the relevance of a particular aspect for a specific group of 
people, but may also present a distorted view of various 
groups or individuals detrimental to the image of that 
-
group . In fact bias and stereotyping may reduce pupils' 
empathy and understanding. 
Fig.4.2 below sets out the analyses according to the Garcia 
Armstrong matrix (l979) designed to illustrate problems 
related to ethnicity in school textbooks. 
A 30% random sampling of pages relating to rural settl ement 
was applied to each textbook . The selected pages were 
scrutinised to identify statements and illustrations whi c h 
directly or indirectly referred to Black and White peopl e i n 
South Africa . 
r---- -----
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The results reveal a preponderance of neutral statements. 
The more recent textbooks in South African schools would 
therefore seem to be sensitive to statements related to bias 
and stereotyping, and have apparently consciously attempted t o 
eradicate statements which may lead to the development of 
negative attitudes. 
4.3.5 Eurocentricity 
Textbooks were further analysed in terms of eurocentricity. 
This term is taken to mean the extent to which the textbook 
is situated within a European rather than an African or 
South African context. Textbooks which emphasize 
eurocentric approaches or which overemphasise examples from 
outside the pupils' framework of experience are detrimental 
(Catling 1987, Boardman 1986 and Clark 1990 pers comm). 
Eurocentricity was analysed by examining the use of 
examples in the textbook and by analysing the diagrams and 
photographs. A further element was added to this analysis 
in that examples which specifically relate to Venda 
children's experiences were considered . 
• 
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TABLE 4.9 
AN ANALYSIS OF ILLUSTRATIONS 1'EX'I'BOOKS WITH REGARlJ ']'0 
EUROCENTRICITY 
BUICK WIIITE 
'I'EX'l'nOOK STU 
SA (JUT .1 N SII (HIT 1 N r:XMII'I ,I': 
1.lIctive Geography 10 3 2 2 3 4 3 
2.Senior Geography 10 6 1 4 8 2 9 I J 
3.Exploring 
Geography 10 1 2 17 9 l 8 3 
4.New Window on 
the World 10 6 2 2 5 J 2 1 1 
5.New Window on 
the World 7 2 1 3 3 1 {l 
6.Discovering 
Man's environment 7 5 1 6 5 8 3 5 
TOTAL ILLUSTRATIONS 23 9 34 33 22 31 
The results revealed that 65.2% of the illustrations, 
diagrams and examples used in the textbooks arfC 50111.11 
African, regardless of colour. Therefore, 34. Bt dep!r" 
conditions outside South Africa. 42.29% of Lhe 
illustrations, diagrams ilnd examples refer direct ly Lo 
examples in the South African White c0mll111l1il'.y. The> o nly 
textbook Which included speci fiG c ulLu ra l q""" !,s \-las 
If1G 
Exploring Geography Standard 10 which included case studies 
of the Zulus and Venda. 
These results therefore revealed that claims of excessive 
eurocentricity in modern textbooks are not entirely founded 
on fact when based on the ratio between South African 
examples and those of other countries. The examples 
relating to White culture do however show something of an 
imbalance. It would increase both their interest level and 
relevance were textbooks to make use of case studies • 
specific to the various ethnic groups. 
4.3.6 Activities 
Suggested activities contained within the textbooks play an 
important role in providing guidelines for teachers 
concerning teaching approaches and the development of skills 
and values. This factor is particularly important where the 
textbook is used as the primary resource for teaching 
geography. Therefore the activities and exercises in 
textbooks ought to be designed in suc~ a way that they 
reflect the objectives related to the development of 
concepts, skills, values and attitudes appropriate to t h e 
section being taught. 
The analysis of activities in the selected textbooks was 
undertaken to provide an overview of the activities in 
relation to the following criteria: 
1. The extent to which the activities were based on the 
development of skills, values and attitudes. 
2. The degree of factual recall required by the activities . 
• 
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3. Whether the activities were found exclusively at the end 
of the section or whether they were related to the 
various sub-sections within the subject. 
This last criterion was included as it was felt that for 
activities to be worthwhile they need to relate to as many 
aspects within a section of geography as possible. 
Furthermore, they have greater relevance when associated 
with the specific section. 
The textbook analysis revealed that the majority or the 
activities and exercises were based on factual recall, 
except in New Window on the World 7. It was also noted that 
those activities that were skill-based concentrated on 
skills which required very little application, problem 
solving, evaluation and synthesis. Furthermore, only New 
Window on the World developed activities throughout the 
section of rural settlement. Therefore the textbooks 
analysed were disappointing in terms of their attempts to 
develop the sorts of skills, values and attitudes which are 
emphasised by the syllabus aims . 
Other than New Window on the World for Standards 7 and 10, 
the activities were all situated at the end of the section. 
The analysis of the textbooks therefore revealed that the 
emphasis is primarily on spatial perspective and man-land 
relationships, thereby relating to the content rather than 
the aims of the syllabuses. Conceptual development and the 
introduction of concepts were found to be most accessibl e to 
the second language speaker in New Window on the World and 
Active Geography. The former textbook for Standard 7, 
furthermore, made the most effective use of the illustrative 
material. It was gratifying to note that modern textbooks 
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for geography contained relatively few examples of bias and 
stereotyping. E'urocentrici ty has also been reduced in 
modern textbooks. 
4.4 THE PLACE OF RURAL SETTLEMENT IN THE EXTERNAL 
EXAMINATION 
This section examines the rural settlement section of the 
geography syllabus in the D.E.T. senior certificate 
examinations. The Standard 10 geography question papers on 
rural settlement from 1985 to 1989 were analysed by 
adapting Bloom's taxonomy of educational objectives for 
cognitive and affective skills, as used by van Jaarsveld 
(1988). Only the Higher grade examination papers were 
considered. The reason for this is that the pupils in Venda 
write geography on the higher grade. If they do not pass 
higher grade, then the symbols are converted to standard 
grade. 
The analysis of the questions reflects the type of cognitive 
s~ills required. The following list of questions in each 
year from 1985 to 1989 is analysed in terms of whether 
factual recall (low) was required, or whether the answers 
required pupils to employ skills related to comprehension 
and interpretation (medium), or whether the question was 
related to analysis, synthesis, evaluation or problem 
solving (high). 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
: 
• 
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TABLE 4.10 
THE ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONS 
IN TERMS OF LOW, MEDIUM AND HIGH ORDER SKILLS. 
YEAR LOW ORDER QUESTION MEDIUM DIFFICULTY HIGH ORDER SKILLS 
1985 -Describe the tra- -Describe and ex-
ditional rural 
settlement pat-
terns of the 
Black population 
groups of South 
Africa. Show 
plain 
which 
ence 
of a 
ding. 
the factors 
may influ-
the position 
farm buil-
S/ML [18] 
what changes have -Give a c lear 
occurred in this definition of a 
pattern. S [20] 
TOTAL MARKS [80] 
settlement. 
S/ML [6] 
-Explain the 
social and cultu-
ral factors which 
have led to 
certain rural 
settlements 
having a nuclea-
ted pattern and 
others dispersed 
pattern. Give 
suitable examples. 
ML [24] 
-Discuss the role 
played by topo-
graphy in the 
distribution of 
rural settlement. 
S/ES [12] 
1 
! 
I , 
L 
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TABLE 4.10 continued. 
YEAR LOW ORDER QUESTION MEDIUM DIFFICULTY HIGH ORDER SKILLS 
1986 -Make a list of -Briefly discuss 
settlements from the physical fac -
the smallest to tors which influ-
the largest accor- ence the loca -
ding to size. Also tion and form of 
a brief discussion settlement. 
where possible of 
each settlement . 
S [28] 
-List types of ac-
tivities found in 
the rural-urban 
fringe 
ML [6] 
- A village is de -
fined as ......... 
ML [ 2 ] 
-The largest form 
of a rural settle-
ment is called .... 
S [ 2] 
- The main factors 
influencing the 
location of rural 
settlements are ... 
ML/ES [ 2] 
TOTAL MARKS [ 56] 
ESIS P6] 
, 
I 
\ 
i 
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TABLE 4.10 continued. 
YEAR LOW ORDER QUESTION MEDIUM DIFFICULTY HIGH ORDER SKILLS 
1987 -Planning for 
future develop-
ment of a region 
requires that a 
number of basic 
-Discuss the fac-
tors which influ-
ence the growth 
and development 
of a rural 
needs be provided. settlement. 
List eight of ML/S [30] 
these. ML [8] 
-Explain, using 
examples, how 
-List the factors physical features 
influencing the influenece the 
site of a rural choice of sites 
settlement. for habitation. 
S [ 6] 
-A settlement 
where a single 
supply of water 
exists is called 
S [2 
-A terp is a/an 
..... village. 
S [2] 
-When houses are 
built close to 
each other away 
from the fields 
and grazing lands, 
they are called ... 
... rural villages. 
S/ML [2 
ES [30] 
1 _ •.•. ______________________ _ 
I 
I 
f 
I 
I 
'I 
! 
I 
i 
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TABLE 4.10 continued. 
YEAR LOW ORDER QUESTION MEDIUM DIFFICULTY HIGH ORDER SKILLS 
-An x-shaped 
village is usually 
the result of .... 
S [2) 
TOTAL MARKS [80) 
1988 -Research is one 
F of the possible 
E solutions to the 
B rural problems. 
R Describe forced 
U resettlement. 
A ML [20) 
R 
Y -Explain the 
following con-
cept: site. 
S [ 2 ) 
-Which type of. 
research will 
however solve 
this problem in 
the long run? 
ML [2) 
- What type of 
settlement is 
represented by 
Figure 3. S [2) 
- Discuss the 
reason for this 
community choo-
sing this parti-
cular site. Make 
use of suitable 
examples to jus -
tify the- choices 
of other communi -
ties. ML/S [30) 
-How do political 
factors influence 
rural settlement . 
ML [6] 
... ... ... --. ------------~---... -- . .. .. 
l 
r 
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TABLE 4.10 continued. 
YEAR LOW ORDER QUESTION MEDIUM 01 FF1CUL'l'¥ IIIGH ORDER SK I 1.1. :"; 
1988 - The c hoi c e of a 
N 
0 
V 
E 
M 
B 
E 
R 
site for a rural 
village or home -
stead was his-
torically affec -
ted by a number 
of factors. List 
any five factors. 
S/ML [10 J 
- ... . settlements 
are communities of 
non - food 
producers . 
ML [2] 
1989 -Name the factors 
M 
A 
¥ 
which have in-
fluenced the 
choice of a site 
in r ural settle-
ment. 
ML/S/ES [12) 
- A community type 
farm where the 
farmer owns his 
land, receives the 
profits from his 
crops yet shares 
in the use of far -
ming implements is 
called a ...... . 
ML [2] 
• 
- Fo r a su cces s f il l 
rural devel o pmPll1 
to take pl ace , 
c ertain dev r l"p 
me ntal strateyi ps 
need to be used. 
Sa y what y ou 
think thes e 
devel o pme ntal 
strate gies 0 \1'111 1 
t o be. MJ. [I (1 I 
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TABLE 4.10 continued. 
YEAR LOW ORDER QUESTION MEDIUM DI F'F' ICULTY HIGH OnD En SK)) .) .:; 
KEY 
-Rural settlements 
are single 
functional and 
c oncerned with ... 
S/ML [2] 
- Name the factors 
which have in-
fluenced the choice 
of site in the 
rural areas. 
S/ML [12] 
TOTAL MARKS (38] 
TOTl\l. No. OF' QUESTIONS 
ML = man - land 
S = spatial perspective 
= 20 
ES = earth s c ience 
RV = regional viewpo int 
A summary of Table 4.10 indicate s that 64.5% o f the 
questions tested in the final examination pertaining t " 
rural settlement from 1985 to 1989 emphasised low ord e r 
skills, whilst 6.5% related to high order skills. lin,,) '," ';" 
of the questions further revealed that 31.3% of t he 
questions asked were repeated during the period studi e d . 
These questions required pupils to provide an explana t i " " .! 
the factors influencing the site of rural settl e ments. 
I 
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TABLE 4.11 
-ANALYSIS OF 1985-1989 FINAL EXAMINATION PAPERS 
IN TERMS OF THE FOUR TRADITIONS OF GEOGRAPHY 
4 TRADITIONS 1985 1986 1987 1988 1988 1989 TOTl\L 
OF GEOGRAPHY FEB NOV MAY 
SPATIAL 4 3 6 3 1 3 20' 
MAN-LAND 3 3 3 4 2 5 20 
EARTH SCIENCE 1 2 1 0 0 1 5 
REGIONAL O. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL 8 8 10 7 3 9 45 
Table 4.11 indicates the geography traditions covered in til e . 
examination question papers during the past 8 years . It is 
interesting to note that the earth science component is 
rarely covered in the examination questions, whilst spatiol 
and man-land perspectives are dominant. 
This highlights the fact that the examination is more 
closely related to the syllabus content than to the aims illl<l 
objectives which underpin the current syllabuses. 
The table that follows (Table 4.12) reflects the marks 
awarded and the nature of questions in the rural settleme nt 
section of geography examinations in terms of Bloom's 
taxonomy as used by van Jaarsveld (1987) . 
• 
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TABLE 4.12 
AN ANALYSIS OF EXAM. QUESTIONS 
IN TERMS OF THE NATURE OF THE QUESTION (1985 - 1989) 
YEAR EXAM QUESTION AND MARKS ALLOCATED NATURE OF QUE~;' I'I f)N 
IN TERMS OF 
I3LOOM • S 'l'AXUN( n~ y 
1985 HUMAN GEOGRAPHY 
- Describe tile traditional rural 
settlement patterns of the Black 
population groups of South Africa. 
Show what changes have occurred in 
this pattern. [20] 
- Describe and explain the factors 
Factual recall i111e! 
application of 
facts. 
Factual rec i'lll i1 1l , 1 
which may influence the pOSition of sort inf o rmilL; ,, " 
a farm building. [18] irlto categori ps . 
-Explain the social and cultural 
factors which have led to certain 
rural settlements having a nuclea -
ted pattern and others dispersed 
pattern. Give suitable examples. 
[ 24 ] 
-Discuss the role played by topo -
Recall i'lnd 
application of 
facts. 
Recall and 
graphy in the distribution of appli c ati o n of 
rural settlement. [18J facts. 
I 
! 
'. 
f 
! L-__ ..... _____________________________ . _ _ ... l 
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I TABLE 4.12 continued 
YEAR EXAM QUESTION AND MARKS ALLOCATED 
1986 - Make a list of settlements from 
smallest to the largest according 
to size. Also a brief discussion 
where possible of each settlement. 
[28 ) 
NATURE OF QUESTI()rJ 
IN TERMS OF 
BLOOM'S TAXONOMY 
Recall and 
classificati o n, 
-Briefly discuss the pllysical fac- Recall and 
tors which influence the location applicatioll of 
and form of settlement. [16) facts. 
- List types of activities found ill Factual ricall 
rural urban fringe. [ 6 ) 
- A village is defined as .... .. .. [2) Recall and 
-The largest form of a rural 
settlement is called ............ [2) 
- The main factors influencing the 
location of rural settlements are 
. [ 2 1 
TOTAL [56) 
knowledge of 
terminology. 
Concept and 
factual reca 1 I 
Fa c tual recilll. 
, 
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TABLE 4.12 continued 
YEAR EXAM QUESTION AND MARKS ALLOCATED NATURE OF QUESTIon 
IN TERM& OF 
BLOOM'S TAXONOMY 
1987 - Planning for future development of Factual re c all 
a region requires that a number of 
basic needs be provided. List 
eight of these. [8] 
-Discuss the factors which in- Recall and 
fluence the growth and develop- application. 
ment of rural settlement. [30] 
-List the factors influencing the Factual recall. 
site of a rural settlement. [6] 
-Explain, using examples, how ' Recall and 
physical features influence the application of 
choice of sites for habitation. [30] facts. 
-A settlement where a single supply Factual recall. 
of water exists is called. ... [2] 
- A terp is alan ..... village. [2] Factual recall 
-When houses are built close to Factual recall 
each other away from the fields and 
grazing lands, they are called ..... 
rural villages. [ 2] 
-An X-shaped village is usually the 
result of .... . ..... [2] ' 
'l'OTAL [88] 
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TABLE 4 . 12 continued 
YEAR EXAM QUESTION AND MARKS ALLOCATED NATURE OF QUESTION 
IN TERMS OF 
BLOOM'S ~AXONOMV 
1988 -The choice of a site for a rural 
NOV village or homestead was histori-
cally affected by a number of 
factors. List any five factors. 
[ lO ) 
- ..... settlements are communities 
of non-food producers. [ 2) 
1988 -Resettlement is one of the 
Factual recall. 
• 
Factual recall. 
Attitude and 
FEB possible solutions to rural values - factual 
problems - describe forced recall. 
resettlement. [ 20) 
-Which type of resettlement will 
however solve this problem in the 
Factual recall, 
attitude and 
long term? [2) values. 
-Explain the following concept: Factual recall. 
site. .! 2) 
-What type of settlement is repre- Identify and 
sented by Figure 3? 
• 
[2) application of 
facts . 
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TABLE 4.12 continued 
YEl\R EXl\M QUESTION AND MARKS ALLOCATED NATURE OF QUEST I ('" 
IN TERMS OF 
BLOOM'S Tl\XONUMY 
- Discuss tIle reason for this Faclual rnca l I. 
community choosing this particular l\pplicalion o( 
site. Make use of suitable facts/analysis 
examples to justify the clloices of and evaluation. 
other communities. [ 301 
-How do political factors influence Recall, attitude s 
rural settlement. [6] and vaLues. 
'l'OTAL [ 62 1 
1989 - Name the factors which have Factual recal l 
MAY influenced the choIce of site in 
rural settlement . [ 12 1 
- For a successful rural development Recall, 
to take place, certain development understanding of 
strategies need to be used. Say consequences and 
what you think these development evaluation . 
strategies ought to be. [ 10] 
- A community type farm where the 
farmer owns his land, receives the 
profits from his crops yet shares 
in tIle use of farming implements is 
called an/a....... [2J 
Factual r ecall. 
'----------------------------_ .... ... _.-... 
! 
I 
I 
I 
.1 
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TABLE 4.12 continued 
YEAR EXAM QUESTION AND MARKS ALLOCATED 
-Name the factors which have 
influenced the choice of site in 
the rural areas. [12J 
TOTAL MARKS [38J 
NATURE OF QUESTIOn 
IN TERMS OF 
BLOOM' S 'l'l\XONO~1Y 
Factual recfll.l, 
The table reveals that questions that require recall of 
facts were the ones which dominated from 1985-1989, Most 
of the questions were characterised by cue words such as 
make a list of ... , explain factors which ... , name ... , 
mention. .. . 
78.12% of the questions required the knowledge of concepts. 
The 1988 February question paper was the only one which 
tested pupils' attitude and values. This paper included 
questions related to high order skills, requiring the pupils 
to apply their knowledge and to employ analysis and 
evaluation. It is interesting to note that recall-type 
questions have decreased in number sio'ce 1985, whilst the 
questions which require medium and high order skills are 
beginning to appear in the D.E.T. question papers. 
Table 4.13 below compares the marks awarded to rural and 
urban settlement from 1985 to 1989. 
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TABLE 4.13 
A COMPARISON OF MARKS AWARDED TO RURAL AND URBAN SE1"l'LnlF:N'I' 
IN THE EXAM. QUESTIONS FROM 1985 TO 1989 
YEAR MARKS AWARDED MARKS AWARDED 'l'OTl\ I, 
'1'0 RURAL S. TO URBAN S 
NOV 1985 80 80 160 
NOV 1986 56 84 140 
NOV 1987 85 60 148 
NOV 1988 12 92 114 
FEB 1988 62 74 136 
MAY 1989 38 102 140 
TOTAL 336 492 838 
The results indicated by Table 4.13 reveal that marks 
awarded to the rural settlement section of the geography 
syllabus have been decreasing as from 1986 to 1989 with the 
exception of 1987, whilst the marks awarded to urban 
settlement increased. The marks (12) awarded to rural 
settlement in 1988 were the lowest compared to urban 
settlement (92). The author found that the low marks 
awarded to rural settlement were the result of ecology, 
rural settlement and urban settlement being tested togethpr 
in the same section. Nevertheless, the total marks for bnth 
rural and urban settlement decreased from 160 in 1985 to 114 
in 1988, and 140 in 1989. 
I 
I 
l 
! 
I 
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In the light of the above results it is clear that rura l 
settlement geography is being a c corded consistently l ess 
status when compared to urban settlement geography. Thi s 
will influence teachers, causing them to conce ntrate mo r e on 
urban than on rural settlement. There may b e a subtle 
transfer of attitude from the examiners to the teacher s and 
ultimately to the pupils. 
4.5 SUMMARY 
The analysis of syllabuses, textbooks and senior certif icate 
examinations revealed that the traditions of geogr aphy whi c h 
are dominant are the man-land and spatial perpective , whil st 
the other two are less considered. The situation is 
exacerbated by the approaches provided in syllabuses, 
textbooks and senior certificate examinations, which s eeme d 
not to meet the aims and objectives of the ge ography 
syllabus. For instance, the syllabus prescr i bed low, me d i um 
and high order skills to be covered, whilst _ examina t i o n s 
emphasised low order skills . 
In the light of the above find i ngs, we might conclude that 
the approaches used in the syllabuses, textbooks and 
examinations are not exactly aligned to current geographica l 
theories, and do not adequately address the problem of 
meeting the 'needs' of the pupils. 
• 
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CHAPTER 5 
5. TEACHING RURAL SETTLEMENT IN VENDA SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter examines the current teaching strategies used 
for rural settlement and the teachers' and pupils' 
perception of and attitudes to this section of the 
syllabus. 
The chapter is divided into two major sections: 
1 . The analysis of the questionnaires administered to the 
geography teachers. 
2. The analysis of the semi-structured interviews conducted 
with the Standard 10 geography pupils. 
The first theme is concerned with the analysis of the 
teachers' questionnaires. The results were obtained from 
the survey undertaken in the 
which involved all secondary 
to Standard 10. Forty-five 
Thohoyandou circuit in Venda, 
schools offering geography up 
out 
involved in this section of the 
The questionnaires attempted to: 
of fifty - five 
study. 
teachers were 
1. Establish geography teachers' attitudes towards the 
section on rural settlement geography. 
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2. Investigate the current teaching strategies and 
approaches used by teachers when teaching the section o n 
rural settlement. 
3. Identify the problems that teachers experience when 
teaching this section. 
The semi-structured interviews involved 15 pupils from 4 of 
the 17 secondary schools in the Thohoyandou circuit, in 
order to establish: 
1. Pupils' perceptions of and attitud~j to the study of 
rural settlement geography. 
2. The problems pupils encountered when studying rural 
settlement and their suggestions as to how the teaching 
of rural settlement could be improved. 
5.2 SURVEY RESULTS 
~his section analyses the questionnaire conducted addressed 
to geography teachers in the Thohoyandou circuit in Venda. 
The results of the questionnaire are presented in the 
order in which the questionnaire was designed: 
5.2.1 The general background of the geography teachers. 
Section A of the questionnaire was concerned with the 
establishing the composition of the sample group (Appendix 3 
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Table 5.1 below reveals the results of this part of the 
questionnaire. 
TABLE 5.1 
COMPOSITION OF THE SAMPLE GROUP 
(expressed as frequencies and percentages) 
(N=45) 
Q.No. VARIABLES 
1. SEX 
Male 
Female 
2. QUALIFICATION 
Matric 
JSTC 
STD 
B.A. 
B.Ped. 
B.A./B.Sc educ . 
B.Ed. 
M.A./M 
M.Ed. 
D.Ed./Ph.D. 
3. HIGHEST GEOGRAPHY 
COURSE ATTENDED. 
None 
College 
University I 
University II 
University III 
FR 
37 
8 
2 
3 
14 
15 
1 
4 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
17 
4 
6 
15 
% 
82.2 
17.8 
4.4 
6.7 
31.1 
33 . 3 
2.2 
8.9 
4.4 
0 
0 
0 
4.4 
37.8 
8.9 
13.3 
33.3 
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TABLE 5.1 continued 
Honours 1 2.2 
Masters 0 0 
4 . PRESENT 'rEACHING 
POST 
First year 3 G.7 
'reacher 31 G8.9 
Senior teacher 8 17.8 
H.O.D. 2 4.4 
Deputy Principal 0 () 
Principal 1 2.2 
5. HIGHEST GEOGRAPHY 
STD. TAUGHT 
Std.6 2 4.4 
Std.7 5 J1.1 
Std.8 11 24.4 
Std.9 9 20.() 
Std .10 18 40.0 
6 . YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
TEACHING GEOGRAPHY 
0 -1 4 8.9 
2 -3 18 40.0 
4 -7 13 28.9 
8 -11 6 13.3 
12 - 15 1 2 . 2 
Over 15 3 6.7 
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Table 5.1 reveals that the teaching of geography in the 
study area is male dominated. This pattern is similar to 
that identified by Ballantyne (1986) in his research 
relating to geography teachers in the Cape Education 
Department. 
Academic qualifications, when related to ' the teaching of 
geography in the study area, reveal that 57 . 7% of the 
teachers have completed geography courses at University 
level, whilst 37.8% were trained in geography at teacher's 
training colleges. 
The validity of the questionnaire was enhanced by the fact 
that 86% of the teachers responding to the questions 
indicated that they enjoyed teaching geography. The 
validity and reliability of the results are further 
enhanced by the fact that all, with the exception of 3 out 
of the 45 respondents, are teachers with more than one year 
of teaching experience. The results also revealed that the 
majority of these teachers (40%) have taught for 2 -3 years. 
A further factor which enhances the validity of the 
responses is the fact that 68.9% of the teachers will have 
had instruction in the new syllabus and they should 
therefore be acquainted with learner-centred approaches 
which are a feature 
further highlighted 
of recent training 
by the majority of 
courses. This is 
the 
having a university qualification, and the 
are still new in the teaching profession. 
respondents 
fact that they 
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5.2.2 Teachers' attitudes towards the teaching of rural 
settlement 
This section of the questionnaire attempted to examine 
teachers' preferences and attitudes towards the teaching of 
rural settlement. 
The respondents' attitudes to rural settlement are 
indicated in Table 5.2. 
TABLE 5.2 
N=45 
TEACHERS' ATTITUDES TOWARDS GEOGRAPHY 
Q.No. VARIABLES FR 
7 YOUR INTEREST IN TEACHING: 
% 
I.Teaching geography only. 8 17.8 
2.Teaching geography and one other 
subject. 
3.Teaching geography and more than 
one other subject 
8. IF YOU HAD THE CHOICE WOULD YOU 
PREFER NOT TO TEACH GEOGRAPHY: 
1.Yes 
2.No 
18. STATE PREFERENCES: 
1.Climatology 
2.Geomorphology 
3.Rural settlement 
4.Urban settlement 
5.Regional geography 
28 62.2 
9 
3 
42 
15 
14 
8 
5 
3 
20.0 
6.7 
93.3 
33.3 
31. 1 
17.8 
11.1 
6.7 
, 
, 
I 
I , 
! 
; 
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TABLE 5.2 continued 
9 . WHICH ONE IS EASIER TO 'I'EACH: 
I.Urban settlement 17 37 . 8 
2.Rural settlement 28 62.2 
191 TEACHING RURAL SET'fLEMEN'f IS: 
1. Very easy 13 28.9 
2.Easy 21 46.7 
3.Average difficulty 8 17.8 
4.Difflcult 2 4.1\ 
5.Very difficult 1 2.2 
Table 5.2 reveals that 80% of the respondents taught 
geography and one other subject. These results reveal Ih ill 
a degree of subject specialisation is possible. 
From the fact that 42 out of 45 teachers indlcated thai. 
they chose to teach geography, it may be inferred that 
these teachers are more likely to perceive geography as a 
subject which is worthwhile. As such, they are likely to 
be more committed to the teaching of geography than 
teachers who have been forced to teach tile subject. 
The responses to question 9 indicate that 62.2% prefer I., 
teach rural settlement geography rather than urban 
s e ttlement geography. It was noteworthy that the felllal" 
teachers in particular preferred teac hing rural sett lpniPll1 
to urban settlement . 
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The results further revealed that the majority of teac hers 
(64.4%) indicated a preference for physical geography 
though it is generally perceived to be challenging and 
demanding. However 17.8% of the respondents ranked rural 
settlement geography third. 
The responses to question 19 (i) revealed that teachers 
generally find the teaching of rural settlement geography 
easier than teaching urban settlement geography. This may 
be ascribed to the fact that the majority of the pupils 
have rural backgrounds rather than urban backgrounds . 
The bargraph below depicts teaching preferences in relation 
to teaching qualification. 
• 
I 
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Bargraph depicting the interrelationship 
between the sections preferred the most and 
the teacher's qualifications. 
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In a comparison based on teachers'qualificalions it WrlS 
revealed that teachers with a training college 
qualification showed a greater preference for the teachin'1 
of rural settlement geography than their colleagues wilh 
university qualifications. This may be attributed to til" 
fact that students trained at Teachers' Training Coll c g 0 s 
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have few opportunities to explore geographical concepts and 
theories beyond that of the matriculation syllabus, and may 
therefore have difficulty with the more abstract concepts 
and theories associated with urban geography. Another 
relevant factor is that these teachers have a rural 
background rather than an urban background. 
5.2.3 Teachers' perceptions of pupils' understanding of the 
study of rural settlement geography 
The respondents were asked to indicate how they perceived 
their pupils' attitudes to rural settlements and the pupils 
understanding of this section of the syllabus. 
The following Table (5.3) presents the results of how the 
teachers perceive the pupils' attitudes towards the study 
of rural settlement. 
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TABLE 5.3 
TEACHERS' PERCEPTIONS OF PUPILS' 
UNDERSTANDING OF SETTLEMENT GEOGRAPHY. 
(expressed as frequencies and percentagfls) 
N=45 
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TABLE 5.4 continued 
17 CURRENT APPROACHES IN THE 
EXISTING SYLLABUS ARE RELEVANT . 
I.Strongly agree 
2.Agree 
3.Undecided 
4.Disagree 
5.Strongly disagree 
8 
31 
4 
1 
1 
17.8 
68.9 
8.9 
2 . 2 
2 . 2 
I 
! 
L-____ --------------------~---------------I 
Table 5.4 reflects that the teachers are satisfied with 
the existing syllabus and accepted its relevance for the 
pupils. 
These results, when related to the teaching approaches, 
strategies and resources used by the teachers, raise 
questions of the extent to which the teachers understand 
the concept of 'relevance'. 
5.2.4 The current teaching strategies, approaches and 
resources 
Section D of the questionnaire examines the current 
teaching strategies and approaches employed in the teaching 
of rural settlement. The results as set out in Table 5.5 
revealed three particular areas of interest in respect of 
claims made by the geography teachers concerning teaching 
approaches and strategies. Thus: 
1. Use made of the local village when teaching sections of 
rural settlement. 
r 
I 
l 
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Table 5.3 would seem to indicate that according to the 
teachers' perceptions, pupils generally find rural 
settlement geography as it is taught in accordance with 
the present syllabus, to be interesting, easy to 
understand and easier to learn than urban geography. 
Table 5.4 below analyses the responses to questions 13, 14, 
16 and 17. 
TABLE 5.4 
RESULTS OF THE PERCEIVED RELEVANCE OF RURAL SETTLEMENT 
(expressed as frequencies and percentages) 
% respondents N = 45 
Q.No VARIABLES 
13 IS RURAL SETTLEMENT IN STD.7 
I.Very relevant for the pupils 
2.Relevant 
3. Irrelevant 
4.Very irrelevant 
14 IS RURAL SETTLEMENT INSTD.10 
1.Very relevant for the pupils 
2.Relevant 
3. Irrelevant 
4.Very irrelevant 
16 WHICH IS MORE RELEVANT 
1. Std. 7 
2.Std.lO 
• 
FR % 
4 8.9 
31 68.9 
10 22.2 
o 0 
11 
31 
3 
0 
13 
30 
24.4 
68.9 
6.7 
0 
30.2 
69.2 
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2. The use of the enquiry and problem solving method. 
3. The issue of taking students out regularly. 
r 
I 
I 
L 
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TABLE 5 . 5 continued 
24 HOW OFTEN ARE PUPILS 
TAKEN ON FIELD TRIPS 
1.Once a week 1 2.5 
2.0nce a month 2 5.0 
3.0nce per term 4 10.0 
4.0nce per year 8 20.0 
5.None of the above 25 62.5 
L 
Table 5.5 analyses the approaches and teaching strategi e s 
which are employed in the teaching of geography. The 
results reveal the following: 
i. 
ii. 
Teachers do not generally use local examples 
when teaching rural settlement, but depend on the 
examples in the textbook, i.e. Active Geography. This 
is born out by the fact that 93.3% of the teachers 
rely on the textbooks as their primary resource for 
the teaching of geography. 
The results obtained from question 21 
impression that although chalk and talk 
give the 
and class 
discussions are the primary strategies in the teaching 
of rural settlement, enquiry and problem solving 
methods are also frequently used. 
iii. The results are however questionable when compare d 
to the extent to which fieldwork, games, simulation 
and worksheets are used, since it is these latter 
strategies which best lend themselves to problem 
solving and enquiry approaches. 
I 
I 
i , 
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In spite of the accessibility of the rural settlement 
landscape as shown in the case study of a geographical 
analysis of the area, the results also revealed that 
fieldwork is not included as a general rule in the · teaching 
of rural settlement geography, as indicated in Table 5.6. 
Question 25 of the questionnaire (in Table 5.6) was 
designed to obtain information relating to the frequency of 
the implementation of teaching strategies such as field 
trips, worksheets, duplicated notes, games and simulation 
and map study. 
The analysis of the frequency of these strategies used when 
teaching rural settlement will give an indication of the 
use of learner-centred approaches which are at the heart of 
current teaching methodologies 
Table 5.6 reveals the incidence of teaching strategies 
which were frequently used and those which were seldom or 
never used. The results reveal that 43 . 2% of the 
respondents have never used games and simulation, whilst 
36.4% often use worksheets. As has already been said, the 
use of these strategies characterises a learner-centred 
approach and enhances the pupils' perceptions of the 
subject as relevant. 
However the results of questions pertaining to teaching 
strategies need to be related to the availability of 
resources which teachers use in rural settlement geography 
teaching. An analysis of these resources will further 
clarify the approaches and strategies which the teac hers 
use. 
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Questions 22 and 25 in Table 5.6 were des i gned with the 
purpose of obtaining information with r~gard to the 
availability and the frequency with which st i mulus 
materials were used when teaching rural settl e ment. 
r-~-------------------------------------------------------'i I TABLE 5 . 6 , 
i 
: 
FREQUENCY OF TEACHING STRATEGIES USED. 
, 
Q.No VARIABLES FR/% NEVER V.SELDOM SELDOM OFTEN V. OFT EN 
FREQUENCY 
25 1.Fieldtrips FR 6 4 16 14 5 
% 13.3 8 . 9 35 . 6 31. 1 11. 1 
2.Worksheets FR 6 5 17 15 . 1 
% 13 . 3 11.4 38.6 34.1 2 .3 
3.Duplicated FR 5 1 10 22 6 
notes % 11.4 2.3 22 . 7 50 . 0 13. 6 
4 . Games and FR 19 5 10 9 1 
simulation % 43.2 11.4 22 . 7 20 . 5 2.3 
5.Map study FR 1 2 8 17 17 2 5 
1 
% 2.2 4 . 4 17.8 37.8 37 . 8 
Textbooks, local maps, followed by pictures (see Fig.5 . 2) 
were indicated as the resources which were the most r.ead j 1 Y 
available. 
69 
• 49 
39 
29 
19 
9 
r i '1'1 r e 5.2 
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PHOTOG SLIDES FILMS 
PICTURE VIDEO TEXTBK 
Resources available for teaching rural 
settlement. 
• YES 
Ii NO 
L MAPS 
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TABLE 5.7 
RESULTS OF THE FREQUENCIES OF RESOURCES USED. 
(expressed as frequencies and percentages) 
N=45 
Q.No VARII\BLES FR/% NEVER V.SELDOM SELDOM OFTEN V.OFTEN 
25 
FREQUENCIES 
OF RESOURCES 
AVAILABLE 
I.Photographs 
2.Pictures 
3.Video 
4.S1ides 
5.Textbooks 
6.Duplicated 
notes 
FR 
% 
FR 
% 
FR 
% 
FR 
% 
FR 
% 
FR 
% 
1 
2.3 
1 
2.3 
9 
20.0 
13 
30.2 
1 
2.2 
5 
11.4 
1 8 24 10 
2.3 18.2 54.5 22. 7 
1 7 23 13 
2.3 15.6 51.1 28.9 
7 10 11 8 
15.6 22.2 24.4 17 . fl 
3 13 12 2 
6.7 30 . 2 27.9 4. 7 
1 3 18 22 
2.2 6.7 40.0 48.9 
1 10 22 6 
2.3 22.7 48.9 13. G 
An analysis pertaining to the resources reveals tha t, ot IIf' I ' 
than textbooks, teachers rely on local maps, pictures an(1 
photographs to present rural settlement. The fact that 
slides, videos and films are seldom used may be att-ribute d 
to the lack of electricity in a number of schools, mainly 
due to a lack of funds. 
f 
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TABLE 5.8 
JUSTIFICATION FOR TEACHING RURAL SETTLEMENT 
IN STANDARDS 7 AND 10. 
Q.No VARIABLES FR % 
10 TEACH RURAL SET'rLEMENT 
IN DEPTH 
1.Yes 17 37.8 
2. No 28 62.2 
15 JUSTIFICATION FOR 
TEACHING RURAL SETTLEMENT 
IN STD.7 AND 10 
1.Yes 4 8.9 
2.No 41 91.1 
The responses to question 10 in Table 5.8 were very 
important in terms of the teaching of rural settlement, as 
62.2% indicated that they do not teach rural settl e ment in 
depth . These responses highlighted the fact that teache rs 
are guided by the textbooks and the syllabus interpretati o n 
of rural settlement geography rather than by a search for 
relevance as considered in Chapter 2. 
Teachers' claims regarding the use of local maps in the 
teaching of rural settlement geography must therefore b e 
questioned since the analysis of approaches and teaclling 
strategies revealed that very few teachers make use o f 
local examples in the teaching of rural settl e ment 
geography. 
_., 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
• I 
I 
i 
I , 
I , 
I 
I , 
! 
.J 
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The fact that teachers saw rural settlement as being more 
relevant in Standard 10 may be attributed to the fact tha t 
the Standard 10 pupils are more readily able to understand 
the theoretical approach to rural settlement than the 
Standard 7 pupils. This is a further indication of the wa y 
in which teachers follow and accept the syllabus , not as a 
guide which can be adapted - particularly in the lower 
standards - to suit the needs and experiences of their 
pupils, but as a rigid and non - negotiable e ntity . 
The analysis of the results relating to teaching 
approaches, teaching strategies and the resources used in 
the teaching of rural settlement geography emphasise the 
apparent problems teachers have in understanding the 
concept of 'relevance' when it is applied to this secti on 
of geography. 
?2.5 Problems and suggestions provided by the geography 
teachers 
Questions 26 and 27 of the questionnaire were open - ended . 
Question 26 required the respondents to identify the 
problems they experience in teaching rural settlement 
geography. Question 27 (Table 5.9) invited the responde n ts 
to suggest aspects which they perceived to be relevant when 
teaching rural settlement geography. 
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TABLE 5 . 9 
QUESTIONS RELATING TO PROBLEMS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR THE 
TEACHING OF RURAL SETTLEMENT . 
Q. No QUESTIONS 
26. Write down some of the problems that you have wilen 
teaching rural settlement. 
e • •••••••••••••• • • •• ••• • ••• • ••••••• •••••• •• •• :······'. , . 
· ............................. . ... ... .............. .. . 
27. Please feel free to add whatever you think relevan t 
·to the teaching of rural settlement. 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
· .................. . ........ .. ..... . .. ... . .. ..... . ... . 
The responses to question 26 were summarised as follows: 
1. Lack of teaching resources . 
2. Lack of funds to purchase the resources. 
3. Inability to organise and administer fieldtrips. 
4. Inability to use local maps. 
5. The pupils' inability to express themselves. 
6. Overcrowded classrooms. 
7 . Textbooks which do not correlate with p racti cal 
situations in South Africa. 
I , 
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8. Poor co-operation between the teaching staff and top 
management . 
9. Pupils do not seem to relate content to their own 
environment. 
lO.There is no geography classroom. 
These problems, when linked to the pupils' inability to 
express themselves in English, highlight the reasons for , 
teachers resorting to teacher directed learning. 
Suggested ways of improving the teaching of rural 
settlement were as follows: 
i) 66.6% of the teachers were in favour of the 
implementation of fieldwork in the teaching of rural 
settlement. 
ii) The dilemma in which teachers find themselves was 
encapsulated by one teacher who commented that the use 
of local examples, which is of benefit to the pupils, 
could be problematic if the examiners had no knowledge 
of the conditions described by the pupils. 
iii) The respondents suggested that pupils should not 
rely on one textbook alone, but should make use 
of other resources such as newspaper articles. 
Teachers, although they depend extensively on a single 
textbook, are aware that often this ii not adequate for 
effective teaChing. This however is a problem relating to 
the lack of finances needed for multiple copies. 
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The results of the questionnaire highlight the fol l owing 
facts: 
i. Teachers are generally aware of and trained to ~se 
modern media, but are frequently unable to do so to 
enhance the teaching because of lack bf funds and lack 
of adequate facilities. 
ii. The respondents were also aware of the shortcomi ngs of 
using a single textbook, but the problems which exist 
in the school, as well as the rigidity with which they 
follow the syllabus, leads teachers to resort to those 
methods of teaching which are most expedient . 
iii.Despite the general qualifications of the teachers, the 
results revealed a particular shortcoming which may be 
ascribed to initial teacher training methods . This 
problem seems to stem from the fact that teachers have 
not been educated in how to develop and interpret the 
syllabus to cater for the pupils' needs, or in order to 
capitalise on the pupils' local environment. 
Thus few if any of the teachers who responded to the 
questions were able to perceive the opportunities which the 
rural settlement section of the syllabus provides for 
especially the Standard 7 pupils. Teachers were therefore 
unable to see how fieldwork could be incorporated into 
their teaching . 
• 
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5.3 RESULTS OF THE SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS 
The semi-structured interviews were conducted with Standard 
10 geography pupils from the Thohoyandou curcuit in Venda 
for the reasons mentioned in Chapter 3. 
The interview schedule was divided into two sections. The 
first section comprised a series of questions centred on 
the interpretation of rural settlement (Appendix 4 ) in 
, 
order to establish the pupils' understanding of rural 
settlement and to assess the focus of the teaching of rural 
settlement. 
The second section of the interview schedule was designed 
to obtain pupils' views of rural settlement in relation to 
the other components of the syllabus and to assess their 
attitudes to the section on rural settlement. 
The pupils' responses were able to highlight and to further 
clarify the results obtained from the questionnaire. 
5.4 THE ANALYSIS OF PUPILS' INTERVIEWS 
5.4.1 Pupils' understanding of rural settlement 
The purpose of question 1, the photograph of rural 
settlement (Appendix 4) was to test their perception and 
aimed at finding out if pupils were able to: 
1. Identify rural settlement in terms of the criteria for 
defining rural settlements. Thus the questions were 
related to location, pattern, building materials and 
building styles, land tenure and cultural landscape, and 
the socia-economic conditions of the people . 
• 
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2. Relate the picture to their own local areas in Venda. 
3. Extract basic information from the picture, thus being 
able to pick up key aspects that characterise a rural 
settlement. 
~he analysis of the pupils' responses revealed that all the 
pupils were able to: 
1. Identify or recognise the rural settlement in terms of 
nucleation or dispersion. , 
2. Recognise a rural settlement in terms of its functions. 
The pupils placed an emphasis on primary activities as 
the only aspect characterising rural settlement. 
3. Note that rural settlement units are characterised by 
their building styles and building materials. 
However none of them mentioned aspects relating to land 
tenure, the cultural landscape or socio-economic 
conditions. 
The results revealed that all pupils had completed the 
section on rural settlement at the time of the research. 
This provided insight into the emphasLs placed on this 
aspect of the syllabus. 
The results revealed that the pupils concentrate more on 
patterns, functions, building styles and building 
materials. Generally it was found that pupils' perceptions 
of rural settlement were associated with the spatial 
perpective as one of the four traditions of geography 
discussed in Chapter 2. 
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The pupils' responses reflect the way in which rural 
settlement was taught, and highlight the' fact that the 
teaching of this section is directly related to textboo ks 
and syllabuses. It was interesting to note that in spite 
. 
of the fact that many of the pupils live in rural villages , 
their answers did not reflect their own experiences, but 
simply that of the 'geography lessons'. Pupils, it would 
seem, do not perceive that which is happening in the real 
world as being geography. 
5 . 4.2 Pupils' attitudes towards the study of rural 
settlement 
The results reveal that 12 out of 15 pupils interviewed 
preferred to study rural settlement rather than urban 
settlement. The analysis of the results is as follows: 
i. The rural settlement section is the place where they 
live and therefore it is easy to relate to rural 
settlement. 
ii.They perceived rural settlement as a practical section 
which does not need a lot of theory. 
The results further revealed that both the teachers and the 
pupils have positive attitudes towards the section on rural 
settlement in geography study. However, 20% of the pupil s' 
responses and 6.7% (Table 5.2) of the teachers' responses 
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indicated that they do not find rural settlement geography 
to be of any interest. It is interesting to speculate that 1:11'· 
3 pupils and the 3 teachers who indicated that they do not 
like this section may be related to Ballantyne's (1986) 
argument that attitudes are learned. Further questioning 
of the pupils revealed that they find the teaching of rural 
settlement geography to be boring as there is "not so much 
to learn from it". Knowing what a rural settlement is, 
they would like to learn something new. 
The majority of·the·respondents revealed that rural 
settlement is perceived as easy, interesting and practical 
and is the area in which they live. 
5.4.3 Problems encountered by pupils when studying rural 
settlement 
Questions 5 and 6 in the interviews (Appendix 4) attempted 
to find out what problems the pupils experienced in the 
course of their study of rural settlement. 
The results reveal that 46.6% of the pupils indicated that 
they did not have problems in studying rural settlement 
geography, whilst 26.6% of the respondents indicated that 
they had problems with concepts contained in rural 
settlement geography. 13.3% indicated that they did not 
understand the teacher. One of the pupils mentioned that 
the problem lies with the textbook, as it quotes examples 
of overseas areas instead of those of the surrounding areR, 
whilst another pupil said he did not understand the whole 
concept as the teacher was rushing to finish the syllabus. 
, 
When asked why he did not stop the teacher, he mentioned 
that he was too shy to do so. 
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Question 6 was included purposely in order to find out if 
they would like to offer some suggestions on how their 
. 
problems could be handled. This question highlighted the 
following aspects: 
1. That the geography teachers should use teaching aids 
(stimulus materials) in order to facilitate the 
understanding of concepts. 
2. That teachers should make use of field trips to the local 
surrounding area and to urban areas so t hat they wo uld 
be able to differentiate rural and urban areas. 
3. They also suggested that teachers should not go too 
rapidly when teaching rural settlement and that they 
must use simple English as some of them did not 
understand the concepts. 
5.4.4 Recommendations for the improvement of the teaching 
of rural settlement 
As has already been said in Chapters 1 and 2, the 'needs' 
of the pupils should be taken into account when drawing up 
a curriculum (Rawling 1980). It was considered worthwhile 
to ask the pupils to come up with their own suggestions on 
how to improve the teaching of rural settlement. 
The responses to the question generally revealed that 
pupils would welcome improvements and mentioned the 
following aspects: 
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i, The establishment of study groups in their classes 
which will enable them to express themselves and learn 
to listen to others. The suggestion of study groups 
reveals that pupils would prefer to participate in 
their learning rather than to remain passive. 
ii. They again suggested the inclusion of field trips in 
the study of rural settlement, as pupils acquire 
knowledge through direct observation of the 
environment (Nightingale 1977 and Nicol 1980). 
iii. The use of stimulus materials such as pictures, 
videos and films were suggested for the improvement of 
teaching rural settlement. Thus the teachers should 
make use of stimulus materials as they are perceived 
to generate pupils' interest and to retain it for a 
longer period (Webster 1979). 
In order to obtain a more accurate assessment of pupils' 
understanding of rural settlement, theftnalysis of 
questions 19(ii), 19(iii) and 20 were compared with 
questions 7, 8 and 9 in the semi-structured interviews for 
pupils. If, indeed, the teachers are really interpreting 
the teaching of rural settlement geography to the pupils as 
interesting and easy, then there should be similarities 
with the pupils' responses to question 5 of the semi-
structured interviews, which revealed problems that the 
pupils have encountered when learning rural settlement. 
The analysis of the responses regarding questions 13,14,16 
ahd 17 revealed that teachers' perceptions of rural 
settlement as relevant did not differ significantly from 
the pupils' responses in the interviews. 
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The suggestions put forward by the pupils are similar in 
aspect, excepting the one concerned with the 
establishment of study groups. Both teachers and pupils, 
however, would welcome changes in the teaching of rural 
settlement. They both acknowledge the need for field trips 
in the local areas, the need for changes in teaching 
approaches and teaching strategies, as they emphasised the 
need for stimulus materials and study groups. 
> 
5.5 SUMMARY 
The results of the survey revealed the following: 
1. That both the geography teachers and pupils consider 
rural settlement as an easy section to deal with; 
2. That there is a need to use current teaching strategies 
which are learner-centred rather than relying heavily on 
textbooks; 
3 . The need for fieldwork to be implemented when teach i ng 
rural settlement; and lastly 
~. That the teachers did not understand the conce pt of 
'relevance'. 
From the above findings, it is clear that the teaching of 
rural settlement geography is not entirely relevant. 
Nevertheless, relevance can be achieved by developing 
curriculum units or encouraging teachers to use a case 
study approach of the local areas. 
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CHAPTER 6 
6. CONCLUSION 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
This study focused on the potential which rural settlement 
geography has for creating a sense of place and identity 
for pupils who come from essentially rural backgrounds. The 
assumption isthat when pupils are able to identify with 
their own environment they may learn to appreciate and to 
live in harmony with that environment. This aspect of 
geographical education is perceived by Catling (1987) and 
Boardman (1988) as a primary purpose of the geography 
school curriculum. 
Rural settlement geography was initia~ly analysed in 
relation to current trends in geographical thinking, in 
terms of the aims and objectives of current geographical 
curricula and with regard to the notion of relevance. The 
second phase of the analysis was concerned with comparing 
the role rural settlement geography ought to play in the 
South African syllabus and with the way in which it is 
approached in terms of the syllabus content, textbooks and 
the senior certificate examinations. The final phase of 
the study investigated Venda teachers' and pupils' 
perceptions of rural settlement geography and the way it is 
taught in secondary schools in Venda. This chapter 
highlights the results of the study under the following 
headings: 
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6.2 The place of rural settlement in the South African 
curriculum. 
6.3 Teachers' and pupils' attitudes to the teaching of 
rural settlement. 
6.4 The relevance of teaching strategies currently 
employed in Venda schools. 
The conclusions which were drawn as a result of this study 
led to a number of recommendations which it is hoped will 
result in the development of this aspect of the geography 
curriculum to the benefit of the pupils. 
6.2 THE PLACE OF RURAL SETTLEMENT IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN 
GEOGRAPHY CURRICULUM 
6.2.1 Rural settlement in current syllabuses 
The analysis of the 1985 geography syllabus and the 1993 
draft core syllabus revealed a discrepancy between the 
content and the general aims and objectives . Thus, while 
the four traditions of geography are emphasised in terms of 
presenting a holistic approach to content, rural settlement 
geography as prescribed in the content l~ys stress on only 
two of these traditions. This discrepancy is compounded by 
the fact that the general aims and objectives of the 
syllabus emphasise the need for a learner- centred 
approach. There is a need to implement corresponding 
teaching strategies such as fieldwork, games and 
simulations, which are currently largely ignored. The 
above shortcomings tend to reduce the role of rural 
settlement study. The relatively low status in terms 
of time and space allocated to rural se t tlement further 
reduces the relevance of rural settlement to pupils from an 
essentially rural background . 
• 
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6.2.2. Rural settlement in selected textbooks 
Textbooks, as the primary resource used in Venda secondary 
schools, were analysed to establish: 
i . The way in which textbooks interpreted the syl labus 
in relation to the four main traditions of geography. 
ii. The status accorded to rural settlement, not only 
in terms of the space allocated, but also in terms of 
the approach to this section of the curriculum. 
iii.The relevance of rural settlement to the Venda pupils 
in terms of the development of concepts, the use of 
illustrative materials, choice of examples and use of 
suggested activities. 
Most significant in this study is the finding that 
textbooks do not cover all four main traditions of 
geography. A textbook may excel in one or two of the 
traditions while neglecting the rest. Moreover the 
textbooks do not cover all the topics suggested by the 
syllabus, and cover some at a very superficial level. 
The following facts were highlighted in .textbook analysis: 
i. In all the textbooks analysed, with the exception of 
New Window on the World, teachers are given few 
guidelines as to how to make this section of the 
syllabus relevant to the pupils . 
ii. Concepts used in the teaching of rural settlement 
are not well explained in all the textbooks analysed 
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iii. Textbook analysis further revealed that many of 
the illustrations depict the 'White' culture in South 
Africa and are supplemented by overseas examples 
rather than that of 'Black' areas. 
iv. There is not enough progression of concepts as many 
of them are learnt for the first time at Standard 10 
level. 
These negative points notwithstanding. the textbooks examine d 
have the following positive aspects: 
i. They are almost completely free of the bias and 
stereotyping that previous research relating to 
textbooks has identified. 
ii.They attempt to apply the notion of a spiral 
curriculum which involves learning from known to unknown 
and the simple to the complex. 
The teacher who relies entirely on textbooks as the only 
resource will therefore not be able to impart a sense of 
relevance to pupils coming from a rural background. It is 
however accepted that no textbook desigried for as 
heterogeneous a population as that of South Africa can 
~chieve the sort of relevance needed by individual 
communities. This highlights the need for teacher 
education in the use of resources which are at hand in the 
teaching of a local environment. 
6.2.3 Rural settlement in senior certificate examination 
papers 
Department of Education and Training senior certificate 
examination papers from 1985 to 1989 were analysed in 
respect of the rural settlement section in terms of Bloom's 
taxonomy. as adapted by van Jaarsveld (1988). The analysis 
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of the senior certificate examination papers reveal e d the 
following: 
i. The marks awarded to both rural and urban settlement 
indicated that examinations placed greater emphasis on 
urban than on rural settlement. That examiners do not 
treat the two sections equally was shown by the fact 
that marks allocated to urban settlement were greater 
than those for rural settlement. 
ii. Further analysis of the questions revealed the 
domination of low order skills which require pupils 
only to recall factual information. Pupils were not ' 
given a chance to think and critic.ally assess a 
situation as they are only required to reproduce facts. 
iii.The examination questions also revealed that rural 
settlement is examined in such a way that it does not 
encourage the development of positive attitudes towards 
the rural landscape. For instance, few quest{ons on 
values and attitudes were reflected .in the 1988 
examination paper, whilst those of 1985 to 1987 did 
not include questions which embrace value and attitudes 
at all. This is an indication that values in geography 
are not really considered by the examiners. These 
findings corroborate Nyikana's (1988) statement that 
examiners find it difficult to set questions which will 
examine pupils' values. Thus they tend to concentrate 
on the cognitive rather than the affective domain. 
The D.E.T. examinations therefore do not encourage teachers 
to use the sorts of participatory learning strategies which 
enhance the status of rural settlement. There is also very 
little emphasis placed on the interdependence between the 
rural and urban landscape, or the need to preserve and 
conserve the rural environment. This reduces the chances 
of pupils developing empathy or appreciation for their 
rural settlement heritage. 
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The importance of the examination as an internal means to 
bring about change in teaching approaches and teaching 
strategies cannot be over-emphasised. Therefore when 
analysing teaching practices, it was not surprising to find 
that the teachers' attitudes to rural settlement are 
largely shaped by the approaches used in the senior 
certificate examination papers and those of the textbooks, 
rather than by the syllabus aims and objectives. 
6.3 TEACHERS' AND PUPILS' PREFERENCES AND ATTITUDES TO THE 
TEACHING OF RURAL SETTLEMENT 
The results of the survey of teachers and pupils revealed 
the following attitudes to rural settlement: 
i. The majority of the respondents preferred to teach 
physical geography rather than settlement geography, 
whilst pupils prefer rural settlement. 
ii.The survey also revealed that both the teachers and t h e 
pupils generally find the teaching of rural settlement 
easy and interesting. 
The similarities and recurrence of some of the findings 
from both questionnaires and interviews seem to confirm 
statements expressed earlier about teacher conservatism 
with regard to current teaching strategies. Neverthe l ess 
the suggestions put forward by both teachers and pupils 
generally call for changes in the presentation of rural 
settlement. 
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6.4 THE RELEVANCE OF THE TEACHING STRATEGIES CURRENTLY 
EMPLOYED IN VENDA SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
The relevance of the current teaching strategies was 
evaluated by means of questionnaires. It is interesting t o 
note that the research results correspond with what has 
been discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, that teachers have 
recourse to teacher-directed learning rather than learner-
centred approaches. This is confirmed by the results whi c h 
indicated the predominant use of textbooks and the chalk 
and talk method. 
Although the teachers claimed to use enquiry and problem 
solving methods, they have problems using resources that 
can be employed to enhance the strategies mentioned above. 
The majority of the respondents also revealed that they do 
not make use of teaching strategies and stimulus materials 
such as videos, slides, games and simulations. 
A further aspect revealed by the respondents was that they 
have never implemented fieldwork techniques in their local 
surroundings. Generally research findings proved to be 
significant in terms of considering the needs of the pupils 
when drawing up the curriculum. Further efforts to create 
relevance in the teaching of rural settlement to 'Black' 
pupils in South Africa must take into account their 
'needs' . 
6.5 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Table 6.1 draws a comparison of the teachers' and pupils' 
perceptions of the problems encountered in the teaching of 
rural settlement. 
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TABLE 6.1 
A COMPARISON BETWEEN TEACHERS' AND PUPILS' PROBLEMS 
WITH REGARD TO THE STUDY OF RURAL SETTLEMENT 
TEACHERS' PROBLEMS 
I.Lack of funds to purchase 
resource materials. 
2.Inability to use local maps. 
3.Inability to organise and 
administer field trips. 
4.Lack of conducive learning 
situations for pupils to 
express themselves. 
5.Textbooks do not correlate 
with the practical situa-
tions in South Africa. 
6.No geography classroom. 
. PUPILS' PROBLEMS 
I.Language problems. 
2.Unable to understalld 
concepts used in rural 
settlement. 
3.Concepts not well 
explained . 
These results revealed the fundamental problems that the 
teachers and the pupils have with regard to the teaching of 
rural settlement. Fieldwork has proved to be a significant 
part of a geography teaching program as it includes the 
c c ntinuing element of observation. Nevertheless the 
majority of geography teachers experience problems in 
administering and conductiong fieldwork . 
Table 6.2 however indicates that the pupils and the 
teachers have suggested almost identical things. Pupils' 
suggestions highlighted the need for a learner- centred 
. , 
I , 
1 
! 
f 
t 
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approach. 
linked to 
6.1. 
Their suggestions relating to group work can b e 
the problems of language as indicated in Table 
TABLE 6.2 
SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES WITH REGARD TO 
SUGGESTIONS BY BOTH TEACHERS AND PUPILS 
TEACHERS' SUGGESTIONS 
1. Fieldwork 
2. Local examples 
3. Variety of resources 
4. -
5.Geography room 
PUPILS' SUGGESTIONS 
I.Fieldwork 
2.Local examples 
3.Pictures. video and film 
4.Groupwork 
5.-
J-____________ - ___ _ _______ _________ ----'" 
In the light of the pupils' and geography teachers' 
suggestions, the following recommendations are made: 
6.5.1 General recommendations for the rural settlement 
section of the geography syllabus 
The following recommendations are made to improve the 
presentation of rural settlement: 
i . That the syllabuses, textbooks and examinati o ns 
be restructured in order to accommodate all the four 
traditions of geography and to consider the 'needs' of 
the pupils. Thus the above-mentioned aspects should 
take into account the local environment. 
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ii. The in-service training centres should offer courses 
on how to administer fieldwork. 
iii.The need for highly qualified subject advisors who will 
help the teachers who are experiencing problems with 
the implementation of current teaching strategies. 
iv. Initial teacher training to develop skills related to 
interpretation and syllabus development. 
6.5.2 Specific recommendations with regard to the 
improvement of the teaching of rural settlement 
The suggestions below are related to the need to improve 
the teaching of rural settlement: 
i. Fieldwork is regarded as the most relevant technique 
to be implemented in Venda secondary schools. The 
background of the geographical study area (Chapter 5) 
revealed a wealth of accessible resource materials 
which can be developed for fieldwork . 
ii. The need for geography teachers at tertiary level 
to develop curriculum units based on local sites in 
Venda may be of great help to the geography teachers 
at secondary school level . 
iii. Using a variety of techniques is the heart of 
geography. There is a need to implement techniques 
such as case studies at secondary school level. 
Geography teachers should be encouraged to develop a 
case study of their own local environment together 
with their pupils. 
iv. Although it is accepted that there is no elec-
tricity, geography teachers at secondary school leve l 
should make use of worksheets and other accessible 
resources and strategies which facilitate bringing 
• 
v. 
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reality into the classroom, thus- applying the theory 
to the actual environment. 
The teachers training 
establish a project that 
cOlleges in 
will include 
Venda should 
geography 
teachers at secondary school level in workshops 
related to problems in geography. 
vi. Greater emphasis needs to be placed on 
local environmental problems in the rural landscape 
in relation to the developmental theory contained in 
the new syllabus, i.e.basic needs. 
vii. When settlement types, locations and patterns 
are discussed, the use of local 1:50 000 topographic 
and 1:10 000 orthophoto maps ought to be an essential 
component of the teaching of rural settlement geography. Thus 
the local maps should have first priority when one is 
thinking of resources for teaching geography. 
viii. Teachers should be taught how to utilise the local 
maps and apply them to the local environment and to 
other areas which are different. This could be done 
effectively if the tertiary educators for geography 
were to establish a project or even to establish 
geography teachers study groups in each region. 
ix. Geography teachers should be encouraged to teach 
their pupils field sketching and field mapping. This 
may be done by tertiary educators by inviting 
geography teachers to local field trips where they 
are able to practice field sketching and field 
mapping. 
6.6 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
As a result of the focus of the study, it was not possible 
to do a complete qualitative analysis of the available 
textbooks. It was however necessary to consider the 
textbooks most commonly used in order to assess the place 
of rural settlement in the syllabus. The survey consisted 
of questionnaires and semi-structured interviews which 
should have been more numerous to increase validity, but 
due to costs and time, this was not possible. Furthermore, 
the analysis of the concepts and illustrations tended to be 
somewhat subjective as an overview of each of these aspeots 
was presented, rather than a detailed analysis of each 
concept and illustration. 
6.7 AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
In the light of this research, further research is needed 
in the following areas: 
1. An investigation of teachers' attitudes towards changes 
in the teaching of geography. 
2. An investigation of pupils' attitudes towards geography. 
3. 'A search for educational relevance': an investigation 
into the 'needs' of pupils with regard to the teaching 
of geography at secondary school level. 
Although this study is based on an investigation carried 
out in Venda secondary schools, it may be referred in 
general to South African schools, as textbooks, syllabuses 
and examinations are almost the same in all D.E.T schools 
and in the four provinces of South Africa. 
~ .. " .~ 
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6.8 SUMMARY 
Rural landscape needs to be conserved and preserved. 
Learning through geography provides the means for pupils t o 
. 
develop a caring attitude to their local environment. If 
this is not done, pupils will never fulfil the aims of 
environmental education. 
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A PPEN DI(X 1 
II Settlement garnet 
The settlement game unit as reproduced here is the version of C. A. Joseph of 
Marlborough College, Wil(shire, based on an idea of R. T. Dalton. It is used in a 
first~year (ele~~!}:....~QJ~~tY~.:l~~"r-old) course on the local region, but h~. ~.I_so .~E_ 
used effectively with older-.l?up'i1s, 
"The-ga~e is desi~ed t~ sh~~ pupils that the location ofsettJements depends on 
many interacting factors, some of which reflect the technology of earlier peoples. It" 
also attempts to emphasize some of the complexity underlying settlement location 
that is not readily apparent from 'pure' study of the I' Ordnance Survey.Each pupil 
is given the information sheet and the map. Their aim is to build up a settlement 
pattem,-a route network and a regional organization (parishes). The actual game takes 
only a.si?gle. or double period, depending on ability. Follow-up is given as much 
time as the gameitself, and invotv~ comparison and discussion of the patterns evolved. 
As used at Marlborough. the unit is followed by a tracing of parish boundaries 
from the I' to 1 mil. OS map of the south side of the Vale of Pewsey (Sheet 167). 
and the p'lotting of settlements within the parishes. Shapes derived from the game 
are then compared with those derived from the map and reasons for the differences 
discussed. This (one hopes) leads on to an un,derstanding of the local region in 
Saxon times, and so back to the actual settlements. and the factors affecting their 
locations. 
Extension of the game 
It is possible. of course, to make this a more sophisticated game with higher ability 
levels and age-ranges. Actual geological variation can be introduced as a factor, and 
mathematical weightings provided for the various factors. 
An example of this can be found in chapter 2 of Settlement Patterns by J. Everson 
and B. P. FitzGerald (Longman). 
Information Sheet 
In the sixth and seventh centuries A.D. Anglo-Saxon settlers made their way to 
southern and eastern England. They came in small bands, usuaUy peacably, 
to a country where little land had yet been cleared for cultivation. Their., 
trihal organization iva, strong. so that their ,ettlements were e,tahli,hed :IS 
clusters of houses around which lay arable [and. nut equipment was primitive, 
and although they had better ploughs tha.n their predecessors, they could not 
cope well with areas of heavy soils. You must try and imagine an England 
immensely different from the present day. All land near rivers was liable to 
Oood in winter, and most or the lowland was still forested. Only the lighter. 
sandy soils and such hil[s as the chalk downlands. would have been more open 
country with grass and shrubs . 
The scltlers had several needs. and must have chosen their sites carefully. 
[," most of thcm have survived over 1,400 years to the present day. In order 
:' im portance their needs we re : 
.. • .. 
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I Access to a constant supply of water. Water could not be carried. 
2 Access to cultivable land. Travel wasted work time. 
3 Avoiding waterlogged land. This was no use for crops or houses. 
4 Access to woods. Timber was used for buildings and fuel, and acorns etc. 
provided food for pigs. 
In order to meet these needs the settlements were spread about I mile apart 
in the best conditions, and 2 miles or more if the circumstances were worse. 
The map (fig. 4) shows the sort of country that the Anglo-Saxons might 
have found. On this map: 
"'<:.<,-.:.:.::.:.:~~:::~.:.:.::::~------_/ 
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~ 
Marsh 
) 
River 
I 
the maximum number o[ attractions may be seen when travelling a minimum 
distance. What route should he plan? 
Suggested procedure for tackling the problem: 
1 Pupils study maps, books, brochures, etc. and list the main tourist attrac-
tions of the Lake District. 
2 Class discussion about the reasons that places are 'tourist attractions'. 
Consideration of lists and o[ differences within them. Can a rank order be 
established [or the attractions? If so, on what basis? 
3 Pupils plot agreed 'attractions' on a map. 
4 Pupils consult maps o[ the road network of the area and determine the most 
economical route (i .e. the one which gives maximum value [or minimum 
expense). 
ND Route minimization is a complex process when dealing with a highly 
developed network, but in this area o[ adverse relief, there is, in [act, little 
choice of route possible. 
Problem three 
A multiple bakery manufacturer wishes to build a factory in the Lake District. 
From this factory, fresh bread will be delivered daily to all the towns. What is 
the best location for such a factory, presuming that the baker wishes to mini-
mize his costs of distribution? 
Suggested procedure for tackling the problem: 
1 Preliminary study of a map of the area. Possible choice of a location by eye. 
2 Pupils construct a 'mileage matrix' (see below). In the appropriate box they 
fill in the shortest road distance between each town and its neighbours. 
3 From this, discuss which town appears most favourably placed to supply 
all the others in the area. Does this agree with the decision reached by eye 
alone? 
4 Further discussion - relate back to what was found out about industry in 
Problem J. Relate also to population factors. Might there not be a need for 
'weighting' some of the mileages, in proportion to the size o[ the popUlation 
of the towns? Would this make any difference to the decision reached in 3? 
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Example of a mileage matrix '(ror parl of th~ Lake District) 
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Pr:RC[PTION or A LOCAL ENVIRONMr:NT 
ND This problem introduces the theme o[ market size and distance [rom mar-
kets as [actors in the location of industry. It may be useful at the end of this 
unit to go back to consider the pattern, scale and type of industry that the 
Kompass data reveals in Problem I (and see below). 
Name No. of Name No. of 
of em- of em-
tOIVI/ Name of faclor), ploy"s IOWII Name of faclory ployas 
Carlisle Barwick Bros. 100 Carlisle Linton Tweeds 90 
Bendall , 100 Millican 70 
Border TV 83 Niven 50 
BRE Trust Estate Otterburn Mill 100 
Management Scheme 1005 PalJinson Peat 9 
Engineering 60 Penguin Confectionery 350 
Carrs Biscuits 1550 Porter Engineering 60 
Cavasham & Grey 400 Pratchell 200 
Coulthard 150 Reid Bros 160 
Cowen Sheldon 300 . Richardson Moss Litter 90 
Cowen 50 Robertson 200 
Dinky Wear 35 Robeson Border 
Eden Construction 225 Transport 175 
Ready Mix Concrete 30 Teescott 200 
Eskimo Manufacturing 80 Securier 100 
Ferguson Bros 800 Simonacco 130 
Glen Eden Textiles 255 McAlpine 320 
Haekney 220 Stenhouse Northern 
Harradine 350 Todd 100 
J. K. Innes 100 Watt 90 
Kango1 Helmets 100 Sundar Fabrics 142 
Kangol Magnet 250 
An extract from a Kompass direcJory. 
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.~·h":l:' II:;',;:> becf. 7.::::nl ycly s!;'.l ng in line a!e:.t. but wea)..: in 
I t l ;' :, ;ht\ .At '(hi:. r~;i;1t. ii is fair t'J say th:E Ill) singJe in· 
~ : r 'JI"j",c :!i il:!s '?St;J~il;,bed i:5.:'lf:1:\ definitiy-e. 
In '.:,C ;Jbsence 'J !' 3 deilfly superior procedure, com· 
:l ; il!:!~:~ ~·j;a :gl'.j ,.':!!:: ;-:lC:! kHig cumparative J",idgments ;~bout 
~ ~ '. tt l! I, d, :JU tilors' :;ea\!11t'n! of certain gr0up~ properly 
' ;1\:"~ rd~ {In ;.: ch.;~'~r ll; asscss:ncnt technjqllcs. The pro~ 
v.:>.li: ,·':- i"?ir:g iil(ii.N"Kt'( hert! is suggested as all approJch 
l'illi bil -" pl'~cnliai iv" providing some kinds vf information 
I" '. ~·.::·,f.r aIJy rctri~'\" ~d ry ,-,ther tl"ciUliques . Its tlexibiiity 
;'r ·· ... ;d~'~ illi' ?(l!:~ihih~~ { I j t;.;rgeting almosi :.lIly group. Jt5 
~" JL )f.A.. U '1. .. "- .! ,'.") 
JeSllS (;arc;:!.'s (;!; !iHi.Ha'~r pr: 'f!:.H~!.'· il! ;iI! ' 
Del1.1ri".'IOt ; l~j" i:d,l('Oii,'" ,:,!: C; ,"."':c/lI.".,,' : ~;.;: 
b!s!rw. ;IO,' i til ;. ,:\'.:r .!." .4 .. 1.I! en!: ~·;·Si;~!·. C. ,,'i"2'-' 
Starioll, Tc(:.-s. fie /Q',"',Cr(l' .~:T'..·((.' :';~' [J.': :.>i!" 
me/llary 5( hoot reecho' 111 ,)(JI? j, 's(', Clil/N'lfa 
and as a.Gi'stalli pr.:.ft'S5.')}, fit rii ;;. D:'prlrllr .. ' if 
olJHcxj('Ul1~,lt1leri(!I1I SlttJit.( af Cilr/(lni:':1 
Stale C()l!(:,~ (! , . ~·. I/U.'II111 
Darfd A.r'11Sir~Jng :·~!tr!·;;t~; · cj,Ciirs r}it' :>c;n:· 
dary edl/cIEi!)!; pJ"tJgNiI'i il: lire ,)C,",·irin :e.li/ of 
EdutQ [iona! Onr!t:;.J!id!l ;)lld ,'n :;'-,':.~.:. :it 'Ii !1 t 
T(!).,:a~· A&.':d [';ni: ·l'rsiry. C)Jh-g(' SUl/i,i!". ~·~-"x::::. 
He has pubii-:;;'i"::! '11:111.1' aniLiL.'!'· i.'! Tilt' lCII~'ra! 
area of sodul slIi£iies ~' t;i l!:!1J":(1I1 w:d, is pr!'.E'f1 T I~l' 
'. vrili.'!? .: f':); i b·J·::·k lor /~/ ill!"f iwt/:...','" tJ'l1tl s~"ii()r 
h:g;i ::r:h':lU/ ::,)(.'::1: 5!i/l.lit.~ ; Cr:dJ.::'rJ 
--_.-._----_._. 
parricuJa!' strf'n~;1.hs r~L:t~: tl.' \.h~ is:,Jf 'J !" illt,~·· ; raT ;,~ r i~;j .. 
ability. 
Befure the urerai~1.1nal je;Jturc~ (I!' the G:"!f(:!~'-ArJ!)!-=L!O ;:g 
)1alTix System alt' explc..'rcd , it :nig.'·lt \1~ u:;efuJ w d::-c:Js~ 
brkfly !:.everJll){h!~1 \C~I'.J:iOl!C'~ \b:.. ~ baw hl'el~ h'ili:-d~ p;<." 
mOl~';, Ofi~ oi' lhe!;~. til." 'NL\ Cl1l'.::kii<;t. disLri~;I1::d h~ 
'1 liE SOU.H STl'l>IES 
; 
/, " 
the National Education Association (1975), identifies cer-
lain broad themes, makes a general prescriptive Statement 
related lO the theme, and then asks evaluators to respond 
to related questions focusing on a specific textbook with 
either a yes, a no, or a not applicable. A major stress ,in 
the NEA Checklist i5 cultural pluralism. Under the cultural, 
pluralism theme, the checklist makes the following pre-
scriptive statl!ment: "U.S. history textbooks should por-
rray the cultural p~ralism of our nation as a value to es-
teejn :lnd protect. ,; ~;Jters are asked to respond yes, no, or 
NA.to questions such as "Does this textbook acknowledge 
Ih{legitilmcy of a vat'jety of acceptable life styles" and 
•• "Does this textbook d'escribe the multi-directional nature 
I ~)f U.S. history 'south to north, east to west, west to east? 
• 
A strengtl! of the NEA Checklist is its ease of use. little 
prior lr:lining is needed. But , there are several severe limi-
, tatIons, Flrst of aU, dlere IS no specific direction regarding 
ht)w ~t)ntent in an entire textbook is to be weighed in 3r-
;ivil~t conclusions resulting in a checking of yes, no, or 
NA. Fur ~x3ITIple, it is quite possible that some sections of 
a text might indeed "acknowledge the legitimacy of a vari· 
ety of acc:?ptJble Jif~ styl~s." whereas other sections might 
promote as ac.:eptable 01lly a narrowly-defined life style. 
:--';0 protocuis are providl!d to help raters weigh th~ evi-
den..:'! in ft!Jcbing a cOlldusioll in such situations. 
Tht~! is J. \i':ri 'JU:i question lbout reliabfity of judg-
ni~nt) 1r.V)n~ iiU~rioers cf indiviJ.ua1 raters USIng the NEI'\ 
Checklist. This resuits beCluse of a lack of functional cri-
teria upon which judgments are to be made. What, for ex-
an:pll!, does it mr!an for a text to "acknowledge the legi-
timacy of a variety of acceptable life styles"? OeJrly. dif-
f~rent raters rrJg.h t place different interpret3tions on the 
inte'H of the phcJse that could result in dramatic differ-
ences in judg!lll!nts made with respect to a single title. The 
lack of functional cri teria makes generalizing from ratings 
nwde acctJrdi ng tht the ~EA checklist a very hazardous 
undertaking. 
AJh.)(h~r technique that has received a great deal of at· 
t~:ltiOIl recently has b~l!n thc Council 011 Interracial Books 
for Children's (CIIlC) Stereotypes, Distortiolls alld Omis-
sivlls.!11 u.s. History Textbouks (1977) . The CIBC content 
analysis instrument specific311y identifies the following 
ethnic or minurity groups and restricts analysis of texts to 
Cl)otl!nt re\at~d to these groups, African Americans, Asian 
AlTll!rkans, Chi.:~1J10S, I\;J{ive Americalls, Puerto Ricans, 
;Jnd \Vumen. In sections tt.l'lIsing 011 each of these groups, 
:llisl ofsr~dncJacls arl! provided that reneet contents 
fr~qu~i1t1y thoug.ht to be absellt in textbooks that have not 
presented a bahlllccd treatment of these groups. nll! rater 
is charged with looking through a tl.!xtbook of intr:orest with 
<J view to d~terminillg \vhcther each fact list is .present. Us· 
ing.:.t relatively simple numerical sysl4!111 bases on quantity 
;Jl1d quality 0f ~0Vef;Jge. the rater, responding to each fact 
pruvided, is Jskeu tu place a check llIark indic:Jting whcth· 
J:ln:.llry!Fct'lru3t)' 1979 
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er the text (l) provided incorrect information, (2) pro· 
vided no information, (3) failed to deal even with the his-
twical period from which the fact was derived, (4) pro-
vided limited information, and (5) proVided full informa-
tion. A total of points for each textbook reviewed can be 
computed. Texts with higher positive totals are thou~t 
to provide a more balanced treatmel1t of the targeted 
group. 
Ev.luation of C!BC Procedure 
Though a great deal of work has gOlle into the CIBC 
instrument and 'it can provide some useful inrormation. the 
procedure does have some limitations. CleJr decision rul~s 
helping raters to distinguish between such c;J.tegories 3S 
"provided limited information" and "provided full infor-
matiOli" are lacking. Consequently! inter-rater reliability 
may well be a problem. Finally, the C1BC procedure pre-
su,mes a rather prescriptive deterministic view according 
what might be termed a "colonial mode!." Accordi ng to 
this view, whites always oppress blacks. men always op-
press women, and so forth. Certainly-there is no intention 
to suggest that an intelligent reading of histOry does not 
reveal that in many' (p~rhaps even most) instances whites 
have oppressed blacks and men have oppressed women. 
The point to be made, however , is that tht "colonial 
model" of history suggests an appealing. but rather sim-
plistic interpretation 0f eVents at..:.:ording to which Ilv air!.!r-
IHnive explanation:; £or plights '.l l given ethnic and oth~ r 
,minority groups c:m be seriously enrertained. 
~ For example, one of the "facts" in the (IBe proCedure 
states that "Chicano poverty is the result of past and pres-
ent racism," Oearly flowing from the "colonial model," 
this fact suggests that racism, alon!!, contributed to "Chi-
cano poverty." Surely 3. social problem as (:omplex as pov-
erty cannot be assumed to be th~ result of a single causa-
tive factor. The (ISC framework wuuld have users believe 
that historians have reached a consensus in regard tv issues 
that are complex 3nd that the f:l,ts Howin g from this 
"colonial model" ~onsensus are to be taken as irrefutable. 
The motives of those responsible for developing the CI Be 
procedure surely cannot be faulted. I-Iowe\'er, in th:!ir UJI 
to redress unbal:lIl~ed textual treatment they have d~\"el­
oped criteria th3t tlow from as rigid JIiU slanted hislOriLal 
perspective as that which they propose to redress, 
Focus Oil Textbook 
.-Ih~ Garda-Armsuong.!\buix S)st~ 11l fur Textbook All-
:.t lysis- 'ii\'["[Odtn:cs ·) ·~i;~r-:ii factors thal au!:!rn~llt kinds 01 ill-
furmation pruvid:!d by ~tl~e; ~vaiiable ;;o~~dures. Addi-
'tiunally, the System, by using' f •. lIi·ctiollal dl!cision-rules 
has good potential for establishing high il!vel:; of inter-rater 
relia bility '_ Easl! ot" ;J pplicatioll is JSSU red bv c1c;Jr guidt'lilh,'s 
for pinpointi·ng sp~dtic sc(:tions of a textbook to ~whi.:h 
_ .... . 
JJ 
, I"; • 
th~ r ~H~ r lI1ast :~H ,: n d . n' c5~ ~ ~ li,jdin~s p.:'rmit time s3\ings 
!lot p, lss i(\1.; wh~;~ !)roc'.'liu r -:5- lr::> IJsl!iI th:H 'requi're ' a~l o!ll-
lire t.: xtbook h' b ~ s!:ucl'ii: d ;"I..'~ ;~h:Vil!l: .:'ontent..f.~lrlhe r, 
(h~ SySt~ lll is \'·:-ry Ilexibl:: ill i: s fiJ'':us, It .:an be uscJ t :.' 
g;j ! : ~ l'r da'J a:1d reuDer COinp3j:)!i'o/e judgments rel:lIed to 
!t'xl ~l' ~l k autho r5.' : r~lllJPC;1i l,f ::.ny group (hat call b.: idcll-
t;ncli in :!J\,an":t' :.s-:.t l(l;i ':ai f(',,:~!:;. Finally, the S~Sh"I~l 
i ,.' ~·\!~~ ' ( I ! ih' 1) 1\ W;1:!t has b,:~'r; c"a ill the- textbooK. 111is 
fc:t1 ;;r~ :l 5 S !; r~~s th 'lt cI,)nrL:si,.lm' )~..:. bi.lsed"·on ~YilJt :Hl1h(lr~ 
1i:1\'(' Jl.lnC and :1\.1; l.I?f.I;j \':h:n ~h:?ir possible lTIC.tj\'3tj ':ms 
Jl1i.~ lll Li ':e b';"~~: l j'~r L\i;jii~ to :r::bde consideration of cer-
, . " \ ~ ~ .. , t;nl1 'f P: ~ s In tn.:' ~ r 12 {! ( ' : ::.. 
'£11': S YS!'.'Ill. ( .;' ~1.:H:iC. ;1 :: ~ ;ji,ir:Hions.,As v/Jl be noted 
, in:~ dir,:(' ~j";ll) w;'J ::,l; i~('\U I..·\\ · . ~he iJ19iYiq~al sentence is 
• ot h\.· .mil llf ;)113::;; i5. ·C1I (.' ~~ s~n::!'J1ccs are located by e· ... ~ ·ILl· 
51\',! rd i:1 nCe ~)I 'l" t 0 I ' k:Jl h:..~~Hihi~S included in the index. Tnis 
PDClk~' /J.)s tJJ1lt' S thdt ;; l j~xing h~s been done profes;ionally 
:u; t.l i~.:_omrr:hensive. ~ ~1.~o assumes tha! the cOJr:~l ~le 
ih'Hr:;.~in the individual semen.:e is the appropriltc Jilit 
of (' ... ,j;.; id ::: !::!'!h.m when 'j'udg!l"!en!s are In~rie reg!-lf(linf :hc 
:J.deq~~ ::..:y or inadequacy I]f an individual group's ne21il1Cm. 
"I: ;s cl.' nceivabJe that ot:H~r units of an:llysis. photogi~Fhs 
ur paragraphs. for example, nUght provide different general 
impr~lons than ~nal)"sis based on sentences. Th,~ trade·off 
is one of accepting the sent=-il':-f' as a logkzl t:nit llf ana!);,sis 
in exchange for the grl,;~?t ad';a"tage of having l:Ivaiiable 
operational dcd5: Q[j';" J\!~s ~h2! make it relatively eas~ to' 
assign individu!1i s~ntelJ C t:S tt) th~ appropriate catego:y as 
defin ed by ~:e:Js in th>! G.:. n;i:i·.-1.rmsuong Matrix. 
DIRECTIO:-I5 f J ;< 1:r,! ~'G TilE G'\RCIA-AR~!STRONG 
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1. S::lc,': t ~ targ-:- t !7mup I ;" '~; ~xample , blacks) and several 
textboot:s. j l' s! l~n eli f(lr use in the- same course'. Follow 
directioll5 fjutli :l~d in r-:maining steps fo. each text-
book. 
.., L-. ... (I~·. in :!I t': mdex tv !i:1d p~ge"s on which mi!t,~ri31 
n:l<.lt!.o g Ie, the l:'i~ ;; ~T ?: :.'u" is. to t~ lourld. 
3. Tun: Tr 1;".1:.:: p<.! ? :;.' ~~ . O!!'.i ldtillify dl sellt(!lU:es in 
wh.ich tJ ~ :-:.· is '!i'.~·: 'r i.: !<;: :;::ifi::: mention of the ;,arget 
group h~, Ii.:!;i":: (e.g .. '·bh..::ts"j. a mermon or an in~' 
dividuai k.r, ,:~JVr. \0 h-;o, a m~mber of the target group 
le.g,. \V.E .ll. DLiao;~.I. CT a memion ofa pronoun 
whose dlltered~ril is clearly the target group or a mem-
ber of the larget g:oup le.g., "They typical1y do ... " 
when th~ "they" clearly refers back to "blacks" (If to 
whatever other group might have been identilicd as 
the target group). 
4. Examine each sentence individually to de~~rmine 
which category or cell of the matrix best describe!i 
it. In making this decision, read carefully operatiunal 
decisjon~ruJes for assigning sentences to individuul 
categories . When a sentence has bel!n assigned to a 
given caie-gory, pJace a mark in the app;opriate mat-. 
rix. cell. FoUow th.is same procedure until all sen-
l 
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tences have been consid l! rcd 3nd appropriate m:Hks 
ha\'e b.:en noted in appropriate matrix. cells. 
S. Next, detull1ine the totaillumber or s.enlenccs .: ...... 
2l11ined. Then, divide the total number of lll:Jrb in 
each cell in the matrix to yield a perct'!nt:Jge. This 
percentage will indicate th~ p~rcenlage or total !-Cll· 
knces examined that were assigned to each l'at\?g ;.)r~. 
6, COIll?arJtivc analyses C:J1l be made or percenla:;:.!s in 
eJch c::-lJ hetween and among: the several tc,'\.tbo:'lks ' 
being. eX;lmined.lRcadability or the texts in qt:l~S· 
lion, how\?ver. may limit comparisons.) JUd!;lllCllts 
can be :nade from these analyses that may \'ary in 
terms of the needi and expc.:tatiolls of thl..lsC i!lle;-' 
est~d h the information . 
OPERATIO:-iAL DECISION-RULES FOR '\SSIG~;J;,· G 
11\DIVlOuAL SE:-ITE1\CES TO E .\CII CA TEGOR Y OF 
THE GARC!A-AR~ISTRONG~!A TRIX 
lPlease refer to the ~Iatrix depi.:ted in Figure 1 as these 
decision~rules are considered .) 
Category 1 A 
Rules: 
a. The sentence dues not compare the target group 
with any other group th3t is specificaUy named in 
the sentence. 
b. The sentence contains no references either \0 hll\\" 
the group acts upon the en\'ironment (activity) ur to 
how the group reacts to the environmelll (passivi:y). 
Category I B 
Rules: 
a. The se:nence does not C O I ! l p~ ;e ~h:, n rJ:?e . ~ r()lJr' 
\vllh any other group that is ~ pecifi c a!iy name- G in 
the ~entence. 
b. The sentence suggests that the targe~ group tends to 
act on its environment rather thall to react to its en· 
vironment. (lrnpEes acti"ity. not passivity), 
C:negory 1 C 
Rules: 
a. The sentell~e does no, compre the target group l,.I,·ith 
with any mher grot:p that i)i specift::aUy m!med in 
Hlc: ~=(ltC)i.:.e. 
b. The ~rnten:e S;Jg~ests that the target group tends 10 
react 10 its en\irnnmznt rathei than to a.:t (JI~ its 
en\'irunm,l~lt. (Implies passivity . nut activity). 
Category 1A 
Rules: 
a. The sent~nc~ ~;u~gests that the [ ;Hg~ t £ro'J? t·nj0~ ':' J 
status equal to or hlgher than that or other fl;OUPS 
specific3!1y l1::!roed in the sentence. 
b. Th'! StlltenCt contains no reft Iences to how the 
group acts upl'n the envif(Jnm~nt (activity) or tu 
how the group react:; to the environment (passivity}. 
leategory ~B 
Rules: 
a. The sentence suggests that the tmget group enJoys a 
THE SOCIAL STL'DlES 
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, I ' No reference to st:nU$ 
vis a vis other n:l.me<i 
groups Indication or status 
equal 10 or higher than 
that of other na.m~d 
group~ 
Indic:Jtton or status lower 
than tha.t of other named 
groups 
I 
! 
• 
". 
.. . 
ACTIVI1Y;PASSIVJ1Y 
No re£erer.ce to activity 
or passivity of target -
.. ~oup \; 
. ,. . . ' 
". 
~t;!i~'ity cha.::lcterizl!s 
tQ(get group 
l'aSS;VHY ~h:u;)cte[ll~S 
I:.uSer grocp 
I .. ---. 
i 
2 3 
A 
. '-
• 
.-
-
.. -, 
B 
I 
i 
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Figure l.-MJ.trL"( for use in the Garcia~AmlStrong Matrix System (or Textbook Analysis. 
status equal to or higher than that of ot hei gfl)ups 
spedl1cll1y Ilam~d in the sentenc~. 
b. The s~lItellCe suggests that the target gI'JUp tends to 
ilct on its environmerlt ' father th~Il to reJct to its en· 
vironment. (Implies 3Clivity) not passivity). 
Cat egory lC 
Rul<s: 
a. The senlen.:e sugges ts that the t:Jrget group enjoys a 
status equal to or higher than th:Jt of lHher groups 
spedficatly named in the sentena. 
b. The sentence Sl1g£t!StS that th~ t:Irgl!t group tends to 
rC:Ict to its envirol1;l1~nt rather th:lIt to act on its 
envimnm~nt ll mplil!s passivit.v, not activity). 
Cat<gory 3A 
Rul.:s: 
a. The sctllCIICC suggo!stS that the targct group enjoys a 
JJ.nuJr}" /Fcbru:uy 1979 
St:Itus lower thall that of ilny other gr,)ups spc~jri· 
cally l1i.1lTIcd in the sentence. 
b. The se ntenc~ ..::ontains no reler€IlCeS either to how 
the group acts upon the envirollmi:r.t I.:lc ti ..... ity) ;: I..' T 
to how the group reacts to the e!}\;rvnlllcnt (p:!s5i\" 
ity). 
Category 3B 
Rol<s: 
a. The sentcnc~ suggl!sts tha t l h~ tJrg~t ~ r0up cn.i\J ~ sa 
Status lower th:1II that ul :lIly of <!n} lHht!r group 
spedn~ally nJ:l1cd in thl! sentcn,;e . 
b. The sentence suggests that the target group It! nos to 
ac t on its environment r:nhcr than to react to its ~J\' 
vi ronJ11cnt (iJ~lplics acti""ity, not passi\ity). 
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C:J:L'F\l]'Y 3C 
!{:lks : 
J. Th~' selltL'[h~1.' suggcsts til;J1 the targcl ~r!.HJP cnjL'Ys a 
SIJIUS lu\V("[ lh:lll IJ13t of any uther gr·Jups spL'(iJl. · 
\.'~ly nall1ed in Ihe sentence. 
h. Th:! senten.;;;- sugge sls th:lt the target group tends to 
[e:;.::llo ils ell\'irOllment father than 10 ac t on its en-
\"ir .:m mcllllimp\i(!s pJssiyilY, not acti' .. ity), 
(IL'ncr:!1 Ground Rule : 
\\,hr?; , ~';er there is doubt regarding C<lleg'~'jizing a sen· 
tenl'c 3$ bclon!:!i:1~ to CiltL'Qory I r\ or lL1 some ulher 
(:lIc!: ..; r\·. :lSSi!:!;l lhe sCllten~e 10 I A. Thi5 .::onscrYJlh·;! 
- - • I 
:lpprL\:Jch is dt?5igded. to assure that oth~~"':Jtcgorks are 
rcser\':d for sl'n;;:nc~'s in which very clear rereren(es are 
Il1JJ~ \0 issues r~btihg tu Jctivily/passiYi!y anti 1\) status . 
) 
CE:>:ER .U CHAR.'CTEIUSTICS OF EACH )IATI\I.\ 
CATEGORY . 
Cal(f!·) ry lAo I\u relfeTellce to st3tus Yi, a vis other 
n:Jllled ;r'""'up!!' ;lIld i10 reference to activity 0r passiyity or 
t:lf£et g:vup) Categ-.Jry 1 A is b3sically a "n~u tral" c3.l~gory. 
S:;.'nlen':-=5 .o f this I~ pe present infurmation ;hat makes no 
r~(eren.:-e- (or at leasl no clear reference) to issues relating 
to aClhi,y and p3ssivity or to status . The f ...... Uowing sen -
tenceS 2ic cxaJt1pl-e-s of Category I A sel11en.::es: 
III 1910. the block popul3lioll ofCltic3gJ was 150.000. 
Caicgor.1' 1 B. t \"u rererence to status "is a vis other 
named groups and 2 suggestion that activilY charact=rizes 
tht? tar~et gmup). This category is used for s~ntellces d~ · 
scrihint :~lell1her~ .Jj- the targe! gr(lup who s=em to b= more 
'l,~ arl: : '.l[)lrollhS " ... ~q!~ tho '-' r..eing (',:lnlr·.!..led by e\"~;.I<; 
No C()ij1?ar3t iv~ r~lerences 10 t)tiler groups :He menti()Jled 
~re::it1.:::dJ~ · in the ~entence. nl~ rollowing ~~ntences are ex-
JJl1pJes ,., f C3t{'gor~ J B S~J1ienl:e5: 
Ju:;;i;, P~ters(~ .. ,. 3. black. led the group 5:?iely in the 
low~r valley;al:~r a narrow escape during a howling 
lb gh Sierras biizz:ud, 
Cal(5.'OI:l· Jc. 1\'0 ref~rence to status \·~s a vis other 
n:.Jllled ~roups and a suggest iun lhat passh'i~y characterizes 
t.he t:Hge: gr01JP.1. L1 general~ sel1lences In tnlS categuf: J 
make I; ·J r~ference to status and imply an 3imost fatalistic 
"wha! niH come will come" attitude on th~ part of the 
l<lr~ct gflJUP . The (~)lIowing sentences are eX;lJnples or 
Cl te goT: J C sente:lces: 
The Puerto Rican children huddled tog~\her and 
seem~d to he totally confused by the siluation. 
Calf-gary 2A. (Target group's status is equal to or high-
er than th31 or Other named groups and no reference is 
lll11de w tllrget group's i.lctivity or passivity). In sentellces 
t)r lhi~ type, there usually is a simple description implying 
the target group 10 be either equal to or superior in status 
to any other specifically named group. (The other group 
mllst ht' named. Its existence cannot simply he implied 
from the contexl of the senlence.) Though the target 
36 
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group is purtrayed as having a st::J.tus high~r th:l11 th :!! l,f 
:my utller 1l;Jllled group, Il,) particui:.Jr Illcntil)1l is mJde or 
:Jn~ ' particubrly acthl? role played b~ target gfl..'llP IIlCIll · 
beTS in controlling ewnts. The fullowing sentel1(~S :Ire cx-
:lJl1ples llj" Category ~f\ sentences: 
The scout at the nap Df the lent bO\\.Td It)\\· to 
grect the ApaclJe rq)fL'sent3ti"es but simply sured 
slr:light :Jhcad when P::rcy the bb-:k guid~ . -: :.lin~ 
up and prep:Hcd to gl.' in for the Ille~l illg. ( . .l..sSUIll~S 
Apache tJrg-=t gr l'upJ 
. Co/ego,.:!' ::B. (T:.ITge-1 group's stalus is equ;.]) h.1 I)r high-
er th~1l th3t or othcr Ilamed grllups and the LH ~~t gW\IJ'S 
members are portrClyed 3.5 wurking. ;Jctiv~ly to CL)lllrol 
events.) Scntences in this .:ategory depict t:Jrgel ~r\IUp 
members in a favorable lighl in which th~~' appear ILl :lct 
\)n the environment in .:t. \vay 111:11 r~ll{'cts PL1Sitl· .. ;:-l~ 'Ill 1.h;:-
St3tUS thl~Y enj(l), <lS t:vlllj1<Hed to lil-:mn('fS of \l\hcr lUllh'd 
groups. The followillg sentences 3f-= examples of C;JlegtJf~ ' 
2B selltences: 
Frequently Japallese . I?quipped with sioC'i.lr!lls. \\ere 
hired 3S forenicn who w<lJJ.\ed the fi:.:::Jds tlnd b . !fKed 
orders at the perspiring 1\iexicall laborers. (3sSU!l)es 
J<lpanese t::uget group) 
Category 2C. (Target group's status is equal 10 or 
higher th3B that or other named groups and the urget 
group's members are portrayed as lending to respond pas· 
sively or react to events.!. Sentences in this categnry por-
tray ~he target group as having a status. that is high com-
pared to other flamed groups. gUl target group members 
J:- '! d~picted :') playill~ pa$~iv~. f0!l('W~ r,)Je~ r3:h;:-r ~h :w 
~I~' li'''t', L:..JCbhip !vi..: :.. 'the f. ... ,ih.J·.· .. i!,g. ~ ;:.-rllt:II;;:~·5. :.:&::- I2x:ur,-
pIes of category 2C s.ente ilces: 
The German officers stood in the first rO\\' f() Ii(l\\'ed 
in the second row by the Bulgari:w offic~rs. :!3 the 
AUied Commander b~gJn collecting the SW(1fd~ sym-
bolizing surrender. (.Jssumes Geflll:ms are r:nget 
group) 
CalegOl:l' 3A. (T~rg~l group's stJtus is lO\'::;"r than thJi 
of other named gruups and no references are made to tar~el 
grL1up's activity or passiviIY). Sentences In tius ~3t~gory 
suggest that the target group enjoys a low status relative 10 
other named groups. ;-'::0 particular references Clre included 
that relate to the Ill~mbers of the !<lrget group -t'lIh:Of :.JCtlll~ 
on their en\'ironment or reacting to their em;rOlllllent. The 
following selHeJ1C~S are exalllpks o{ C3t~gor~' 3A st:ntellc~: 
In 1905. bli.Jcks earned 46 percent Jess on ~\':: r:Jg(' 
than did whites. (assumes blacks are target f!fl)lip ) 
Category 38., (Target group's stJtus is lower than thJ; 
of other named groups and the sctllcnce rerers It' targ·~t 
group members working actively to control evenIS). S~n· 
tences or this type depict members of a low stalus t:ngel 
&roup who are characterized as actively seeking 1O inOuence 
events~ The following sentences are cxal;lples of category 
JB sentenCes: 
TIlE SOCIAL STllDlfS 
Arto!r the Council refused to amend th~ ordinance 
~iving whites exclusive rights to tht! favored se:lts in 
tht! fr ont of the bus, hl;.H.:k le:ldcTs orgiHlized J suc-
,.:essful economic boycott of wh.i[e-owned businesses, 
(Assumes black t:trget group) 
Category 3C. (Tmget group's status is lower than that 
uf !)Ih>.!r named groups and there is a suggestion that passiv: 
ity char:lcterizes the target group), Sentences in t!lis C~lle­
~or:: compare the tp.rget group unfavorably, in terms of 
~taldS . \vith 'Jther ri~Uled groups. The members of the tar-
fcr group are descritied,.acting:ls followers rather than :lS 
1t':.1dcrs . The folluwing .6e mences are eXJmples of Category 
':C '; clltl' nct's: . 
10 the evenings . the I\ lacks would sit on the gr:.lss 
\· .. hil~. '~lI\ the porch :Jbu .... e. the white minister :J.S-
-:;urcd rhelJl that ill ho!Jven thev would lind their 
I' . ~;!\V Jrd . (Assumes blJcks are target group) 
C.;ruinly use of the G;Hci3.-Armslrol1g ~ I ulri.'\. System, 
Jkne. will n0 t provide:1 comprehensive JSSeSSil1.!lH of 
'l~~~!bol)ks ' .;tlu)ic group llld minority group coments. 
}k ..vever. the pr,)ceJure dues represent an expaJlSion vI' 
,~ed111iqucs pr.:osently ;JV.3.ilJble. Specii1c:llly, the \latrix 
. 'so Stl' lll pTo\'id~s Jcr.;isioll-Tules that lfe mure ureratioJl:.lI 
in D~llUr\! thJH those lound in ;nany other eV:liuJriof) pro-
(cdure')' Th~ .\lJtrix Syst '; !l1 :liso is char3cteriud by a !lex-
I> 
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.' ibility (hat permits it to be applied with respect 10 :lily 
ethnic; group or minority. group (hat might. 9.e of inte;est 
!..~ _te=-<:t~.9 .~~k . evalu.3.tOr.s_Jinally, the system i~ not r.:umplex 
~113d ~all be mastered .. 9.~.~c klY by classroqn~ "t.e_~~t.lers , r.: .'Jr-
f,iculull1 specialists, and laymen interestedin comrar:l~i\'c 
i ;J'SS"eSSI~~~;ltS of tl\ts. 'Us~d i~i '~;)I;iull~t'ioll wi'!ll Olner Jvail-
~ble procedures tile G;~ci'~-Armstrong \bt~ix Sysie:h has 
, the r.::lpability 0 extending the r:lnge of inf'Jrmution :.\ .... Jil-
able to those charged with the importallt re s po nsibilit~· .Jf 
muking judgments :lbout the adequacy or' textbook tre:.lt-
. !llent~ 0f groups that have not always been f:l iriy depi.:red. 
BIB LlOGR.\'p1l Y 
Comminee 'm [he Sludy of TC :ll;hin~ \latcd:.J. I~ in Intcrgrour Rd:l-
tiom_ fmergroup ReiarivllS ill r~'a~' hif/g .Ilar i tiois. \\ 'Jshim:wn. 
D.C.: American Council on Edu(:lthm. 19J. -;. . 
Council on Intcrr:l(i:1! Books fnr Children. SrerI!OfYP-:S. DisiO'fio!ls 
1i111d Omissiolls ill C.s. History TeX fbOOkt. :\c\'; York: R:!.:siIl 
. ::;1d 5"':i~'", P";':" llr",~; (',~"'~::r :,,,~ ~,h::'~': :~:: ' '17( 
Kane . \Iichael B. ,lJinorifies in TeXTbooks. :\e\\ I'vrk: .·\1111-
Defamation L<!ag'Je of B'nai B·olh . [9 - '). 
:"larcus, L1ovd. 71le Trearment of .lfinorilles ill S-:cQndar\' Sl-hof)l 
Te:r:rbooks. Ne',~' York: Anti-Dcfanlati,)n Lc-H'JC of B'na.i 
S'ri!h. 1970. -
National Educiltlon .l,~sociil lion. 1I11:'c.i:iiST ,-or 5~-feuinft alIa E;'c:i!l' 
aring u.s. HiSTory Te:cibouks I p;1ll1phle'tf . ;-':C'.\, Yo;": \.0:1.)[1:11 
Education ASSO":l ltion. J 975. 
Pratt. David. HOIl.' to Find and .\feaS:lre Bics i /l T..:::abooks. E:,~!i<!­
wood Cliffs. !\¢ '.\' Jl!rs~y: Edut;1(ion;tj r<!l' ;:;l!~ivgy Pu tli:':"':·i')f\~ . 
1972. 
·r'----- --_ ... _--_._-------.. -_ .... _._. _ . . -.. -.-.. -...... 
UYOU DON'T HAVE 10 CLIMB 
" AMOUNTAINTO 
GAIN ENLIGHTENMENT." 
Ju-t :.er.d Jway for tlw Cunsumer Infnrm::tl lll1 Cat.tlflg 
and a key to) t:il E.!othter,ljl€'m will appear in ym;r :-::ailil'.lx. 
Til t (!)Il~u nH..'r Ininl'llliltirm C2til !Og i~ pt;: "ll{ by the Fed· 
eral t;t)n~:nm~nt. And it ! i ~t~ t)\'er 21)[.1 'J ( their ··j·y"J-;It.'!:'- that \ C'~l 
C<lll ~l'nd a\\'a~' for. ).\o:,t :1n;' fl'e~. And th~y car; i·.e lp you witl1 
things lik~ hrl\\' to buy a hOJ11~. ho\\' (,) gro\\·. \·.:~-:!abk·:,- . h,w; (!' 
ce:l! with ht'<ldache~. ~;rnpk plllmbil1~ rl'pOlir:; 21:d mollY other 
e\·t..'ryda~ · ;\ild nl)t ·~r)·(!\'':?ryd ay prob!t-:ns. 
Sn ii ',!)ll wi~h to Il'mn about thl' m\·~ti( 5:-:\:,;ibilitic:, "i 
tht' \\'<l~'\\(l~d <ll1ci{,1l1~. put 1m your c!imhing .'O!'2a ~. 
Btl!. if you wish tn know all/Jut !w\\' tl) i:~: :i k:lky faUCd 
:'t.'1H1 for thl' cltaln~. \\'ritl': (ol1:,umer In{orm<,:::,'111 ltOntl·r. 
\.l~pt. ,-\ . Pul'i>]/). C,)j')r;Hlo ,-:\ lOl)~. 
THE CONSUMER INFORMATION CATALOG 
:\ ('at:dqg- of o\t' r :.wo 1ll' lpful puh lir:.ltinn,;.. 
,; .. ~ :.,' \ ,!, .... ,. " ... ' " .. ,. ,,',' .' ·.'l,·' .... 
-------------------------------------------~ 
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I 
TO: TEACHERS OF GEOGRAPHY 
QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE TEACHING OF RURAL SETTLEMENT 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to gain information about approaches 
when teaching rural settlement. There are no right or wrong answers. 
When answering questions. please reflect your own feelings and not what 
you perceive to be the correct answer. IJIG] 
I NSTRUCTl ONS 
1 Please answer ALL questions. 
2 Indicate your response by making a tick in 
the box next to your answer. i.e. 
Female 
Ma Ie 
3 Write your answers in the spaces provided 
Sex: Ma Ie 
Fema Ie 
SECTION A 
PERSONAL DATA 
2 Academic qualification: 
Mat r i cu I ati on I 
B.A. 2 
B.Sc 3 
B.Ped 4 
I"~ 
B.A./B.Sc 5 Education 
B. Ed ?6' 
I~.A./M 7 
M. Ed 8 
D. Ed/Ph.D 9 
I - 2 
For Offi cia l 
use only 
D 3 
D 4 
, ., 
. . '
-2-
3 Highest course attended in geography : 
-
None 1 
Co liege 2 
Uni vers i ty Course I 3 
University Course I I 4 
Un i vers ity Course III tY 
Honours 6 
Masters 7 
4 Present teaching post: 
First year teacher I 
Teacher t/ 
Sen i or teacher 3 
H. O.D. 4 
Deputy Principal 5 
Principal 6 
5 Highest geography standard taught in 1989: 
Std 6 I 
Std 7 2 
Std 8 3 
Std 9 4 
Std 10 ~ 
167 For Offi c ial 
use onl y. 
12 I 6 
I~ 7 
.. . /3 
3 168 
6 Years teaching geography: 
o - I 
2 - 3 tY 
4 7 3 
8 - II 4 
12 - 15 5 
Over 15 6 
7 On appointment to your present school were you interested 
in: 
Teach i ng geography only 
Teaching geography AND one other subject 2 
Teaching geography AND more than one 3 
other subject 
S If you had the choice . would you prefer NOT to teach 
geography? 
Yes E8 No 
SECTION B 
RURAL SETTLEMENT IN THE CURRICULUM 
9 Which one do you find easier to teach? 
Rural settlement 
Urban settlement 
10 Dces the present syllabus allow you to teach rural 
settlement in depth? 
Yes 
No 
For Official 
use only 
G2Js 
[J] 9 
W 10 
D 11 
QJ 12 
4 
11 Which of the following examples do you use when 
teaching rural settlement? (Tick each one you use.) 
Your local village 
Your district 
Venda as a who Ie 
Rest of South Africa 
12 Which textbooks do you use in your schools? 
13 
14 
New 14indow on the World 
Sen ior Geography 
Exp lori ng Geography 
Act i ve Geography, 
2 
3 
Do you fi nd the treatment of rural settlement 
Standard 7 
Very relevant for the pupils? ~ 
relevant ~ 
irrelevant 3 
very irrelevant 4 
Do you find the treatment of rural settlement 
Std 10 
Very relevant for the pupils? j}/ 
relevant 2 
irrelevant 3 
very irrelevant 4 
in 
in 
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For Offi ci ,ll 
use only 
:J. 
-" .... . . 
, 
.. "' 
I~ 
LLJ 
. . ./5 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
I i] 
19 
20 
21 
22 
5 170 
IS Is it justified to teach rural settlement in Std 7 and 
Std 10 only? 
Yes 
No 
16 Which is more relevant to your pupils. the rural 
settlement taught in 
Std 7 
OR Std 10 V 
Gi ve a reason for your answer: t>YD' 9t, :-\: ~rm II d~9, fb."", 
wi1-e.-. ~ (;l, ~\\<;.r u...c...cJQ,.,,±oy.o cL:;...,p 'Q~ kW,-r 
\ 
Q-y-..) \0 \ cc..oJ..-ux-o.l 'k.M e.~-l:. . 
17 Teaching the rural settlement of South Africa is a 
relevant topic in you r schoo I . Ci.rele the ro.-reet 
answer. 
Strongly agree (I ) ; 6re~ (2); Undecided (3) ; 
Disagree (4) ; Strongly disagree (5 ) 
SECTION C 
ATTITUDE TO THE TEACHING OF RURAL SETTLEMENT 
18 Which of the following sections of geography do you like 
teaching most? Kindly rank them in order of your preference. 
Wri te (I) next to the one you I ike most and (2) next to your 
second choice. etc. 
Climatology 
Geomorpho logy 
Rural settlement 
Urban settlement 
Regional geography 
3 1 
~2 
1.3 
5 4 
4- 5 
For Offici ·, 1 
use onl y 
CD 
I~ 
~ 
lJJ 
3 
;) 
1 
:, 
L\ 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
6 
19 Tick the one that best describes your feelings -
(i) 'Teaching rural settlement is ... ' 
very easy 1 
1---1--
easy ~ 
average difficulty 3 
difficult 4 
very di fficult 5 
1 71 
(ii) Your pupils find the study of rural settlement 
very interesting 1 
fntereresting 0' 
of a'lerage interest 3 
uninteresting 4 
very uninteresting 5 
(iii) The pupils find the study of rural settlement 
very easy to understand 
easy to understand 
difficult to understand 
very difficult to 
understand 
most difficult to 
understand 
20 'Pupils find the geography of rural settlement easier to 
understand than that of urban settlement~ Do you 
ag ree? Put a c i rc I e round you r cho i ce. -
Strongly agree (I); Q (2); Undecided (3); 
Disagree (4); Strongly disagree (5) 
For offici ol 
use onl L 
I 2- I 34 
12J 35 
[ s. I 36 
[1J 37 
... /7 
7 172 
SECTION D 
'THE TEACHING OF RURAL ' SETTLEMENT 
, 
21 Which of the following teaching methods do you use when 
teaching rural settlement? Answer YES or NO. 
Y N 
Inqui ry method vY 2 
Problem solving method I V 
Chalk and talk vr 2 
Class discussion L) 2 
Games and simulation I IV 
Worksheet I tY 
22 What ~ASOIJrCes are available in your school for the teaching 
of rural settlement. Tick those which are available. 
Photographs 1 
Pictures vZ 
S I ides 3 
Video 4 
Fi 1m 5 
Textbooks 6 
Local maps 7 
23 Have you ever taken your pupils out for fieldwork in order 
to observe the local rural settlement? 
Yes 
No 
For offici a l 
use on lr __ 
I 38 
~ 39 40 
I 4 1 
42 
c · 
--) 43 
:=J 44 
JJ 45 
I 46 
,=4 :: 
~ :: 
I~ 51 
. . ./8 
8 17~ 
24 If so. how often do you take your students for fieldwork 
in local areas 
Once a week I 
Once a month 2 
Once per term 3 
Once per year 4 
None of the above tY 
25 Indicate the frequency with which you feel the following 
teaching aids and techniques should be used when teaching 
26 
, 
rural settlement. Circle your choice. 
I. Never 
4. Often 
2. Very seldom 
5. Very often 
3. Seldom 
Aids and, Techniques level of frequency 
Photographs 
Pictures 
Field trips 
Worksheets 
Video 
SI ides. 
Textbook 
Duplicated notes 
Games & simulation 
Map study 
Never V !£Idom 
I .2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
I 2 
Y 2 
I 2 
!£Idom Often V.often 
S ~ 5 
3 4 [,y 
~ 4 5 
/ 4 5 
3 ~ 5 
3 / 5 
.. 
,,4/ 
3 &V 5 
3 ;...V 5 
3 4 S 
3 4 tY" 
Write down some of the problems that you have when teaching 
rura I settlement: ~MQ. j Icu0 ""'-0fS' 0; 
" 1 .\:no.~ o...cd<:, \~ Q~ 
---------------------------------------------------
For Official 
use only 
lill 
4 
.. 
. 
jj 
., 
, 
I 
.... t . 
1 
,-
, 
~ 
')J 
. " 
~ 
... /9 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
(; ,1 
65 
6G 
174 
9 
27 Please feel free to add whatever you think is relevant to the 
t eaching of rural settlement. 
? '-If"!" 1<t,..",lcl 6 . <>.",u;,,~ +0 . .,..,<>h. ""e re 
\~ 
oooaJoo 
I wou ld much appreciate the opportunity to discuss th e t eaching of 
rural settlem~nt with ·geography· teachers in the Thohoya ndou distl'ict 
in Venda. ,iould you be prepared to spare me half an hour at your 
school? I will telephone you to make an apPointment . 
Are you, therefore, prepared to discuss the teaching of rural 
settlement with me. 
I~ ~ 
If "Yes" . please fill in your name, address and tel ephone number . 
Name: 
Address: 
Telephone No: , ' .. 
_._ -
Thank you for your co-operation. 
Shon i Mphaphu Ii 
M. Ed Candidate 
Truro House 
Rhodes University 
GRAHAMSTOHN 
6140 
For offici al 
use onl~ 
:1 67 
68 
69 
70 
.. ., I 
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APPENDIX 4 
SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW: STANDARD 10 GEOGRAPHY PUPILS 
TEACHING RURAL SETTLEMENT SECTION OF THE GEOGRAPHY SYLLABUS. 
181 
1. Examine the picture that you are given and describe what you 
see. 
2. Are you through with the section on rural settlement. 
3. How can you identify rural from an Urban settlement. 
4. What are the characteristics of rural settlement? 
5. Did you experience any problems when studying the section of 
rural settlement. 
6. How did the teacher present the section of rural settlement 
geography 
7. Would you prefer to study rural settlement or urban 
settlement. 
8. Which one is more important to you? 
9. How can teachers improve the section of rural settlement. 
r. 
•• 
.. 
\' . 
. Source: Swaneve1der 1987: 2,11 .. . 
A PPE.NDIX SA 
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J 
: 
• 
REPUBlIC OF SOUTH mICA 
DEPARTMENT Of EDUCATION AND CULTURE 
ADMINISTRATION: l.iOUSE OF ASSEMBLY 
NATIONAL EXAMINATIONS 
SYLLABUS . 
. .. 
FOR 
GEOGRAPHY 
, , ,: ~ 
. , t 
-:STANDARD 10 
(HICHE~ GRADE) 
17 6 
Dale 9' ImptementatlonllAN1IY 1987 
- Datu, II t e!lamlnatlon: NO _ ~. 1987 
.lftIetlted by! DE~RTMENT Of EDUCA ON AND TRAINING 
... 
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~. AIMS WITH SYllA8US 
INlnOOIJr. liON TO TIlE SYLLABUS 
I . Prln.: lpla. on which the slilabus Is based 
1,1 Na lure of G@ography 
1.2 Gpn~r.1 educ4lion of tile pupil 
2 ,2 Sk i I Is 
2.3 Pprceptlon 
2.4 Appraisal 
D. GEIIERAI. REMARKS OIl ' $YllABUS 
I , le.chl"? Guidelines 
1.1 Approaches 
. -
.. 
1.2 !echn 1 que~ 
1.3 Olffer@nllatlon 
, '. 
1 . 4 [valuation 
~ . , 
" . 
l j . _ 
c. EXPOSITION OF SYLLABUS COMT~.t · 
• {I 1 , ., , " I I' I ' r ~ . " 
" 
EVALUATION .' 
.1 . , " I' I ": I 
' 0) I j ' . ' 
" , . "
"', II", '" I ' d ! ! . 
• I " f "" 1 - ' I · 1 ' 1" I . 
I" I . • , I 
,. 
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A. AIRS WITH SYLLABUS 
INTRODUCTION TO THE ~YllAnUS 
I. Principles on which lhe syll<l~US has been ~ased. 
" 
1.1 Natur~ of Grogr.,phy 
1. 1. I 
1. t. 2 
I . I .3 
I • I • 4 
C;PIH,ri,phy it ' , a <ouhjecl. 11 ,,\ many 8reas of ov(\rlap wllh other suh .. 
,Iorl.'; In h"lh th~ n.ll"r.11 and thp social fields uf study . This 
syll.,hlls t.lkps Into .1ccllunt the essential nature of Geography. 
It. ensurp, that: 
the four major traditions In Geography are upheld. These are: 
• man-land relatiunshlps 
• the spatial perspective 
• the regional viewpoint 
• the earth-science component. 
a holancI! is maintained ~elween Physical Geography and Human 
Geography 
proylslOn Is madr for both the lh~orectical and the practical 
aspects of the subject 
Sufficient flexibility exists 'to allow for the changing natures 
of the subject. 
, '-
I .2 Genera I educ a ti on of the pup II 
1. 2. I 
Education is concerned with the development of the "whole being" 
and not merely with Imparting knowledge • 
. ,.. . ~ 
The most Important alllls. in the long term, are for the pupils to : 
• acquire and develop Intellectual skills and abilities which 
will prolllote on-going education. 
• adjust to 4 soelety that Is undergoing rapid and far-reaching 
social, economic and political changes 
• enter the world-of-work that Is becollling In~reaslngly more 
technologically orientated 
• dp.velop theIr moral and emotional (affective) attributes. 
7. 
I. 2 • 2 
I . 7.) 
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The teaching of Geography should neither be specifically voc;= 
llonally orientated, nor entirely university orientated. The 
syllabus sl,ould provide for two groups of pupils : 
• those who will receive no further Instruction In the 
suhJ r el. and 
• Lhn,e wl,o will continue with the study of Geography ' at a 
terll ary I av" I. 
~11. ho'''lh t.he ,yll.,II"s Is divided Inlo a Junior Secondary Phase 
,,,,,I " Seniur ~econdary Phase , ,the two phHes must be related. 
,'n.d mlJ,l · ,lIluw for lhe progressive development of geographical 
knowl edge. skills and attitudes . 
7 . Objectives 
• 
" 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
2. I 
2 . I. , 
2.1.2 
In lesson pr~paratlon teachers should beare ln mind the 
higher abilities of comprehension. analysis, application . 
synthesis and evaluation. 
This subject should be ta"ght In such .a way that pupils develop 
an eagerness for further study and Individual Inquiry. 
T~.chrrl should be aware of the contribution Geography Is 
making lo tl,e general educatldn of the pupil. It Is this · 
aworp.lles< I.hat gives dlt'sctlon lo day - lo-day leaching. 
', ' . 
Obj~ct.lve~ ,hould b~ meaningfUl to pupils and teachers alike. 
and mlJst constitute both realistic and achleveable targets. 
The type and number of . short-term objectives In Geography 
are numerous, ~nd those selected for a lesson should be 
closely correl~ted wIth the nature of the subject matter and 
the ~eioU~ce~ ' ~vallable to ' the t~~cher. ·' 
.' , 
Objectives can be classified Into ' tour main categorIes : 
Knowl edge 
Pupils should acq"lr~ a fundamental body of knowledge which Is 
me.nl~g'ul ahd ' us~/ul to t~.~ ahd ' ~~lch can be applied and 
reproduced In whatever form Is required. 
Pupils shouid ' recognlze the unity of know\@dge through th~ 
links that G~oo~aphy ' h6S ' Wlth other ~ubjects. 
3 
,. 
7..2 
7.7.1 
7.7..2 
• 
7.3 
7.).1 
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Sk II I ~ 
Ho list of .klll< "<In b,· complete. lh~ following should. 
however . I)e kept t'l mlfl(': 
1111' IlIlporl.dl1cP ,,It.:lched to dlffprr.nt !>klll'l shollld bp 
rf'I"I"d 1.11 I.hl" .,hilltfe!; flnd mallH' il.y or t.tw pupil c-. . 
. '-
IIII' Ill'vpltlpmPIIl 01 skill') should ('n"hle pHplls to deal 
wi I.h know] C'IIrJl~ III iln organ i len m,lliner . 
ruplls ';hould q"ln proflcl~ncy In the use of skills through 
.r"pf'titlnn and Ih~ application of these skills to new 
'0 1 tuat.ions. 
r.eogra"hy m.l~p, a particular contribution to the following· 
'kills: 
flr.,, · y .",,1 iltr'r'.,cy: ttliriklnq loglcaliy. writing concisely . 
·;pI,.lk illq wtth ,1 ~ C;lJr ,lnce and IIcr.uracy 
• Humor.ICY: '.dllty with slmpl. statistical methods. graphs 
,Inri tahl,.. .. 
• r.raphlcacy; the ahility to dr.lf.re~d and interpret 
Interpretatlnn: of pictures. photographs and maps 
fl~ldlfurk techniques: . using either the traditional 
( s urvey) or the sclent(flc approach. 
, . 
Perc~l'lion 
. ; . 
Ih,· W.I .V III which the environment. Is 'percelved' in relatibn to 
the ',oclu"l' NlVlronment Influences th0 pupl I 's concept of 
space (sllatidl conceptualIzation). 
. . ' 
Jr. nnlH to h~lghten the pupl I', perception of their environment. 
It I , necessary for them to : ._ 
• 
• 
. I "( ' . , , 
recugnlze the relationships that exist between people and 
lhoir environment 
' " . " 
,dclltify . spatial pattern~. spatial relationships and 
intera,:tlon (This Is clusely linked ~rth an understanding 
nf ' loc.tlon, distance and accessibility . ) 
.,. 
7.1.:" 
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• l,e aware of the underlying processes which act upon 
spatlnl patterns and relationships and which bring ., hnl' · 
dH n~ ~ 
hI"' ,IW ilrf' or I.Ilf' worldls placp to place '1ariety: 1.0 recI J 
lIilt' 1.111' tJlliqllt'ness of plecp.. 
M,,"y ·, t.IHIIP:' r('qulr~ pupil~ to · examine th~ spdlial a s pecl s of 
~oci,11 Mid (~colI()mic problems. Such studies provide opportuniti ps 
Inr IIl1l1il' 1.0 rp,,,nnd to problem-solving and decl'lon-m"klng 
', il.".,t.tOIl~ throllqh critical, divergent and creative thinking. 
z . ~ Approi,ol 
Z,4. Z 
? .4.3 
" t.lldlps in l;rO(lra~hy should promote the formotion and reinforce , 
mf'nt of f""ithc .ltl.ltudes and .values. 
1111, Is an "motional object.iYl', for, whlthout appealing t.o 
LI,( ' rmdtlons ."d without sufficient motivation, learning 
\pldom tnkp'f) place. 
f'o"ll, nl'('(i to develop a social awareness . This means that they 
arfl exppr.l.ed to : 
• 
• 
reeo'lnlle the Inter-dependence of man 
acquire a tolerant attitude towards others with different 
socl.I, economic and political circumstances. 
Pupils need to develop .n environmental .wareness. They need to 
feel a commitment · towards the envlronment~by developing a 
'carlng attitude]. This means . they are expected to: 
• 
• 
rec(lqnlz~ ti,e need for conservation 
"nder~tand that the halance of nature Is largely depend ent 
on mnn'5 wise management of hiS environment 
They .hould be aware of how man usesfabuses his envlronment. 
particularly the ·resources available to him; the option. 
and con~tralnts that ,are placed on his ·actlons 
.. 
realize that the quality of life Is Influenced by the 
.~sthetlc aspects of man's environment as well as by .n 
appreciation of the grandeur and wonder of Creation . 
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B. aEIIERAl REMIIRKS ON S LLA8US 
I . T~,'r.hlnq r.lIicl"lln~8 
I. I. 1 
" 
',' 
1.1. 2 
I • 1 .3 
Te "chpn ,lIould m"k~ ~vrry effort to create eflectlv. learning 
nxp~rlencc, for their, pupilS. Whatever teaching dPpro~ch Is 
used. It is e~ '~entllil to develop a sense of reality In the 
teach I n9 ,i til,' t Ion :'" 
The holistic or global approacll 
• 
• 
It Is particularly Important that the components of the 
syllabus be viewed as parts of a whol~ and not as Isolated 
, compdrtmnnis of knowl~dge. 
The divisions 01 th~ ' ~,11Abus ~hDuld be regarded as a 
ccnvpnlenf ~ean~ of brouplng the charact~rlstlts of the 
Individual components. 
• Wherever possible, th~ ' rplatlonshlp and InteractIon between 
components should be str~s~ed. 
The descrIptIve versus the problem-~olvlng approach 
• 
• 
Although there Is still roo~ for some of t~e descriptIve 
technIques of the old tradItIonal Geography, emphasis 
should be gIven to a more problem-orIentated approach. 
" . . . : . , ,. 
I • 'l I 
~uplls should gain Ihslght Ihto the process of declslon-
makIng bj ' ~artlclpAtlhj In ekercls'~ suth As sImulatIon 
games. 
The ~y8tem. approach 
. " ~ . I' I " I' .1' 
• It Is reco~m.hded ~hat t~~ch.r~ Introduce the concept of 
systems Inlo theIr teaching. 
II ' · " !'\>:-"II.,,, , .• , I I .. , , 
• PIJPllt Sh'ould" tlfi ' Ihl.r~ thH' Geog~aphY encompasses the study 
of a veri ' t'o~~Hx ' n\~n-~nv I ronmerit~I' ecosyst~m. Th Is compl e. 
system Is broken down 
'aclllt~t~ Its " siud~. 
', • ., , ., t " , 
Into a number of sub-systems to 
• Several ' ~;'m~bitehts (jf ' th~ syllabus could be taught as sub-
systems Such as those associated wIth weather, draInage and 
·urban sub-~ystems, 
1.1.4 
1. 1. 5 
, 
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The Inter-disciplinary approach 
* Concepts studied In Geogra~hy may ov.!!rlap with those of 
other subjects such as 81010gy, Science and Economics. 
• Inter-disciplinary studies should form part of the broad 
teaching strategy. This will enhance the value of both 
the le~rnlng content and the learning ?bJ.ctlves. 
The scle"tlflc .pproach 
• 1'111'11< should be trained In th~ scientific method of tnQ"i,,. 
(';I.~lemllnt of hypothesis, followed by the colleclton and 
classifIcation of Information, and finally. the testing of 
the hypothesis). 
1.2 leaching techniques 
1. 2.1 
1 .2.2 
1 .2.3 
1.2 . 4 
1.2.5 
It Is recom~ended that, where appropriate, teachers should: 
Integrate the reading and analysis of photographs and maps with 
the releva~t sections of the syllabus. ThiS Includes: 
• photographs: verllcal, oblique and horizontal (I.e. aerlol 
and ordinary); 
• maps: such as wall, atlas. topographic maps of Southern 
Africa (particularly the 1 : 50 000 SA series) and munl, 
clpal maps of the local are •. 
ensure that pupils bRcome competent In the ',se of various 
measuring Instruments and other apparatus • 
• j ! 
make use of diagrammatic representation of statistics. For 
eKample. climatic figures. ecohomlc data . ~nd population 
characteristics can be Illustrated by means of curves. co:,"-" 
rectangles. Circle segments. dots. colour. pictorial diagrams 
and I sollnes. 
IntrOduce· quantitative technlqlJe~ such escmeans. devlallnns 
(range), Ilmplo correlations, scattergr&ms , regression lines 
and probabilltl~s. tmphaSI! ' should be on understanding what 
the dlf'er~nt tech"l~u,s rdrt'ct. complicated calculations and 
constructions need not be rAqutred. 
refer to models. Thes~ Includ,': 
7 
",? , 6 
I. 2.7 
',' 
, .3 
I. 3. t 
t .3.2 
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•• theoretlc.1 models ($uch as urban and economlt models) 
which need , to be tested against the real world. These 
enable GeOgraphy ' to be studied by means of a more problem-
orlent.ted approach 
• physical models (such as globes, tellurlons and paper-mach~1 
~Anrl-trAY models) whlrh provide effective rep r esentations 
of the r~al world. 
underl"kp WfJll plall!!,'!1 l1nd meaningful ftrlc1work 
• Tht~ In( : IIIr1f'~ : oh~rrvfltt(')n and melB,Uremf'rlt. tn thp (1 (' 111; 
ttH~· rl"f:orc1lf1fj and pro r: ~sslng of data; lh~ illlf' rp rn t..1t Ill n 
of written nnd qr.phlc~1 information , 
encourage Individual and group research techniques 
• 
• 
Pupil Involvement, Independellt octlvlty, Initiative, 
creativIty and Independence should constantly be extended. 
Pupils should learn to rely on personal observations in the 
field (primary source) and to make use of secoodary 
sources such as : reference books; 
dlagram~; films, tape. and slides; 
the radio and the ,press . 
maps, photographs and 
as well as televiSion, 
• Pupils need to develop worthwhile attitudes towards 
leHnlnq such as : respect for evidence ; ,'. a critical 
appraisal of reporting; a suspicion of Simplistic explana , 
tlons; and a willingness to engage In rational di scu s sion. 
• Pupils need to distInguish between central Issues of 
Importance and perlphera I Issues . 
. , 
NOTE Pupils should undertake short Independent study topics 
throughout the year on work related to the requirement s ~f 
' the syllabus. 
Differentiation . , .. ' . 
" ' 
• ~'II\ • 
TeAchers should not ~xpect the same ~mount and Quality of work 
from all,puplls" "Dlfferences In ability must be taken Into 
atcount. Howeve' , each pupil can be expe cted to work "t the 
highest possible level 0' his own ability. 
Most of the topiCS stlldled are common to all grade s . Ilow~ v er , 
e 
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pUpils In dl"9r~nt grades will not be expected to s~udy thes e 
In the same depth. The approach to, and the control of .ork f,., 
I ' less able pUpils s~Uld b@ more direct. 
1.4 Evaluation 
Ev~luatlon Is concerned with both : 
• 
• 
tile me~surement of pupil achievement, and 
thr p.ffectlvenesS of le~son preparation. class management 
and the achievement of lesson objectives. 
C. EXPOSITION OF SYLLABUS CONTENT 
(1 ]) 
I. General Geographic Techniques 
2. 
• Contlnu3t!on 0' work done in stds 8 and 9 
• Wherever possible. the application of maps. aerial photographs 
and quantitative teehnl~ues (Including graphical repre~entatlon) 
should be integrated with relevant sections of the syllabus . 
... . ' f' f'1 ., ... I 
• Well dlan~ed ' 8nd meaningful fieldwork should be undertaken, 
whenever possible. ·The scientific method should be applied . 
• 
1.1 Reading, ~ri4tY~I~ ' and Interpretation of aerial (oblique and 
vert iea I) photographs 
1.2 Reading. analysis and Interpretation 0' 1 
maps of South Africa. 
50 000 topographic 
, " 
Climatology ( 10) 
, , .. II. ; " , ;. ~ 
• SynoptiC chart. should be used. 
" " . 
• Relevant concepts learnt In Stds 8 and 9 should he appllo-1. 
, " 
2.1 Mid-latitude and tropical cyclones 
, , 
Growth, d9cay and a.soclated weather; consequeQces 
• Thes, shOll ld be stud led on a. global scal~ 
I ' . I 
' 2.2 Weather and climatic expl.n~tinI15 
J. 
" 
?2. , 
Travelling disturbances and anticyclonic circulations and their 
effect 0" w~ather patterns In Southern Africa 
7.7.1 lottll c;calp 
v~ I II'Y <:Ilm.1!.es M,d C I!.y climates 
• ils" Sll"lh~rn A'rlc~n examples where possible. 
Geomorpholoyy 35 
In this section attention should be given to: 
• the drawing and Interpretation of cross-sections and profiles 
• the I,se and Inlrrpretatlon of topogr.phlc maps and aerial photo. 
g.raphs 
• 
3 . , 
well planned and meaningful fieldwork, where possible. 
Drainage basins; long- and cross-profiles: stream channel 
characteristics; flOw cha~acterlstlcs (normal artd abnormal): 
river capture; superiMposed and antecedant streams 
3.2 Topography associated with: horizontal and Inclined strata: 
massive Igneous rocks 
3.3 Slope charact~rlstlcs 
3.4 Landscape evolution 
• Cyclic explanation (ptneplanatlon and pedlplanatlon) 
• Non-cyclic explanation (.09,.dynamlc equl.\Jbrlum) 
I. 
Fcosystems. Environmental Balance and Conservation 
• Relate to South Africa (Section 6.1.1) 
" ' , 1 
4.1 Soils 
5011 profile.: ~oll forming factors 
4.2 Concept of an ecosystem 
10 
15 
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I 
~ 1 
'I 
1 
4.3 ECGloglcal proc~ •• e.: Ihergy flow; nutrient cycling; self-
regulation , 
4.. Iluman Impact on the ecoSystem: Imbalance of the ecosystem; 
environmental conservation and management 
. 
~ettlement Geography 
• Wh~re possible, meaningful fieldwork should be undertaken. 
The scientifIc Method shbUld be applied. 
• General patterns as well as d~vlatlons should be Indicated so 
H " to present a global View • 
• 
Sol 
5.1.1 
5.1.2 
5.1.3 
5.1.4 
5.1. S 
5.1.6 
5 . 2 
5.2.1 
South Mrican, exampl,S should 'be used, where appropriate . 
Rural settlement 
Definition and ;unctloh 
Types: nucleated and dispersed 
Factors InfluentlnO '$ltl, ' sItuatIon and form 
. '. 
DepopulatIon of ' rUril areas 
Development "sHate,'" fo~ 'rural areas · 
. ' I ' " I ... " 
.' , . r. ( ~ ,-, 
• Ig. ba~lc ne.ds phIlosophy 
Plannlnq for rur.I'.r ••• · 
" J I " " , , '. 
Urban settlement 
Processes and charact.rlstlcs of urbanIzatIon 
• Should 
global 
" , 
'I 
bl doqe In 
vIew • . , 
, 
a comparatIve context to present a 
35 
5.2.2 Factbts IntIU.~elng · tht 'ollowlng \ · sltl and functIon; sItuat'on 
5.2 . 3 
, 
'A " , , ~" 
. t , 
,tMJ52LA 61\. ¥ 
. ! '~.f ,r. 'If ' I , ; " , I 
' ,' 
• 
•• 
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h. 
" 
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S . 1..4 Land-use lon@s (I"eludlng the rural-urban fringe) 
• Should h~ consldHe,1 In terms of underlying forces and 
Conc.pt of urb." models should be applied 
S.l.S Urhan m.,rpl,oloyy 
5. 2.6 Urhan prnhlem, a"d possible solutions 
5 . 2.1 PI~nnlnq Imptu~ed urban environments 
53 
6.1 lhe Republic of South Arrlca 
6.1.1 
• 
6.1. ? 
6.1.3 
• PupilS sho,uld be familiar with DIS1RIBUTclqN MAPS. which 
form an Integral p~rt of the regional course. such as : 
political division.; chief towns and transportation routes; 
relief and dralngage ; major , climatic regions. 
• Extensive u~e should be made of the atlas. 
fnvlronmental problems and possible solutions 
, This should Include reference to droughts and floods; soil 
erosion; vegetation Imbalance; pollutlon ~ wild life 
• 
extinction. c 
The concepts of ecosystems and environmental balance should 
be applied. (Refer to Section 4 of the Std 10 syllabus). 
Population 
! .. - . 
" 
Oenslty. distribution. compositon. growth and movem ent. 
, ,. ~ f f • 
" , . 
The economy 
• Rehvant tollcejjU studied , In Std 9 should be applIed. 
6. 1.3.1 Contribution to the gross domestic product (G . D.P . ) by the 
primary. s~condary and tertiary sectors 
•.. ~ \ . i . · 
. I 
6 . 1.3.2 Primary activities • J •• ' ' I 
lhe role of agriculture Ind minIng wIth regard to f actors which 
promote or hinder development 
12 
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PAPER 1: 11/2 hours (80 marks) . 
• Com~ul.ory qllPsllons on photo and map reading , analysis and 
Int.rpr~l.tlon will br set • 
• 
• 
P~PfR 2: 
• 
. . ,' ; . 
The pmph."ls will he 011 Intp.rprelatlon. and que s tions will be 
related to a<pects of Physical . Settlement and Reglon.1 
r.roqraphy. 
Ihi s I)"p~r will be ~Ivlded Into IIIRFL secllo",-
.. 
• fOUR qupsLlon , musl' be .n.wered. ONl from eacll se clion and the 
fOURllI quesllon may he chos"n from ,,,cll,,n A, 0 or C. 
• layout of paper for the Ilighcr Grad'e and the Standard Grade: 
SECTlOII A 
SEC TID. C 
• 
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY . '. 
TWO questions set, at least ONE must be answered : 
. . . , " " 
SETTlEIIUl GEOGRAPItY 
TWO questIons ·set, at least ONE must be answered. 
REGIO.Al GEOGRAPHY · 
THREE questions sel, ~l least ONE must be answered . 
• 
• 
COll81NEO que~tlons may be set In each section; for 
exaMple. a qu~stlon In sectIon A may ' ~omprlse the Geo-
Morphology, Ecology and Climatology components. 
• HIGHER GRADE !, :Questlons may eIther be SYSTEMATIC or of 
the COMPOSitE variety. A composIte quesllon In one sec~,on 
(eg. SectIon AI may Include aspects from one or both the 
other TWO sections (8 and/or C) .. provided the marks 
allocated to aspects from other sectIons do not exceed 25\ 
of ·the ·total <Marks . for ~he .questlon. 
I "f' 
• STANDARD . GRADE : .. emphasls . sllould be on the SYSTEMATIC typ~ 0' question • ,. 
• 1. 3 DIfferentIatIon betwe~n HIgher Grade 4nd Stendard Grade, for. 
both Internal and external pftpers, 5hould be acilleved through 
th~ type 0' quutlons set and on lhelr mork Jllocalion . 
t 4 
D. 
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6.1.3.3 Secondary actlYltles 
6.1.3.4 
6.1.3.5 
6.2 
6.2.1 
6.2.2 
The PW~ complex and ONE other major Industrial region (Durb an _ 
Pinetown; ~outh We~tern Cape; Port Elizabeth - Ultenhage) 
• Attention ~hould be given to problems and possible solutions. 
Rrferf'nce should be made to the other major industrial 
reuions . 
. -
Tertiary i1clivltie, 
. -
The pO~ltlon ot the II SA In the world trade s y stem 
Economic dryelopment I . I! " . 
. . , I 
• Att~ntlbn should be given to concepts of centralization 
and decentralization Including botd~t Indu~ttles ~nd 
. grollth points. 
' . , " " ' ;' . 
• Reference to spatial models of economic growth could be 
marle lo place these developments In a global perspective. 
South West 1I;.lc. (~ailliliia) OR ON£ Indenpendent State 
ractors Influencing economl.c dev~lop~~rit 
Economic f l nk~ with lH~ 6sA 
) , " 
EYAlUAflON 60 
, 
,. . . 
I. EXAMINATIONS 
1.1 There $hould be (onll~uotls evAluJtlo~ tor &11 standards : 
-'!' : l .' 
" , .. , " 
1.2 A final public exa~lllatlo~ ·wlll be set at the end of the ; . 
I. 2. I 
1.2.2 
Std 10 year. 
. ' r, f"' , ' . ' I 1.1 
Although the · ~~6mlftatl~ri will be set on the Std 10 syllabu s . 
candidates will be expected to draw on their overall knowledge 
of concepts and ~kllls · dev.loped In previous years. 
this examination will consist of TWO papers (400 marks) : 
f· 
13 . 
· '-
APPENDIX 58 
~ , 
, 
• 
, . 
REPunUCOP~OUTlI AI'KICA 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND TRA1NINli 
SYLLABUS 
FOR 
GEOGRAPHY 
• 
STANDARD 7 
Oate of Imple01enlalion: Junuary 19K6 
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~YI.I.1I0U~ FOR GEOGRIIPHY 
STIINOIIRD 7 
Fl. IIIMS WITH SYLLIIDUS 
. ---~---------
1. 'A knnwledq£, of (,~('ography .1n nn essential requirpmC'nl: fot: th0. l' ''''r' '' 'I \ 
whu wishes to e!\tablish~ him!';elf ill the world and to h~ve Cln int<:'l -
1 .1gent undr.rstanding of newspapers, radio broadcc'\stB and dill1y p\'(·nt-r. . 
Hp.nce the consttlllt emphasis 1n this syllabus on newspaper and f ivii n 
hascd geography and 00 the greatest possible contact with reality. 
Cr.ography mur;t kef"p jn step with newspaper headlines, po11ticnl 
cl~vf!lopnents, international trade, the population explosi on nnel 0 t-h .... 1 
problP.me. The constant reference to atlases and maps, whenev(,f 
Ilccc!~sary, cannot be over-emphasized for such an approach. 
~. Tn addition to tho stre~9 on the repidly-changirlg world, tl,ere n"' ~ t 
tn or.uer. to'impress the pupil with the wonder of Creationralso b~ 
empha!1iE: on the orderliness and regularity of nature as pxemp11fi.,..(l 
in thr. Bolar system, in the movements of the earth, in the 9uccp~~1nn 
of the Rea~ons ltnd in the relatively slow processes of weather lmJ 
and croBion. 
3. Th" pupll who haa followed thb course should be able to think ",,<I 
reason "geOllraphically", and to have at his dispoR,,1 an C10cquCltr 
bil!llc knowtrdge and inRight for future study of the subject in hjf1hf'r 
9 t :mdards • 
4. Pupl.l. are expected to become familiar with mapa. They should 
understand the essentials of political and physical maps, relat1.nq 
these to news items, and must get to know · the South IIfrican 1:50 000 
sheets of the:l.r OWn area. 
5. The subject mDtter encourage9 development of the abilities and apti-
tud~. of pupils. Many opportunities should be given for self-activity. 
Independent study and pupil participation. To encourage pupils tn 
ass£'mhle C'lnd classify facts, provision has been made for the indp.-
pendent study of topics of geogrnphioal i~tsrest. This 1s one m(>thon 
when.by the pupils can discover the inter-relationships of geogra-
('hiC:ill phcncmena. 
B. GENERl\L REMIIRKS ON SYLLABUS 
1. Cf"oqraphy is the study of the relet.1C1\8hipbetwecn man and his f'nvirn'loIP" t 
It, in esscntlal to hllve ., knowledge of the subject if one de~ir"'~ ..,. 
"c:lapt to the chnnqing world one lives ' in and to have an tntelljqf'"f-
qrasp of daily occurrences. 
2. MIIN wHh hie God-g iven ability, should always be the focal p<'int nf 
:; t udy, nnd the rellltionsh 1p between man and h '1s environment shou 1 ri 
be nnphastseci. 
1 
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3. The teacher shou ld continually question htfl r eas on !'> f or tC',lt.-illl!tf 
the pupils a specific section of thE" ~y]l.ilhIlS. J\bnv(' .1 11, 110 mll'-' 
en~ur.(' thilt the pupil!'> enjoy the study (If Ceoqr.nphy. 
4. It 1[.; f'~spntial for the t:(3(\ChC'T in E.~;t(:h gtM'Io;H'd to !; f:.lIr1 y I hr· "\' 11 ,1 
h\l!=>e~ f(lr t.he previou~ and the foJ. lowlnl( ~t,lTld:'rd:~ in ('1 (l('y' II' \ '1"'" 
n .'l'pttttf.'l\ 0IltlllV(.' rlllppJIIII ,'lUI ttl df ' lt'JI11JIH~ \\1(' d"I"".d \111' 11\' : 1 ' " 
tioll. 
5. The subject matter milY be dealt with eit.her !1ys tmnnt le"lly OJ: t IH'''I ' 
tically. 
6. l\ssignmt"!nts and written tasks which encourage thr> Pl1P! 1~ tn ( 1 0 r .... r,. 
rp.nce work should be undertaken regularly In (' (lnnf' r.l JOtl wi til V,H \'''' '' 
asp~ct. of the .ylinbusl 
vat ion are essential. 
7. SOME USEFUL ~DRESSES 
planned excursion!'! for pnlTHI-'t ITnt (11";"1 '· 
7.1 Government Printer (.' 
Private Bag X85 
PRETORIA 
0001 
(For 1.50 000, 1.250 000 and 1:500 000 mill'S. 
(A catalogue of all mAps is avail,blel . 
7.2 The Trigonometrical Survey Office" 
P .O. Box 624 
PRETORIA 
0001 
(For vertical aerial photographs) 
7.3 The Director of Stati9tico 
Private Bag X44 
PRETORIA 
0001 
7.4 The Hydrographer 
South African Navy 
Msr i tiroe Headquarters 
Youngsfield 
P.O. JlENWYN 
CAPE 
7764 
(For (Nautical) charts) 
7.5 The Weath~r 
Pr ivate Bag X097 
PRETORIA 
0001 
(For daily synoptic charts alld other meteorolog leal dat.e) 
7 . 6 The Principal Subject Adviser 
r:epartJrent of Edlcaticn and TrtIiniI1g 
F.ducatirna). Tours . 
Private Bag X212 
PRETORIA 
0001 
7.7 Th~ Plnnetarlum 
Ya1t' Roitd 
11Il11~" f'nrk 
JOIIIINNESAlIAG 
2001 
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C. foX l'O~ !!.I9N OF TIlF: SYLL1I.DUS COli TENT 
I . C.1-:~f.HAL GEoGRAPIIIC l·ECIiN IgUES (c l,,,,, .. n tary) 
wt\("rp pnss!ble, the emphaAl~ ~h(11l1d be , on thf! physical and rllltnr ~" l 
phenomena of the LOCJ\IJ environment. Well-planned and mcaninqfn 1 f!"' l'~ 
work shou Id be undertak.en whenever pass ible. 
1.1 Photographs (horizontal, obliql1e find vertical photoqraph!l). 
Recognition of typical topographical (physical and ''1,1 \·ur ,, 11 
feature8. 
1.2 1:50000 topographic maps of South Africa . 
(R) 
Revision and continuation of work. done in Std 6. - Recogn1tt nn o f 
typical topographic:al fentures, e.g . slopes (steep <-lOd qf'nt lcd 
rivers, vnllpys, pJains, w~ter[all~, ' water~h~ds and ravtnp~ . 
(nl 
2 . GEOMORPIIOLOGY 
Use South l\fr .1ci1n examples where possible. Intl' oduce t he relat' l n llr,ht; , 
between major land form~ and the factor!=l assoclatcd with thf>i r fo r -
mat inn. ( :~ctUl11 processes involved should be left for the Seni o r 
~econdary Phase) • Consider the influence which these land forms 
can have on human activities. 
2.\ Basic structure of the earth (elementary). 
Refer-r.nce to the three layers, their state and approximatC' 
thicknesses. 
2.2 Composition nnd structure of the earth'g crust.. 
Simple explanation of the sial (granitic material) and 
the sima (bnsaltlc material) • 
2.3 Rock types .': origin characteristiC;~s and significance 
of igneous, scdunentary and metamorphic types, with 
~xnmpleB{elemcntary) • 
2.4 Major landforms of the earth re~ulting from internal and 
cxt.~rnal fareca. 
2 • 4 • 1 Internal forccs 
A Rimple explanation of the causes and effectR . 
Show pictures and models of the following:-
2.4.1.1 Continental drift 
2.4 . 1.2 Folding 
2.4.1.3 Earthquakes 
2.4 . \ . 4 Volcanism 
2.4.2 External forces 
Recognition of Simple landforms resulting from 
external forces. 
2.4.7.1 Weathering and erosion . 
Diet lnquish I 1n vp..r;y ~limple t('rm~ -on]y, 
3 
( 1 ) 
(2 ) 
( 4 ) 
III 
(1 I 
(II 
(1) 
• 
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hetween wentheriny nnd er.osion. 
Major Innd£orms re~1l1ting from th~ fnl-
Jowing force~ uf C!rorlion ~nd u(>'posttinl1. 
(al WATER 
Examples: Rlvcr~, donqi\~, r~vlrl~ ~ 
""lytllln, r"l'lrl :l, W.I\ (Orr,III :: , tl,-11 "~:. 
1~){HlI1pl(!9 Jt'rlvl,d 11"1111\ 1l 1 '\ ' lhl" 'lllll"" , 1 
visits, picturf!s, l1Iode]!;, nl Lclr!; II) 
f.llnln. If pt1fln!hl!', f'XI'lIl~:lllll~: 
should be undprt<lKr.n [01 ' ~t lIdy III ': \1, ' 1\ 
phenomcnn at [irst. 1I000n(l, nn ( lr .1 nl j 11' " 
scale in it riverbed. Modr]r:: ~,houlcl 
( 7 ) 
bemilde. ( 1\ 
(bl ICE 
Example!; : U-!=Ih il pefl v,tlley (1 nr lll fll' 
f jorda as examples), horll, (" 1 t '1n~', 
"r.r~te. 
(el SEA 
1 ·11 
Examplf!fl ClIfr!.!;, ~andu;lr!;, lH";1("lIr.-;. 1 ;1) 
(dl WINO 
Examples !I' 
2.4.2.3 Collections 
Class collect ions of rock samples of m in<'" : 1 1 ':, 
metals, ores (Lf pO!>l!11bln) (111<:1 rnck!1 nr 
different kinds for. r..l.:J~!'5 nllI:,('lIm, No 
l'. heorl~R . Thp onJy ,,:tm l!1 II) ;111flw f'tq'il~: 
to l~nr.n from oh~H~rv," · tnn th.,t Ilwfp. 01'" 
rock~ of rllffcrcnt klnu~. 
3. REGIONIIL GEOGRAPHY 
study thE' followlng MAJOR REGIONS: 
ThE"~C studiee: should he unuet°t;"kell with the a td tll" I1lnp~ ; ;111,1 , ,' hf"'l 
visual aids. 
Stress the relationship betweell clirnate, plflnt-1if,.. ;tntl !tllrn " 11 
occupancy. 
This approach should not {nvour simplistic df'tf"rT1lilli!:m but· ~hr"l)l.1 h · 
an appraisal of mrtn'g choicP.f; from the (~ PJ1ort. '1rllt If'!' "rpvidt ',l . 
Show the world distribution of lhc.9£' Mnjor Rcqi o llr.. 
3.1 Tropical Rain Forests: Zllire OR cxnmpl(' (lr YPllr f'Nn ,·k'! , ' , ' 
3 • 2 Monsoon: Tha iland OR ex rul\pl~ of YOll r own cilo J ('(' , 
3.3 Cool Temperate West CO.:1~t:. : Paris Dustn OR. I?xnmpll?' t)f 
your own choice. 
].~ Conl~erous Forest C.,nnda on cxnmple of your o wn rn I ('(', 
4 
,. 
',' 
• 
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4. SETTLEMENT GEOGRAPHY , '- (7 ) 
,. 
. ' 
Field studie. of the LO~' ar.a ' 
A. far as po •• ible u •• S~th African example.. ~ field study from 
either rural settlement ~ urban .ettiement must bs attempted. Field 
work will ' havh to be ' uhdattaken on Saturday or during school holidays 
if pupils cannot do it on their own. 
4.1 ~'11I1<1 IIlu<'IV on rurlll .. tthlllent 
It 18 8ugge.te'" that the"folltlWing heading. be used in this st\\<1y. 
which i. ilimed iii: iledehtuaUhg II!Ittlemerlt I 
, I . ' ,<0 •• :' . '" ' . ' . 
Introduction 
Where the farm il .ituate4, who own. it, size and other item. of 
general inter.at 
,' , 
Building • . ~n the .~arm 
~he.e include hou ••••• hedl, chicken run. and other permanent 
~. l' , ,' ~ '. I , ' I' p . 
• truoture. 
Labour 
The number of people needed to run the farm, and whether they 
. • t . 
are employed fuii"tillle or on a ganatal basiB. The work done 
• dUring a typical year 
Factora affecting produotion 
Climate, relief, availability of electricity, transport 
(e.g. for milk, whioh require. rapid transport) and other 
' f,' ' ,-
in tereating peirlt.. 
Details of production d """ 
Methode of produotion, ~ldhin.~y u.ed, labour, harvesting, 
handling, marketing arl4"btlle'" relevant dehils , 
" r .,.." ,. l. . " , 
I'rob1ei11a 
". '~ " .. . . 
Putl j dU ••••• , .. dtouClht, labOUr .hortagll 
• . ( , , •• , . ':. 11 j. t ' I r, > 
Influence of the .ctivity on eettl~ent patterns in different 
" "!P", 1" " ;~·~ I "" ''''. 'f:;'··li ~ · ' ;" 
areas 
f"" ... f ...... 1"!r ,.. 1"'t~·n"'.' .tl~I\ .. , 
Sheep farms lfi. lth • . lUoo, .• for . __ pl., are lar<;Jar, consequently, 
farmatead. w111 be aeltterl4 ovet 1arge are.e. Market-gardening, 
, . -S.' iI!! ' 'i . ' .' , .... 
on the other hend, 1. int'n'i~e; an4 aore dwelling units are fou n ~ 
II, II IIriIlIll.J! ' At •• I'" """ ',,,' . , " 
, . , ~~ ~" r.!·I ·~:~~ · ·-t tJ''''' '' ., .. ~\.~ 
4.2 rie14 .tUd~ on urban •• ttl .. ertt 
! .~ ." 
The fol1OVing ar. IU9Cl •• ted a.pecta of urban Bettlements fdr 
, ., ~ " . I I' r I 
fieldwork I 
Loclltion 
". ,' . 
. , 
Location in rei'tion to other urban settlements and lines of 
~. : .. 
cOllllnuni"ation 
5 
, , 
'. 
" 
, 
• 
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Building types 
Single-storeyed hou.ea,doub~.-Btoreyeahou.es, Bhops, schools, 
faotories, flate, churches 
Functional zones 
Residential, commercial, industrial, educational, recreational -
plot on a map 
StatisticB 
'1'1 "rflu '111<'1 (>ec1,,"I.-l,," C101lnt" Ilpsnd. ~ reuonahJe period ()f 11m" 
At .. street-intereection, cuunHn\J lha nUJ1lhtl' Hod l: y~I"~ or 
vehicle ... nd pedestri .. nB. D1agrmnmat1cally present the statiatic" 
obtained. 
. 
Sphere of influence of a town . '. 
Ask people where they coma from. Plot the information on a map-
sheet .. nd dem .. rc .. te th ... phere of influencs. 
4.3 Land use, .. nci function "aBBoci .. ted with rural and urban settl"", .. nt s 
4.3.1 Rur .. l aettlement - land use 
study e .. ch of the rural l .. nd use c .. tegories, but choosp 
, ~nly one topic from oategory 4.j.l . 1, 4 . 3.1.2 and 
.". , 
4.3.1.3 
C .. tegory 4.3.1.1 • Extenaive farming 
(a) . 
(b) , 
(c) 
(d) 
., , , " 
MaiZe farm 
, ., ( : :~ 
Sheep farm 
' CatHe' farm 
Mixed f .. rm 
(e) Sugar-grow1ng farm 
(f) ,lfina farm . 
(g) , , ·CHru" hrm.,. . ' 
(h) Wheat farm 
(1) Tobacco farm 
cat~gdry i.'3.1. '{". Indu.trial 
• 1 .\ r fl . 
Typicai rural indu.ttie. or occupation., such ... 
pottery. weaving. hahdierafts, thatohing, quarries, 
( 2) 
.! "'" ' l\bb~tihti lineS ' U.ll-lnllling .. (2) 
-;,"'<' ., . ' .. . ... ' ... .. #",. " 
. Category •• j,l.j I Intehaive farming 
'" 't t>"" .... ....... ,' " t· ~ ,·p·. fF lt -' ~ t • • ' • 
lntenaive farming'on ,amali holdings e.g. nurseries, 
m'rket-gardens, fruit-farming or battery poultry-
t ' .~ , "1 j' ;" , . ,," " 
farftling. 
'1~' , • " ." < , 
4.3.2 Urban eettlement ' 
4.3.2.1 Land u •• Eone. 
(a) Reaidential zone., White, Black, 
ColoureeS and Indian 
(2 ) 
, / 
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(b) Central business districts 
(Treated very .imply) 
(c) InduBtrial zones • Heavy and light 
industries (2) 
4.3.2.2 Functions 
(a) Marketing 
(b) M.anufacturing 
(c) Social 
(d) otherB or importance 
4.. Services and problems assooiated with rural and urban 
settlel1lents 
4.4.1 Serviees, e.g_ recreation, eduoation, communication, 
(2 ) 
health and rinancial (3) 
4.4.2 Problems. Social, organisation and environmental (2) 
4.5 Reasons ' for the depopulation of rural areas and the de-
velopment of urban areas 
4.5.1 . Urban • Farming, mining, administration, industry, 
trade and a combination of these factors (4) 
4.5.2 Rural. Uncertain exi.tence (owing to variability 
of climate, deolining 80il fertility, excess of births 
over death. - le.ding to the .ub-division of land), 
meohani.ation (requiring fewer people to cultivate 
the land), seeial faotor. (attraotion of the 
ciHu) ill 
TOTAL PERIODS ~ 
EVALUATION 
1. A year mark of 50 in Geography i8 arrived at by totalling the marks 
obtained in at lea.t lix ala •• tests and oonverting this groBs total 
mark to count out of so. (Eaoh te.t, of 15 minute. duration, must 
count 25 mark.). 
2. This mark i. th.n oombined with an examination mark of 100, giving a 
final mark of 150. 
3. In this examination .hort an.wer questions muat be .et on all sections 
of the .yllabuB (listed below) in order to oover aB much of the syllabus 
a. po •• ible . The duration of this paper i. one hour. 
4. Allooation of mark. 
4.1 General G.ographia Teohnique. 
4.2 Geomorphology 
4.3 Regional Geography 
Marks 
20 
30 
25 
4.4 Settlement GeographYI One question on each of 
Rural and Urban .ettlement 25 
Total -no 
Year merk ~ 
Grand Total 150 mark. 
7 
..... " 
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199 f. ' PRINCIPLES ON WHICH THE ·CURRICULUM IS BASED 
l 
1 . 1 
~ 
The nature of Geography 
Geography studies the relationship between man and his physio-
cultural environment. As such it has many areas of overlap with 
other subjects in both the natural and the social fields, 
especially as far as learning contents are concerned. However, 
Geography has its own perspective on these learning contents. 
Therefore' this subject curricu-lum provides for: 
" ' 
:1 . 1.1 the use and emphasis of various viewpoints such as: 
* 
* 
* 
the ' man-environment relationship 
, the spatial perspective 
the regional approach ' 
" . 
1.1 . 2 a balance between Physical and Human Geography 
I . -'r " .. : : , .. : .. . , i . . . . . 
: 1 . 1.3 continuous integration of practical aspects with thetheoreti-
cal aspects . " , .... ' 
1.1.4 sufficient flexibility to allow for the changing nature of the 
subject 
1.1.5 ample opportunities to emphasize, inter alia, the following 
basic principles of the subject: 
* a global image and holistic approach 
It is of vital importance that the components of the 
curriculum should be viewed as parts of a greater unit 
and not as isolated compartments 
* spatial differentiation 
A study of the spatial aspects of the environment which 
is characterized by continuous change in form and pattern 
* casual relationships 
* 
A study of the factors, reasons, functions and processes 
responsible for the changes 
man-land relationship (especially the significance of 
issues for man) 
1 . 2 General education of the pupil 
Education is concerned with the development of the 'whole human 
being'. The curriculum should therefore: 
1 . 2.1 help to achieve the following aims in the long term: 
* the development of intellectual skills and abilities of pupils to promote on-going education 
1 
2CO 
* the adjustment of pupils to a society that is undergoing 
rapid and far-reaching social, economic and political 
changes 
* the entering of a world-at-work that is becoming increas-
ingly technologically orientated 
.* the development of moral and emotional (affective) 
attributes of pupils to maintain themselves in a demanding 
' .world '. . " . - , _ . . , -
1 . 2.2 be directed towards both a vocational.ly orientated and a 
university orientated approach to provide for three groups of pupils: . ' . . . . . . 
* those who will receive no further ' instruction . in the 
. subject after the junior secondary phase 
* those ' who ·, ·will '·,receive · no further · instruction in the 
subject .after the senior secondary phase' 
* those who will' continue with 'the study of Geography at 
a tertiary level 
1.2.3 relate the junior secondary phase with the senior primary and 
secondary phases to bring about a progressive development of 
geographical insight, skills and abilities 
2. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
* In lesson preparation teachers should bear in mind the higher 
abilities of comprehension, analysis, synthesis, evaluation 
and application 
* The affective domain (attitudes and values) should receive 
appropriate attention 
* This subject should be taught in such a way that pupils develop 
an eagerness for further study and individual inquiry 
* Teachers should be aware of the contribution Geography is 
making to the general education of the pupils. It is this 
awareness that gives direction to day.-to-day teaching 
* Short-term objectives selected for a lesson should be closely 
correlated with the aims of the subject and the. resources 
available 
* 
* 
Objectives should be meaningful to teachers and pupils alike, 
and must be realistic and achievable. Learning objectives 
should therefore be formulated in terms of clearly defined 
verbs and should be measurable 
Aims can be classified into a few main categories: 
2 
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1 Observation 2. 
The way in which the environment is 'perceived' in relation to 
the 'actual' environment influences the pupil's concept of space 
(spatial conceptualization) 
In order to heighten the pupils' perception of their environment, 
it is necessary for them to . repeatedly: 
* measure and identify spatial characteristics and patterns such 
as distance, location, direction, height, depth, distributions 
and different intensities 
* recognize the world's place-to-place variety and the uniqueness 
of a place 
* consult audio-visual teaching media, source materials and other 
conveyors of information to get hold of factual information 
2.2 Exposition of relationships 
Pupils should be able to explain the observed spatial character-
.istics of the environment (differences, similarities and changes) 
in terms of particular functions and processes. A search for 
reasons and factors responsible for the changing reality exposes 
specific relationships and provides pupils with the necessary 
practice in interpretation, conceptualization and the stating 
of relationships 
2,3 Capabilities 
2.3.1 No list of capabilities can be complete. The following should, 
however, be kept in mind: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
The importance attached to different capabilities'should 
be related to the abilities and maturity of the pupils 
The acquisition of capabilities should enable pupils to 
deal with the observed facts in an organised manner 
Pupils should gain proficiency in the use of skills 
through repetition and application 
Pupils should acquire the ability te study the spatial 
aspects of social and economic problems. Such studies 
provide pupils with opportunities to respond to,. situations 
in which problems could be solved and decisions can be 
made through critical, divergent and creative thinking 
2.3.2 Geography makes a particular contribution to the following 
capabili ties:. 
* 
* 
Oracy and literacy: to think logically, to_ write 
concisely and to speak with assurance and accuracy 
Numeracy: facility with simple statistical methods, 
graphs and tables 
3 
2.4 
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* 
Graphicacy: the ability to draw, read and interpret 
* Interpretation: of pictures, photographs and maps 
* Fieldwork technj.ques: using either the tradi tional 
(survey) or the scientific approach 
Appraisal 
studies in Geography should promote and reinforce positive 
attitudes and values 
2 . 4.2 Pupils need to develop a social awareness ... . ,This means that 
they are expected to: 
* recognize the interdependence of man ' 
* acquire a tolerant attitude towards others with different 
social, economic and political circumstances 
2.4.3 Pupils should develop environmental awareness and a commi tmen t 
to the environment by developing a 'ca~ing attitude'. This 
means that they should be able to -
* recognize the need for conservation 
* understand that the balance· of nature is largely dependent 
on man's wise management of his environment 
2.4.4 Pupils need to develop worthwhile attitudes towards learning 
such as: respect for evidt!nce; a cri tical appra:i.sa 1 0 E 
reporting; a suspicion of simplistic explanations) and a 
willingness to engage in rational discussion 
2.4.5 Pupils need to distinguish between central issues of importance 
and peripheral issues 
2 . 4.6 Pupils should realize that the quality of life is influenced 
by the aesthetic aspects of man's enviror.~ent as well as by 
an appreciation of the grandeur and wonder of Creation 
2.5 Mastering the content 
Practising of the above learning objectives should contribute 
to pupils mastering a fundamental body of factual and useful 
information 
3 • TEACHING GUIDELINES 
3 . 1 Teaching approaches 
Teachers should make every effort to create effective learning 
experiences for their pupils. 
4 
. 3 . 1 . 1 
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The holistic approach 
* The components of the course should be viewed as parts 
of a whole 
* Wherever possible, the relationship and interaction 
between components should be stressed . '..... 
3.1 . 2 The descriptive :versus the problem:-sol ving appr 9 ach .: ' .' .'., 
* Although there is still place for tradi tional descriptive 
Geography, emphasis should be given to a more problem-: .. . 
orientated approach , .. . . . . . ' " ., ... : .": .. 
* Pupils should be trained in . the scientific method .. of . 
inquiry (statement of hypothesis,' · .followed . by the . 
collection and classification of information, and finally, 
the testing .. o.f ' ~~I! ' ~ypo.thesis 1. ' . .. ;.: ,. :,i '<~~,\ .~; " i . . 
. . 
* Pupils should gain insight into the process of decision-
making by participation in exercises ' such as simulation 
games and role play 
3.1.3 The Thematic approach should be emphasized 
3 . 1 . 4 The inter-disciplinary approach 
* 
* 
* 
concepts studied in Geography may overlap in with those 
of other subjects such as Biology, Science and Economics 
Inter-disciplinary studies should form part of the broad 
teaching strategy 
Notwithstanding the overlap with other subjects, studies 
should always be undertaken from a geographical perspec-
tive 
3 . 2 Teaching aids and techniques 
It is recommended that teachers should inter alia : 
3,2.1 integrate the reading and analysis of photographs and maps wi th 
the relevant sections of the curriculum. This includes: 
* photographs (different types of aerial and ordinary 
photographs) 
* maps: such as wall, atlas, topographic maps of Southern Africa (particularly the 1 50 000 SA series) and 
municipal maps of the local area 
3.2 . 2 ensure that pupils become competent in the use of various 
measuring instruments and other apparatus. Emphasis should 
be placed on the information gathered and not on the mechanism 
of the instruments 
3 . 2 .3 make use of diagrammatic representation of statistics 
5 
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.. '~ 
make use of physical models sUI:h as globes, tellurions, paper-
mache/sand tray models 
3. 2. 5 undertake well-planned and meaningful fiel.dwork 
2 6 encourage individual and group research techniques 3. ' 
* Pupils should undertake short independent study topics 
throughout the year on work relaeed to the requirements 
of the curriculum - .- - .' -
2 7 utilize the media centre 3. ' 
3.3 Differentiation 
. '.,!; ..... " •• ~." ", : : .~ ", • 
3. 3 , 1 
3. 3.2 
3.4 
Most 'of the topics studied are commontoall ::gi-ade,s ;:":t!owever, 
pupils in different grades will not be expected _to o-study these 
in the same depth. The approach in lower grade should be more 
simple, concrete and perceptible. -Moreobservational·_activ-
ities and less application should be done by these pupils 
Teachers should not expect the same ~ount and quality of-work 
from all pupils, even though they are in the same standard and 
grade. However, each pupil should be expected to work at the 
highest possible level of his own ability 
Evaluation -and Assessment 
* There should be continuous assessment in all standards to 
determine pupil progress 
* Appropriate assessment techniques should be used 
* Evaluation should also be undertaken to determine the achieve-
ment of lesson objectives and the effectiveness ofi lesson 
preparation, appropriate remedial. measures and class management 
4, EXAMINATION 
4. 1 Pupiis in standard 8 and 9 must write a examination at the end 
of each year 
4.2 A final public examination will be written at the end of standard 
10 -
4.2 . 1 Although the examination will deal with the content of the std 
10 syllabus, pupils will be expected to utilize- knowledge 
gained on principles and concepts, as well as specific skills 
which were acquired during the preceding years 
1.2.2 Details of this examination will be explained later on 
5. LEARNING CONTENT FOR STANDARDS 8, 9 AND 10 
The learning content and commentary are indicated colurnnwise on 
the following pages: 
6 
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C lumn l' Core syllabus content 5. 1 0 . 
In the first column the core syllabus content is indicated for 
the standard concerned to be covered in one year 
2 Column 2: Detailed content 5. 
The second column should enaple teachers and authors of textbooks 
to determine how concisely or elaborative the content should be 
explained and taught; The curriculum is not prescriptive as far 
as the detailed content is concerned, yet there is a need for 
greater uniformity regarding the factual information contained 
in the different textbooks _'- • 
5.3 Column 3: commentary 
This column contains guidelines to lassist .the teacher in the 
planning of lessons and is therefore - not prescriptive. The 
guidelines relate to the teaching techniques suggested in par. 
3.2 From this it is clear that techniques such as mapwork, the 
use of instruments, models, statistical methods, fieldwork and 
the use of media are not study topics on their own. The purpose 
of these techniques is to initiate and to set in motion mental 
activities on the different levels of observation, interpretation 
and application. Pupils should master these techniques after 
many repetitions and continuous integration with the relevant 
learning contents. 
5.4 A modular structure for the ordering of the core syllabus content 
for std 8 to 10 
This structure is demonstrated in Table 1 on page B. 
, ~_~ p,EI'Ha~ § a 
DRAFT CORE SYLLABUS FOR STANDARD 9 IlG 
CORE SYLLABUS CONTENT 
, 
DETAILED CONTENT 
* Cave formation, solution pas-
sages/ cave systems/ and de-
positional features 
* Importance to/ and influence 
upon, human activities such as 
in agricultural, economic, 
transport, industrial, and 
social spheres 
" 
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COMNENTARY 
CLIMATOLOGY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY TOGETHER FORM A SECTION 
3. RURAL SETTLEMENT GEOGRAPHY 
3.1 Settlement geography and 
rural settlement * 
3.2 
3.3 
~ 
The basic function of rural 1* 
settlements 
Site, situation, and the in- I * 
fluencing factors 
Definitions; relationship be- I * 
tween settlement and contri-
buting factors 
Food supply 
Climactic factors; soil con-
ditions; carrying capacity; 
available water; transport 
routes; contiguous marketing 
areas 
* 
The integrated inclusion of 
maps, aerial photographs, 
reference works / news media!. I I·. 
audio-visual education me-
dia, statistics, and graphic 
techniques should characte-
rise teaching 
Meaningful field work 
be undertaken 
DRAFT CORE SYLLABUS FOR STl\NDhRD 9 JIG 
CORE SYLLABUS CONTENT 
3.4 
3.5 
Problems and strategies in 
developing areas 
Problems and strategies in 
developing areas 
4. ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY 
4.1 Field of study and perspec-
tive 
DETAILED CONTENT 
* Depopulation; under-utiliza- 1* 
tion of soil; rural pl anning 
and resettlement measur~i; 
establishment of rural service 
centres; innovative develop-
ment schemes 
* 
* 
Over-population; soil deple-
tion; low yields resulting 
from traditional farming me-
thods; training, experimenta-
tion, guidance, planning; ag-
riculture-directed strategies; 
more effective provision of 
services; the "philosophy of 
basic needs" 
Man's role 
" 
* 
4.2 Economic concepts and critc- I * 
ria to determine levels of 
development 
Explanation of concepts 
Initiative and life-style 
4.3 The economic contribution 
made to a country's GNP in 
respect of: 
* 
2.07 
COMMENTARY 
Comparisons may be made Withl l 
developmental strategies in 
other countries such as in 
desert areas in the USA; 
Israel, India, and Russia Ii 
'\ 
I 
The integrated inclusion of ~ 
statistics, quantitative . 
techniques, graphic repre-
sentations, atlases, maps, 
audio-visual education me-
dia, and reference works 1-;, 
should characterise teaching 
I 
Continu~l reference should 
be made to the situation in 
the RSA -,.- and where 
t! ", . 
